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Abstract

With the popularization of GPS-enabled devices such as mobile phones, location data

are becoming available at an unprecedented scale. The locations may be collected

from many different sources such as vehicles moving around a city, user check-ins in

social networks, and geo-tagged micro-blogging photos or messages. Besides the lon-

gitude and latitude, each location record may also have a timestamp and additional

information such as the name of the location. Time-ordered sequences of these lo-

cations form trajectories, which together contain useful high-level information about

people’s movement patterns.

The first part of this thesis focuses on a few geometric problems motivated by the

matching and clustering of trajectories. We first give a new algorithm for computing

a matching between a pair of curves under existing models such as dynamic time

warping (DTW). The algorithm is more efficient than standard dynamic program-

ming algorithms both theoretically and practically. We then propose a new matching

model for trajectories that avoids the drawbacks of existing models. For trajectory

clustering, we present an algorithm that computes clusters of subtrajectories, which

correspond to common movement patterns. We also consider trajectories of check-

ins, and propose a statistical generative model, which identifies check-in clusters as

well as the transition patterns between the clusters.

The second part of the thesis considers the problem of covering shortest paths

in a road network, motivated by an EV charging station placement problem. More
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specifically, a subset of vertices in the road network are selected to place charging

stations so that every shortest path contains enough charging stations and can be

traveled by an EV without draining the battery. We first introduce a general tech-

nique for the geometric set cover problem. This technique leads to near-linear-time

approximation algorithms, which are the state-of-the-art algorithms for this problem

in either running time or approximation ratio. We then use this technique to develop

a near-linear-time algorithm for this shortest-path cover problem.
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1

Introduction

With the popularization of GPS-equipped devices, spatial data are increasingly being

collected and analyzed to provide better services for recommendation, ride sharing,

routing, etc. For many fundamental computational problems on spatial data, tra-

ditional polynomial-time algorithms will not be sufficient as the amount of data

becomes large. In this thesis, we aim to develop faster algorithms for dealing with

spatial data. Most of the problems we consider are related to trajectory data, but

we also consider problems in spatial road networks and more generally geometric

spaces.

Trajectories are functions from a time interval to a continuous space, such as Rd

with d ě 1, and are usually observed as a sequence of time-ordered points. Such

data are recorded or inferred from millions of sensors, such as GPS sensors on mobile

phones and cameras in surveillance systems, and from scientific simulations such as

molecular dynamics in biology. These datasets provide enormous opportunities for

extracting information and improving our decision making. For example, summary

descriptions of short trajectories of individuals captured in videos of surveillance

cameras may be used as a basis for detecting anomalous behavior. GPS traces from
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mobile phones, vehicles, etc. may be used to extract valuable aggregate insights about

the dynamic road network, traffic conditions, and commuting patterns in a city.

Understanding trajectory data and extracting insights from them entail many

computational challenges. Firstly, the scale of the available data is huge and con-

stantly growing. Secondly, trajectory observations can be noisy and heterogeneous

in quality, format, and temporal support. For example, GPS measurements can be

inaccurate in urban canyons; many mobile sensors operate on batteries, and only

sends infrequent, approximate measurements to conserve energy. Finally, individual

trajectories can have complex shapes and even small nuances can make big differences

in their semantics. Therefore, a more robust and viable approach is to exploit the

wisdom of the collection, i.e., retrieving information embedded in a large collection

of trajectories, but missing in any individual trajectory.

This thesis focuses on two fundamental problems for analyzing trajectory data,

namely, comparing a pair of trajectories, and computing representations for col-

lections of trajectories that capture commonalities and differences between them.

Trajectories are related because motions are extracted from the same mobile entities

over time and occur in the same physical space — think of trajectories generated by

a collection of taxicabs driving in a city over a period of many days. By exploiting

geometric structures in trajectories, we develop effective and efficient methods for

the problems.

This thesis also considers the problem of covering shortest paths in a road net-

work, motivated by an EV charging station placement problem. Electric vehicles

(EVs) are becoming increasingly important for the transition from fossil fuels to

cleaner energy. One of the main challenges in the popularization of EVs is the lack

of charging facilities in the road network. Ideally, an EV should be able to reach a

charging station quickly anywhere on the road network, as in the case of gas stations.

However, due to resource constraints and the relatively small fraction of EVs cur-
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rently on the road, it is desirable to first build a small number of charging stations to

satisfy some basic movement requirements of EV owners. One natural requirement is

that an EV with initial full charge should be able to move between any two locations

via the shortest path by recharging at every charging station on the path. In other

words, any shortest path in the road network contains sufficient number of charging

stations. We model the problem as a graph shortest paths covering problem, and

develop an efficient algorithm for the problem.

1.1 Prior Work

Trajectory data have been studied in a wide range of disciplines, and we briefly review

several similar problems that have been studied in different areas and compare with

the problems of our study.

Trajectories and polygonal curves have been analyzed extensively in computa-

tional molecular biology in the context of protein structure analysis and molecu-

lar dynamics [123, 104]. Their focus is different from ours because these trajecto-

ries/curves follow certain special physical principles and there are universal motifs in

protein structures (e.g., α-helix and β-sheet), so the techniques developed there (e.g.,

hidden Markov model approaches) do not apply to more general settings. The work

on biological sequence analysis is also related but there problems are even simpler

because the input is a string over a small, fixed-size alphabet. Much work in speech

recognition can also be cast as trajectory analysis by mapping the audio signal to a

trajectory in a high-dimensional space, but domain knowledge plays a key role here

[126, 119]. The work on trajectory analysis in machine/statistical learning [74, 75],

as well as in data-mining [103, 87, 140], has by and large focused on the manifold per-

spective, where each trajectory is mapped to a point in some high-dimensional space.

The work on time-series analysis and functional clustering [124] is also relevant, but

the existence of a common parametrization over all curves makes the problems con-
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siderably simpler. On the other hand, some of the techniques developed in machine

learning and statistics, especially for handling uncertainty, will be valuable for the

problems proposed here. Previous research in computational geometry (e.g. curve

simplification, curve matching, map reconstruction) has focused on individual or

pairwise views of trajectories, in an effort to characterize and compare their shapes

[40, 41, 58], but has not paid attention to uncertainty in the measurements and the

ensemble view of a large collection of trajectories that we take. For a more thorough

survey on trajectory data analysis, see e.g. [157] and references therein.

1.2 Our Results

Motivated by trajectory data analysis, we study several problems related to match-

ing discrete curves, and clustering movement patterns from trajectories. We then

consider the problem of placing charging stations in a road network, and model it

as covering shortest paths in a graph. Making use of an algorithm framework we

developed for accelerating geometric covering computation, we obtain an algorithm

for computing a near-optimal set of charging stations in near-linear time.

1.2.1 Curve matching

A fundamental task in analyzing trajectories is to compute the similarity between

a pair of trajectories. For two similar trajectories, it is also desirable to compute

a “matching” between their similar portions. There are many widely used similar-

ity measures for discrete curves, such as dynamic time warping (DTW), discrete

Fréchet distance, biological sequence alignment methods, and edit distance. They

also compute a matching between the curves. Generally, quadratic-time dynamic

programming (DP) based algorithms are used to compute these measures. However,

in many applications where similarity computation is used as a routine repeated,

e.g., nearest neighbor search and iterative closest point (ICP), the quadratic-time
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bound can be too large to be practical. Therefore, faster algorithms are needed for

computing these similarity measures.

We present new algorithms for computing DTW and ED approximately, whose

running time is near-linear or subquadratic for several “well-behaved” families of

input curves. These are the first subquadratic-time algorithms for computing DTW

or ED for such input curves. Furthermore, we propose a simpler and more practical

variant of the algorithm, and tested it on synthetic and real-world datasets. Our

expriments show that it is an order of magnitude faster than the standard exact

DP algorithm while computing solutions that are within 10% away from optimal.

We also demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm by using it in two applications:

computing k most similar trajectories to a query trajectory, and running the iterative

closest point method for a pair of trajectories. We can achieve 8-12 times speedup

without compromising accuracy. These results are based on joint work with Pankaj

K. Agarwal, Kyle Fox, and Rex Ying [13, 152]; see Theorem 1, 2 in Chapter 2.

We next introduce a new matching model for trajectories, because existing mod-

els do not capture all characteristics of trajectory data. For example, DTW tries to

match all points and may not be meaningful when two trajectories have significant

deviations; on the other hand, sequence-alignment methods can handle deviations

using gaps, but fails when two similar trajectories have very different sampling rates.

Our new model allows many-to-one matching, as in DTW, to handle different trajec-

tory sampling rates, and allows gaps, as in sequence-alignment, to handle deviations

of the trajectories. We design a quadratic-time dynamic programming algorithm

for computing the matching. The details of our matching model and algorithm are

in Chapter 3, based on joint work with Swaminathan Sankararaman, Pankaj K.

Agarwal, Thomas Mølhave, and Arnold P. Boedihardjo [133].
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1.2.2 Subtrajectory clustering

Given a collection of trajectories of, say, taxis in a city, we introduce a new algorithm

that learns a set of common moving patterns by clustering subtrajectories. We call

these patterns fragments. The fragment representations of trajectories are more

compact and contain more semantic meanings. The fragments can also be used as

features in many other learning tasks such as trajectory classification.

Lee et al. [103] considered this problem and gave an algorithm that first partitions

each trajectory into a set of line segments and then groups similar line segments into

clusters. Since each trajectory is partitioned independently, a partitioned segment

may span multiple fragments, making the clusters less representative.

Our approach treats the trajectory identities as features and assigns a subset of

features, called a label, to each trajectory point. Intuitively, the label of a point

contains the trajectories that pass through the neighborhood of the point. We then

group points with similar labels into clusters, and the fragments are recovered from

the clusters. The label of each point encodes information from the whole trajectory

data. Imagine that a person is standing at each trajectory point, and the label of

that point corresponds to all the trajectories the person can “see” at that point.

Since a fragment consists of points with similar labels, it means that a person can

see roughly the same set of trajectories at every point of the fragment, and this

fragment is shared among this subset of trajectories. We present the details of our

approach and experimental results in Chapter 4. See Figure 1.1 for an toy example

of subtrajectory clusters. This result is based on joint work with Will Victor and

Pankaj K. Agarwal.

1.2.3 Check-in data clustering

A special type of trajectory data is the check-in data, often collected from social

networks such as FourSquare, Facebook, and Instagram. A check-in record usually

6



Figure 1.1: Subtrajectory clusters of a toy trajectory dataset.

Figure 1.2: Collection of check-in locations (in the US) of 500 random users from
FourSquare.

consists of a timestamp, a location (longitude and latitude), and additional infor-

mation such as the name or category of a place. Unlike traditional trajectory data,

check-in observations are not passively collected (say, every minute); instead, the

times of observations are informative about user behavior. Consequently, observa-

tion times are irregular and typically alternate between bursty and sparse episodes.

The observations of each individual form a sequence of check-in times, each with

an associated location. See Figure 1.2 for a visualization of a collection of check-in

records from FourSquare.

As for vehicle trajectory data, we hope to uncover shared patterns from the
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check-in data. Such information can include activity hotspots (e.g. big cities, tourist

attractions, restaurants), transition probabilities between different hotspots and na-

ture of activity in different regions. The shared patterns can assist recommendation

systems, managing traffic, identifying unusual activity patterns, understanding fac-

tors that lead to the success or failure of a business, as well as just to summarize a

large collection of activity data.

We introduce a new generative model for check-in sequences, assuming that the

shared patterns are involved in the generative process. We model check-ins as lo-

cal excursions about a latent state: e.g., one might visit a restaurant in Chicago,

Chicago being the latent state, and the restaurant coordinates giving the check-in

location. Generatively, at the start of the observation window, the individual starts

in a random state, stays there for a random period of time, checks in a random

number of times while in that state, and stochastically transitions to a new state.

When checking in, a random location is attached to the individual.

One possible generative model is a discrete-time state-space model [71]: starting

with the simple hidden Markov model [127], extensions like dynamic Bayesian net-

works [115], infinite-state HMMs [31, 143], and factorial Markov models [80] have also

been proposed and applied. These models are however unsuitable for the check-in

data we consider, which contains bursty, asynchronous observations over long in-

tervals of time. As we demonstrate in our experiments, accurate prediction requires

artificial discretization at high temporal resolution, incurring expensive computation.

Our new model of check-in data apply ideas from continuous-time Markov jump

processes (MJP). By performing statistical inference on the model parameters, we can

obtain clusters of check-in locations and user movement patterns. In the experiments,

we visualize the patterns learned by the model, and demonstrate its usefulness in

data-exploration, prediction, and anomaly detection. This work is based on joint

work with Vinayak Rao, Pankaj K. Agarwal, and Alan E. Gelfand [122]; see Chapter 5
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for details.

1.2.4 Geometric covering

We introduce simple and efficient algorithms for the geometric set-cover and hitting-

set problems. Given a geometric range space with a set of points and a set of

geometric shapes (e.g., balls, rectangles) in Rd, the goal of the hitting-set (set-cover)

problem is to compute a minimum-size subset of points (shapes) that hit every

shape (cover every point). Geometric covering problems are general enough to model

problems in many applications such as sensor network planning and database queries.

The geometric hitting-set and set-cover problems are knwon to be NP-Complete,

even for simple cases when R is defined by a set of unit disks or unit squares in R2 [66].

The well-known greedy algorithm gives a polynomial-time Oplog nq-approximation

for both problems [55]. This is the best one can hope for in general [64]. However,

better approximation factors can be obtained for many geometric range spaces by

exploiting the underlying geometry [23, 52, 54, 117]. For a number of recent appli-

cations, such as database systems and computer vision, a hitting set or set cover

needs to be computed repeatedly. So traditional polynomial-time algorithms may

not be enough in these applications. Agarwal et al. [12] proposed near-linear-time al-

gorithms for the geometric hitting-set problem. However, their algorithms are rather

complex with high approximation factors.

We present two simple algorithms, based on the multiplicative weight method,

that compute a small-size hitting set or set cover for many geometric range spaces

in near-linear time. The first algorithm is a simpler but more efficient variant of

the Brönnimann-Goodrich algorithm [39] and the second algorithm can be viewed

as solving a zero-sum game. Previous algorithms either take super-linear time or

have worse approximation ratios. The results are based on joint work with Pankaj

K. Agarwal [15]; see Chapter 6 for the details.
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1.2.5 Graph shortest path covering

Motivated by the EV charging station placement problem, we study the graph short-

est path hitting set (SPHS) problem. Roughly speaking, given an input graph G of

n vertices, the SPHS problem is to compute a small-size subset H of vertices of G

such that by placing charging stations at vertices in H, every shortest path P in G

becomes EV-feasible, i.e., an EV can travel through P by having a full charge at the

beginning and recharging at every charging station on P . We show that the SPHS

problem is NP-complete. One possible algorithm for the SPHS problem is to first

compute all shortest paths and then obtain an Oplog nq-approximate hitting set us-

ing a greedy algorithm. However, constructing all shortest paths already takes Opn3q

time, which is not useful when the road network is large. We propose a bi-criteria

approximation algorithm with running time near-linear in the size of G. The algo-

rithm has a logarithmic approximation on |H| and may require the EV to slightly

deviate from the shortest path when traveling between two vertices of G. Our results

assumes that the road network has small highway dimension [9]. We also present

a data structure for computing an EV-feasible path between two query vertices of

G. The result are based on joint work with Will Victor and Pankaj K. Agarwal; see

Theorem 27 in Chapter 7 for more details.
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2

New Algorithms for Curve Matching

2.1 Introduction

Computing the similarity and matching between discrete curves is a fundamental

problem in analyzing many types data such as time series and GPS trajectories. In

this chapter, we introduce a new algorithm for approximating dynamic time warping

(DTW), whose running time is near-linear or subquadratic when the input sequences

are “well-behaved”. We also derive a simpler variant of the algorithm, and demon-

strate its advantages over the existing exact algorithm in experiments on synthetic

and real-world datasets. Finally, we describe an extension of our algorithm to the

(Euclidean) edit distance.

Problem statement. Let P “ xp1, . . . , pmy and Q “ xq1, . . . , qny be two se-

quences of points in Rd for some fixed d ě 1. We define a correspondence as a

pair ppi, qjq. A set C of correspondences is monotone if for any pair of correspon-

dences ppi, qjq, ppi1 , qj1q with i1 ě i we have j1 ě j. We define the cost of C to be
ř

pp,qqPC ||pq||, where || ¨ || is the Euclidean norm. The similar portions of P and Q are

represented by a set C of monotone correspondences, with the cost of C quantifying

11



the quality of similarity. The goal is to compute a monotone set of correspondences

with certain properties.

Dynamic time warping (DTW) computes a monotone set of correspondences in

which every point in P and Q appears at least once, and minimizes the sum of

distances of corresponding pairs of points. Formally, the cost of DTW, denoted by

dtwpP,Qq, is dtwpP,Qq “ minC
ř

pp,qqPC ||pq||, where the minimum is taken over all

sets C of monotone correspondences that cover all points of P and Q. DTW allows a

point to appear in multiple correspondences, so it matches two sequences effectively

even if the sampling rates are different.

Edit distance (ED) seeks a monotone matching on the points in P and Q of

minimum cost; each point in P corresponds to at most one point in Q and vice

versa. It also adds a gap penalty, say g, for each point in P Y Q that does not

appear in any correspondence. The cost of ED, denoted by edpP,Qq, is edpP,Qq “

minC
ř

pp,qqPC ||pq|| ` gpm ` n ´ 2|C|q, where the minimum is taken over all sets

C of monotone matchings in the complete bipartite graph P ˆ Q. By tuning g

correctly, meaningful correspondences can be computed even when faced with outlier

points that arise from measurement errors or short deviations in otherwise similar

trajectories.

Given a parameter ε P p0, 1q, we wish to develop efficient p1 ` εq-approximation

algorithms for computing dtwpP,Qq and edpP,Qq, i.e., they return a value ∆ such

that dtwpP,Qq ď ∆ ď p1 ` εqdtwpP,Qq or edpP,Qq ď ∆ ď p1 ` εqedpP,Qq. We are

also interested in computing correspondences that realize these distances.

Prior results. It is well-known that both dtwpP,Qq and edpP,Qq, as well as the rel-

evant correspondences, can be computed in Opmnq time using dynamic programming

[97]. A series of recent papers show that there exists no algorithm for computing

dtwpP,Qq or edpP,Qq in time Opn2´δq for any δ ą 0 unless the Strong Exponen-
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tial Time Hypothesis (SETH) of Impagliazzo and Paturi [93] is false. In particular,

Backurs and Indyk [27] showed a conditional lower bound for edit distance, and Ab-

boud et al. [5] and Bringmann and Künnemann [37] independently showed similar

lower bounds for DTW. While most of these lower bounds were presented for the

string versions of their respective problems, the DTW lower bound of Bringmann

and Künnemann uses sequences of points in R. Unless SETH is false, there exists

no strictly subquadratic time algorithm for DTW, even in our setting of point se-

quences in Rd. Similar conditional lower bounds have been shown for other distance

and similarity problems [6, 27, 5, 35, 37]. Some of these results suggest that even

strongly subquadratic approximation schemes seem unlikely [5, 35].

In view of the recent lower bounds, a natural question to ask is whether near-

linear, or even subquadratic, algorithms exist for certain natural families of point

sequences. Aronov et al. [25] gave subquadratic-time approximation schemes for

the discrete Fréchet distance of κ-bounded and backbone point sequences. Discrete

Fréchet distance is similar to DTW except that one uses max instead of sum in the

definition. Restricting themselves to these families of sequences allowed them to

subvert the hardness result of Bringmann [35] mentioned above. Driemel et al. [59]

extended the approximation results to the continuous Fréchet distance and to the

family of so-called κ-packed curves (defined below); see also [36, 38]. Roughly speak-

ing, these algorithms guess the value of the (discrete) Fréchet distance, say, ∆ and

simplify the two sequences within an ε
2
∆ error. Only a subquadratic number of en-

tries in the dynamic-programming table need to be computed when matching each

point p in one sequence with points in the other (simplified) sequence that lie within

distance ∆ from p.

We note that while (discrete) Fréchet distance is a reasonable measure to compute

the similarity between two sequences, it is not effective in identifying similar portions

of the sequences, and DTW or edit distance and their variants are more widely
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used for computing correspondences. Currently, no subquadratic-time approximation

results are known for DTW, but there are a number of heuristics designed to speed

up its exact computation in practice (see [148]). Subquadratic-time approximation

algorithms are known for variants of edit distance, but these algorithm have at least

a polylogarithmic approximation ratio [21].

The aforementioned algorithms for (discrete) Fréchet distance do not extend to

DTW or ED, because these measures add the distances of corresponding pairs instead

of taking their maximum value. As such, we cannot globally simplify the two curves,

and we cannot restrain ourselves to computing a small number of entries in the

dynamic-programming table for each point p P P , because it may be matched with

a far away point in Q.

Because of the popularity of DTW, several heuristics have been proposed to expe-

dite the DTW computation. For example, the commonly used library of Giorgino [82]

uses constraints such as the Sakoe-Chiba Band [132] that only constructs a small

“band” around the diagonal of the DP table and restricts the search within this

band. This approach is effective if the minimum-cost path stays near the diagonal;

otherwise, it is as slow as the original DP algorithm or it does not compute an opti-

mal or near optimal path from p1, 1q to pm,nq. In practice, the optimal path often

deviates far from the diagonal and thus the heuristic is not effective in such cases.

Al-Nayamat [17] propose another heuristic that roughly speaking computes the en-

tries of the DP table in a lazy manner — initially only a few entries are computed

for each point in one of the sequences and more entries are computed as needed. Al-

though this heuristic speeds up the DTW computation by a factor of two on certain

inputs, in general its running time is quadratic.

Our results. We present a new algorithm for computing dtwpP,Qq approximately.

The correspondences realizing these distances can also be recovered. In the worst
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: (a) κ-packed curves that are not κ-bounded. (b) The top half of the
Koch snowflake is a κ-bounded curve that is not κ-packed. (c) A backbone sequence
that is neither κ-bounded nor κ-packed.

case, the running time is quadratic for arbitrary point sequences, but it is near-linear

if P and Q are κ-packed or κ-bounded sequences and subquadratic when P and Q

are backbone sequences. This is the first approximation algorithm that compute

DTW for such point sequences in subquadratic time.

For x P Rd and r P R`, let Bpx, rq denote the ball of radius r centered at x.

Given κ P R`, a curve γ in Rd is κ-packed if the length of γ inside any ball of

radius r is bounded by κr [59], and γ is κ-bounded if for any 0 ď t ă t1 ď 1,

γrt : t1s Ď B
`

γptq, κ
2
||γptqγpt1q||

˘

Y B
`

γpt1q, κ
2
||γptqγpt1q||

˘

, where γ : r0, 1s Ñ Rd and

γrt : t1s is the portion of γ between γptq and γpt1q [19]. We say a point sequence

P is κ-packed (resp. κ-bounded) if the polygonal curve that connects points of P

is κ-packed (resp. κ-bounded). A point sequence P “ xp1, . . . , pmy is said to be

a backbone sequence if it satisfies the following two conditions: (i) for any pair of

non-consecutive integers i, j P r1,ms, ||pipj|| ą 1; (ii) for any integer i in p1,ms,

c1 ď ||pi´1pi|| ď c2, where c1, c2 are positive constants [25]. These sequences are

commonly used to model protein backbones where each vertex represents a Cα atom,

connected to its neighbors via covalent bonds. See Figure 2.1 for examples of κ-

packed, κ-bounded, and backbone curves. We use γP to denote the polygonal curve

connecting the points of sequence P . Our results for DTW are summarized in the

following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let P and Q be two point sequences of length at most n in Rd, and

let ε P p0, 1q be a parameter. An p1` εq-approximate value of dtwpP,Qq can be com-
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puted in Opκ
ε
n log nq, Opκ

d

εd
n log nq, and Op1

ε
n2´1{d log nq time if P,Q are κ-packed,

κ-bounded, and backbone sequences, respectively.

We also propose a simpler and more efficient variant of the algorithm for approx-

imating DTW, and prove its running time for κ-packed sequences. Experiments on

synthetic and real-world datasets show that our algorithm is an order of magnitude

faster than the DP algorithm even on point sequences of length 5000, while returning

an output whose approximation error (i.e. ε) is within 5 ´ 10%. The improvement

is even more significant on larger sequences. We apply our algorithm to two dif-

ferent problems: computing the k most similar trajectories to a query trajectory,

and running the iterative closest point method for a pair of trajectories. We show

that we can achieve 8-12 times speedup using our algorithm as subroutine in these

applications, without compromising much accuracy.

The algorithm for DTW can be extended to ED, and we obtain the following

results.

Theorem 2. Let P and Q be two point sequences of length at most n in Rd, and let

ε P p0, 1q be a parameter. An p1` εq-approximate value of edpP,Qq can be computed

in Opκ
ε
n log nq, Opκ

d

εd
n log nq, and Op1

ε
n2´1{pd`1q log nq time if P,Q are κ-packed, κ-

bounded, and backbone sequences, respectively.

Recall that the standard dynamic programming algorithm for computing dtwpP,Qq

or edpP,Qq constructs a weighted grid V “ tpi, jq | 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď j ď nu and formu-

lates the problem as computing a minimum-weight path from p1, 1q to pm,nq. Based

on the observation that nearby grid points typically have similar weights when P,Q

are “well-behaved”, we construct a small number of potentially overlapping rectan-

gular regions of V, whose union contains the minimum-weight path in V, such that

all grid points within each rectangle have similar weights; see Figure 2.2. We con-

struct the rectangles so that the number of “boundary points” of the rectangles is
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near linear when P,Q are κ-packed or κ-bounded and subquadratic when they are

backbone sequences. We then use an efficient procedure to compute approximate

minimum-weight paths from p1, 1q to all boundary points.

The algorithm framework is quite general and can work for a variety of similar

distance measures based on monotone correspondences. For example, our results

immediately generalize to variants of dynamic time warping and edit distance that

use the k-th powers of distance between points instead of their Euclidean distance

for any constant k ą 0. Moreover, the framework may prove useful in designing

subquadratic-time algorithms for other problems that can be solved with standard

dynamic programming.

2.2 Algorithm for DTW

Let P “ xp1, . . . , pmy and Q “ xq1, . . . , qny be two point sequences in Rd. Let ε P

p0, 1q be a parameter. We present a p1` εq-approximation algorithm for computing

dtwpP,Qq. Without loss of generality, assume thatm ď n and ε ě 1{n. If ε ă 1{n, we

can simply compute dtwpP,Qq in Opmnq “ Opn{εq time via dynamic programming.

Given positive integers i ă i1, let ri : i1s :“ ti, i ` 1, . . . , i1u, and let ris :“ r1 : is.

Let V “ rms ˆ rns denote a set of grid points1 in R2, and define a weight function

ω : V Ñ Rě0 where ωpi, jq is the Euclidean distance between pi and qj. Two

different grid points in V are said to be neighboring if they differ by at most 1 in

each coordinate. We say pi, jq dominates pi1, j1q if i ě i1 and j ě j1. A path π is a

sequence of neighboring grid points; π is admissible if it is non-decreasing in both

coordinates. Define the weight of the path π, ωpπq, as the sum of the weights of

the grid points along π. Define µpi, jq as the minimum weight of an admissible path

from p1, 1q to pi, jq. So dtwpP,Qq “ µpm,nq.

1 Note that in this chapter, a point can refer to either a grid point in V or a sequence point from
P YQ.
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For 1 ď i1 ď i2 ď m and for 1 ď j1 ď j2 ď n, the set of grid points ri1 : i2s ˆ rj1 :

j2s is called a rectangle. A point pi, jq P V is a boundary point of this rectangle if

i P ti1, i2u or j P tj1, j2u. We first outline our algorithm for computing an p1 ` εq-

approximate value of µpm,nq, and then describe it in detail in Sections 2.2.1-2.2.3.

Section 2.2.4 analyzes its running time for well-behaved point sequences. We denote

the algorithm as Approx-DTW.

(i) Compute an estimate d of dtwpP,Qq such that d ď dtwpP,Qq ď 4nd. Let

d “ 4nd.

(ii) Compute a set R of (possibly overlapping) rectangles and a weight ωR for each

rectangle R P R, such that:

(a) for all R P R and pi, jq P R, |ωpi, jq ´ ωR| ď
ε
2

maxtωR, d{2nu,

(b) if pi, jq P V and ωpi, jq ď d, then there exists a rectangle R P R such that

pi, jq P R.

Conditions (a) and (b) above ensure that the weights of grid points in each rect-

angle are roughly the same, and the minimum-weight admissible path between

p1, 1q and pm,nq is contained in the union of the rectangles. See Figure 2.2(a).

Let B “
Ť

RPR BR be the set of boundary points of the rectangles in R. The sizes

of R and B depend on the input sequences P,Q. In the worst case |R|, |B| “

Θpmnq, but they are subquadratic if P,Q are well-behaved.

(iii) For every pi, jq P B, compute a p1` εq-approximate value µ̃pi, jq of µpi, jq, i.e.,

µpi, jq ď µ̃pi, jq ď p1` εqµpi, jq.

(iv) Return µ̃pm,nq.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Illustration of our algorithm: compute a small set of rectangles
that covers the optimal admissible path from p1, 1q to pm,nq (drawn in bold); (b)
partitioning the boundary points of rectangle R dominated by pi, jq.

2.2.1 An Opnq approximation

Let dfrpP,Qq denote the discrete Fréchet distance between P and Q, i.e., replace sum

with max in the definition of dtwpP,Qq.

Lemma 3. dfrpP,Qq ď dtwpP,Qq ď 2n ¨ dfrpP,Qq.

Proof. Let π˚ be the minimum-weight admissible path from p1, 1q to pm,nq cor-

responding to dtwpP,Qq. Then dfrpP,Qq ď maxpi,jqPπ˚ ||piqj|| ď
ř

pi,jqPπ˚ ||piqj|| “

dtwpP,Qq. Similarly, let π be the admissible path corresponding to dfrpP,Qq. Then,

dtwpP,Qq ď
ř

pi,jqPπ ||piqj|| ď 2nmaxpi,jqPπ ||piqj|| “ 2ndfrpP,Qq. The second in-

equality follows because |π X V| ď m` n ď 2n.

Aronov et al. [25] gave a near-linear time algorithm for computing the approx-

imate discrete Fréchet distance between κ-bounded point sequences. Their algo-

rithm directly implies an Opκdn log nq-time 2-approximation algorithm for comput-

ing dfrpP,Qq for κ-bounded sequences. They also prove that the same algorithm

computes the 2-approximation of the discrete Fréchet distance between backbone

sequences in Opn2´2{dq time. With a slight modification of their analysis, it turns

out that their algorithm also works for κ-packed sequences. We summarize these

observations in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4. A 2-approximation of dfrpP,Qq can be computed in Opκn log nq, Opκdn log nq,

and Opn2´2{dq time if P,Q are κ-packed, κ-bounded, and backbone sequences, respec-

tively.

Let dfrpP,Qq be the 2-approximation of dfrpP,Qq computed in Lemma 4; i.e.,

dfrpP,Qq ď dfrpP,Qq ď 2 ¨ dfrpP,Qq. Set d “ dfrpP,Qq{2. By Lemma 3, d ď

dtwpP,Qq ď 4nd.

2.2.2 Computing rectangles R

Let H be an axis-aligned hypercube in Rd that contains P YQ and has side length

of a power of 2. Let T be a quadtree, a 2d-way tree, on P YQ. Each node v of T is

associated with an axis-aligned box ˝v. The root of T is associated with H. A node v

is a leaf if |˝vXpP YQq| ď 1. The boxes associated with the children of a node v are

obtained by partitioning ˝v into 2d congruent hypercubes — the side length of each

resulting box is half that of ˝v. For a node v P T, let ppvq denote its parent, chpvq

the set of children of v, ∆pvq the side length of ˝v, Pv “ P X ˝v, and Qv “ Q X ˝v.

Let mv “ |Pv| and nv “ |Qv|. For two nodes u, v P T, let d˝pu, vq “ minp,qP˝uˆ˝v ||pq||

denote the distance between ˝u and ˝v. We say two nodes u, v are neighboring if u

and v are of the same level of T and ˝u and ˝v share a facet. We do not construct

the entire T but only a portion as described below.

Let r and r̄ be powers of 2 such that r ď ε
8
?
d
d{2n ď 2r and r̄ ď 4d ď 2r̄. We call

a node v of T active if ∆pvq P rr, r̄s and mv ` nv ą 0. Let A denote the set of active

nodes of T. We construct the set A of active nodes of T and the sets Pv, Qv for each

active node v P A. By definition, the active nodes lie in a portion of the quadtree T of

height Oplogpr̄{rqq “ Oplog nq. Thus, |A| “ Opnq and
ř

vPApmv ` nvq “ Opn log nq.

Computing A and Pv, Qv for all v P A takes Opn log nq time.

To compute the rectangles in R, we first construct a family F “ tpu1, v1q, . . . , pus, vsqu

of “well-separated” pairs of active nodes with the following properties:
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(P1) For every t ď s, max t∆putq,∆pvtqu ď
ε

4
?
d

max td˝put, vtq, d{2nu.

(P2) For all pairs pi, jq P V with ||piqj|| ď d, there exists a unique pair put, vtq such

that pi P Put and qj P Qvt .

Intuitively, pu, vq is well-separated when for any p P ˝u and q P ˝v, we have ||pq|| «

d˝pu, vq. Then, for each pair put, vtq P F, we construct a small number of rectangles.

Constructing F. Properties (P1) and (P2) are similar to those for the so-called well-

separated pair decomposition (WSPD) of a point set [43] (see also [88]). We therefore

adapt their algorithm. We first describe a recursive procedure Pairingpu, vq, where

u, v are two active nodes, which generates a family of pairs for Pu, Qv.

Pairingpu, vq
if max t∆puq,∆pvqu ď ε

4
?
d

max td˝pu, vq, d{2nu

add pu, vq to F; return
if ∆puq ě ∆pvq, then
@w P chpuq if Pw ‰ ∅, do Pairingpw, vq
else @z P chpvq if Qz ‰ ∅, do Pairingpu, zq

Let u0 be a top-level active node with ∆pu0q “ r̄ and Pu0 ‰ ∅. We call Pair-

ingpu0, v0q if Qv0 ‰ ∅ and either v0 “ u0 or v0 is a neighboring node of u0.

(P1) is obviously true by the termination condition of the Pairing procedure.

(P2) is true because for each pi, jq P V with ||piqj|| ď d, it must be that pi and qj

are contained in either the same active node or two neighboring active nodes of side

length r̄. The stopping criterion ensures that the Pairing procedure never visits a

node v with ∆pvq ă r.

By adapting the analysis of the WSPD algorithm, the following lemma can be

proven.

Lemma 5. If pu, vq P F, then (i) max t∆puq,∆pvqu ď min t∆pppuqq,∆pppvqqu; (ii)

∆puq{2 ď ∆pvq ď 2∆puq; and (iii) there is a constant c ě 0 such that d˝pu, vq ď

c
ε
∆puq.
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Figure 2.3: One MCS in ˆ̋u (left) and two MCSs in ˆ̋v (middle). Together, two
rectangles R11,R12 (right) are created (shaded areas).

Constructing R. We describe how to construct rectangles from each well-separated

pair pu, vq P F. Let ˆ̋ denote the box concentric to ˝ with twice the side length of

˝. The algorithm visits a subset of points of P in sequential order. The algorithm

starts from the first unvisited point of Pu and walks along P until P exits ˆ̋u; it

then repeats this walk by jumping to the next point of Pu; this process stops when

all points of Pu have been visited. Each walk corresponds to a maximal contiguous

subsequence (MCS) of P in ˆ̋u with the first point inside ˝u. Let SupP q “ trx´1 :

x`1 s, . . . , rx
´
αu : x`αusu denote the MCSs as constructed above. Similarly, we compute

SvpQq “ try
´
1 : y`1 s, . . . , ry

´
βv

: y`βv su denoting the MCSs of Q in ˆ̋v. For every pair

a P rαus, b P rβvs, we define the rectangle Rab “ rx´a : x`a s ˆ ry
´
b : y`b s and set its

weight ωRab “ d˝pu, vq. Set Ruv “ tRab | a P rαus, b P rβvsu and R “
Ť

pu,vqPF Ruv.

See Figure 2.3 for an illustration of the MCSs of SupP q, SvpQq, and the rectangles in

Ruv.

Remark. The rectangles in Ruv cover all the grid points corresponding to PuˆQv,

i.e., if ppi, qjq P PuˆQv then pi, jq P
Ť

Ruv. Since
Ť

Ruv may also contain grid points

that correspond to pairs in pP X pˆ̋uz˝uqq ˆ pQ X pˆ̋vz˝vqq, a grid point may lie in

multiple rectangles of R, implying that the rectangles in R may overlap. Had we

defined SupP q, SvpQq to be MCSs of Pu and Qv respectively, the rectangles would

have been disjoint, but we might have ended up creating Ωpn2q rectangles in the
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worst case. As we will prove in Section 2.2.4, by allowing Ruv to cover extra points,

we keep the size of R and B small.

We show that the set of rectangles R satisfies the conditions in step (ii) of the

algorithm.

Lemma 6. R satisfies the following properties:

(i) For all R P R and for all pi, jq P R, |ωpi, jq ´ ωR| ď
ε
2

maxtωR, d{2nu.

(ii) If pi, jq P V and ωpi, jq ď d, then there exists a rectangle R P R such that

pi, jq P R.

Proof. (i) Suppose R is constructed from some well-separated pair put, vtq P F. By

construction, if pi, jq P R, then pi P ˆ̋ut and qj P ˆ̋vt . Therefore, ωpi, jq “ ||piqj|| ď

d˝put, vtq `
?
dp∆putq ` ∆pvtqq. By property (P1) and ωR “ d˝put, vtq, we have

ωpi, jq ď ωR ` 2
?
d ε

4
?
d

maxtωR, d{2nu ď ωR `
ε
2

maxtωR, d{2nu. Similarly, we can

prove ωpi, jq ě ωR ´
ε
2

maxtωR, d{2nu. (ii) By property (P2), there must exist a pair

pu, vq P F such that pi P Pu and qj P Qv. Since
Ť

Ruv “covers” Pu ˆ Qv, there is a

rectangle R P Ruv that contains the grid point pi, jq.

The time taken to construct the set R is Op|R|q plus the time taken to generate

F. We bound the latter quantity in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.3 Computing admissible paths

We now describe an algorithm that for each pi, jq P B computes p1` εq-approximate

value µ̃pi, jq of µpi, jq in amortized constant time.

We say a point pi, jq P V hits a rectangle R “ ri1 : i2s ˆ rj1 : j2s if i1 ă i ď i2 and

j1 ă j ď j2, i.e., pi, jq P R but not on its left or bottom boundary. The algorithm

sets µ̃p1, 1q “ ωp1, 1q, and processes the points of B from bottom to top and from

left to right in a row. Suppose the current point is pi, jq. There are two cases:
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(i) If pi, jq does not hit any rectangle in R, we set

µ̃pi, jq “ mintµ̃pi´ 1, jq, µ̃pi, j ´ 1q, µ̃pi´ 1, j ´ 1qu ` ωpi, jq, (2.1)

where µ̃pa, bq “ 8 if pa, bq R B.

(ii) Let R “ rx´ : x`s ˆ ry´ : y`s be a rectangle hit by pi, jq. Let Npi, jq be

the set of points on the left and bottom boundaries of R that are dominated

by pi, jq. Then the optimal path from p1, 1q to pi, jq has to pass through a point

of Npi, jq. We temporarily set the weight of all points inside R to be ωR. We

therefore set

µ̃pi, jq “ min
pa,bqPNpi,jq

µ̃pa, bq `max ti´ a, j ´ buωR. (2.2)

The following lemma states that our algorithm returns a p1 ` εq-approximation

of dtwpP,Qq.

Lemma 7. For each pi, jq P B, if µpi, jq ď d, then

|µ̃pi, jq ´ µpi, jq| ď
ε

2
pµpi, jq ` pi` jqd{2nq.

Proof. By induction on the order in which the µ̃ values of points in B are computed,

we prove µ̃pi, jq ´ µpi, jq ď ε
2
pµpi, jq ` pi` jqd{2nq. The lemma is obviously true for

p1, 1q. Assume it is true for all points of B processed before pi, jq. We prove it is also

true for pi, jq.

If pi, jq does not hit any rectangle in R, then µ̃pi, jq is computed using (2.1).

Let pa, bq P tpi ´ 1, jq, pi, j ´ 1q, pi ´ 1, j ´ 1qu be the predecessor of pi, jq in the

optimal admissible path from p1, 1q to pi, jq. Then µpi, jq “ µpa, bq ` ωpi, jq. Since

µpa, bq ď µpi, jq ď d, there is a rectangle R containing pa, bq. Since pi, jq does not hit
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any rectangle, pa, bq must actually lie on the boundary of R, and thus in B. So by

induction hypothesis,

µ̃pi, jq´µpi, jq “ µ̃pa, bq´µpa, bq ď
ε

2
pµpa, bq`pa`bqd{2nq ď

ε

2
pµpi, jq`pi`jqd{2nq.

In the second case, let R P R be the rectangle hit by pi, jq and used to compute

µ̃pi, jq. Let pa, bq be the intersection of the optimal admissible path from p1, 1q to

pi, jq and the boundary of R. Then by (2.2),

µ̃pi, jq ď µ̃pa, bq `maxti´ a, j ´ buωR

ď µpa, bq `
ε

2
pµpa, bq ` pa` bqd{2nq `maxti´ a, j ´ buωR

ď µpi, jq `
ε

2
pµpi, jq ` pi` jqd{2nq.

The last inequality is satisfied, because ωR ď ωph, kq ` ε
2

maxtωph, kq, d{2nu for any

ph, kq P R by Lemma 6. Similarly, we can prove that µpi, jq ´ µ̃pi, jq ď ε
2
pµpi, jq `

pi` jqd{2nq, and the lemma follows.

Corollary 8. |µ̃pm,nq ´ dtwpP,Qq| ď εdtwpP,Qq.

We now describe how to implement the algorithm for computing each µ̃pi, jq

efficiently.

Sorting points in B. Using radix sort, we sort the points of B in py, xq lexico-

graphical order, where x and y denote the first and second coordinates of points, so

that they are sorted in the order in which they are processed. We also perform the

same radix sort for px, yq and py ´ x, xq lexicographical orderings. For each point in

B, we add a pointer to the previous point in each of the three sorted orders, namely,

a pointer to the first point below, to the left of, and on the lower-left diagonal of the

current point. These pointers are used to identify the µ̃ values required in (2.1).
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Finding a rectangle hit by a point. The algorithm also needs to determine

whether there exists a rectangle of R hit by pi, jq. This can be achieved by main-

taining the rectangle with the right-most right boundary when we traverse each row.

More precisely, when processing the point pi, jq P B, we maintain a rectangle Rcurr

that is hit by pi, jq and whose right boundary spans the farthest; we denote the

x-coordinate of the right boundary of Rcurr by ξcurr. If no rectangle hits pi, jq, we

set Rcurr “ NULL. We update Rcurr, ξcurr while processing pi, jq as follows: If pi, jq

is the left boundary point of a rectangle R with ξ being the x-coordinate of its right

boundary and if ξ ą ξcurr, we set Rcurr “ R and ξcurr “ ξ. Otherwise, if pi, jq is the

right boundary point of Rcurr, i.e., i “ ξcurr, we set Rcurr “ ξcurr “ NULL. The total

time spent at pi, jq is Op1q.

Range-min data structure. If pi, jq hits the rectangle Rcurr, we compute µ̃pi, jq

using (2.2). Without loss of generality, assume i ´ x´ ě j ´ y´. We divide the

left and bottom boundary points that are dominated by pi, jq into three sets: N1 “

tpx´, yq | y P ry´ : jsu, N2 “ tpx, y
´q | x P rx´ : i´pj´y´q´1su, and N3 “ tpx, y

´q |

x P ri´ pj ´ y´q : isu. See Figure 2.2(b).

The optimal admissible path from p1, 1q to pi, jq must pass through a point in

N1 YN2 YN3. So we compute µ̃pi, jq as follows:

µ̃pi, jq “ min

$

&

%

pi´ x´qωR `minpa,bqPN1 µ̃pa, bq,
iωR `minpa,bqPN2pµ̃pa, bq ´ aωRq,
pj ´ y´qωR `minpa,bqPN3 µ̃pa, bq

,

.

-

. (2.3)

We compute the minimum value in the intervals N1, N2, and N3 by performing range-

min queries. We use the data structure proposed by Fischer and Heun [65] (see also

[3]), which answers a range-min query in Op1q time after linear time preprocessing.

Thus, a range-min query on N2 or N3 can be answered in Op1q time by constructing

a static range-min data structure on the points on the bottom boundary of Rcurr

(all µ̃ values for these points have been computed before visiting any point that hits
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Rcurr). On the other hand, to support a range-min query on N1, we need a range-min

data structure on the left boundary points of Rcurr that also supports inserting new

points at the end when the µ̃ values of the left boundary points are computed row

by row.

We briefly describe the static data structure, and show how to extend it to support

insertion in amortized Op1q time. The input is an array of k real numbers. We say

a data structure has time complexity xppkq, qpkqy if the preprocessing takes time

Opppkqq and each query takes time Opqpkqq. The static data structure divides the

array into blocks of size b “ 1
4

log2 k. For each block, we construct a naive xb2, 1y-time

data structure. Fischer and Heun show that many blocks can share the same data

structure, so we create far fewer than k{b “ Opk{ log kq copies of the data structure.

Next the algorithm computes the minimum for each block and uses an xk log k, 1y-

time “exponential-range” data structure over the block minimums. We now describe

each of the two structures in more detail.

A Cartesian tree of a length-b array stores the minimum element of the array at

the root. The left (resp. right) child of the root is a Cartesian tree on the elements to

the left (resp. right) of the minimum element. It can be built by a linear scan of the

elements and pushing/popping elements into/from a stack at most 2b times; these

push/pop operations serve as a fingerprint of the Cartesian tree. Thus, the number

of different Cartisian trees for a length-b array is bounded by 22b “ 4b. It turns

out that all arrays of length b that have the same structured Cartesian tree [2] can

share the same xb2, 1y-time data structure. We thus build 4b copies of the xb2, 1y data

structure as follows: We go through each of the Opk{ log kq blocks, and compute the

fingerprint of the block in Opbq time; if there is no data structure corresponding to

the fingerprint, we build it in Opb2q time by computing the minimums for all possible

Opb2q ranges.

The exponential-range data structure maintains the minimums of Oplog kq ranges
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starting at each index i P rks of exponentially increasing sizes 1, 2, 22, . . . , 2log k. Then

the minimum of a range ri, js can be obtained by taking the minimum of two ranges

ri, i`2α´1s and rj´2α`1, js, where α is the largest integer such that 2α ď j´ i`1.

The total preprocessing time is Oppk{bq logpk{bq ` 4bb2q “ Opkq.

To answer a range-min query, we compute the blocks containing the two end

points of the query range; the minimum of the whole blocks in the range can be

answered using the exponential-range data structure in Op1q time; the minimums

of the two partial blocks can also be answered in Op1q time using the naive data

structures associated with the two boundary blocks. So each query takes Op1q time.

We now describe how to support inserting an element to the end of the array

in amortized constant time. If the last block of the array contains less than b ele-

ments, the exponential-range data structure remains the same, and we just need to

update the fingerprint of the last block. We can encode the fingerprint information

(a sequence of pushes and pops) as a path from the root to an internal node in a full

binary tree of depth 2b, where a push corresponds to branching to the left child and a

pop corresponds to branching to the right child. At each node of the binary tree, we

store a pointer to the corresponding naive range-min data structure. Recall that the

Cartesian tree is built by a linear scan of the elements; so inserting a new element just

means going one more level down the binary tree, which takes constant time. On the

other hand, when the last block is already full, the newly inserted element starts a

new block. In this case, we also need to update the exponential-range data structure,

which takes Oplogpk{bqq time; but since this only happens every Opbq “ Oplog kq el-

ements, the amortized time per insertion is still constant. Therefore, we can insert

an element to the data structure in amortized Op1q time.

Lemma 9. For all pi, jq P B, µ̃pi, jq can be computed in a total time of Op|B|q.
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2.2.4 Running time analysis

We now bound the size of |B|, which by Lemma 9 bounds the running time of step

(iii) of the algorithm. A similar argument bounds the time spent in generating the

set F, which in turn bounds the running time of step (ii).

Lemma 10. The total number of points in B is Opκ
ε
n log nq, Opκ

d

εd
n log nq, and

Op1
ε
n2´1{d log nq for κ-packed, κ-bounded and backbone sequences, respectively.

Proof. Recall that for a node u, ˆ̋u is the box of side length 2∆puq and concentric with

˝u. For any well-separated pair of quadtree nodes pu, vq P F, let m̂u “ |P X ˆ̋u|, n̂v “

|Q X ˆ̋v|. Recall that A denotes the set of active nodes of quadtree T, and αu

(resp. βv) is the number of maximal contiguous subsequences of P in ˆ̋u (resp. Q in

ˆ̋v) computed by our algorithm. Then
ř

uPA m̂u ď 2d
ř

uPAmu “ Opm log nq. Let

Npuq “ tv | pu, vq P Fu. The total number of rectangle boundary points is

|B| ď 2
ÿ

pu,vqPF

pm̂uβv ` αun̂vq “ 2
ÿ

uPA

m̂u

ÿ

vPNpuq

βv ` 2
ÿ

vPA

n̂v
ÿ

uPNpvq

αu. (2.4)

We show next that for any u P A,
ř

vPNpuq βv “ Opκ{εq for κ-packed sequences,

Opκd{εdq for κ-bounded sequences, and Opn1´1{d{εq for backbone sequences. The

first part of (2.4) is then bounded by Opκ
ε
n log nq, Opκ

d

εd
n log nq, and Op1

ε
n2´1{d log nq

for κ-packed, κ-bounded, and backbone sequences. Symmetrically, the second part

of (2.4) has the same bound, and the lemma follows.

We now bound
ř

vPNpuq βv for any u P A. By Lemma 5, there exists a constant c

such that for any v P Npuq, ˆ̋v is contained in a ball B concentric with ˝u of radius

c
ε
∆puq.

There are two types of maximal contiguous subsequence ry´b : y`b s of Q X ˆ̋v

computed by our algorithm: (i) qy`b
“ qn is the last point of Q, and (ii) qy`b `1, the

point of Q after the last point in the MCS lies outside of ˆ̋v. The first type of
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MCS is bounded by the number of v’s such that ˆ̋v contains the last point of Q, qn.

Suppose node u is at level t of the quadtree. By Lemma 5(ii), such v’s can be from

levels t ´ 1, t, t ` 1. Moreover, at each level, qn can be in the ˆ̋v of at most 2d v’s.

Thus, the number of maximal contiguous subsequences of the first type is at most

2dˆ3 “ Op1q. In the following, we bound the second type separately for each family

of input sequence.

κ-packed sequences . Since the MCS starts inside ˝v and leaves ˆ̋v before the

next MCS of SvpQq starts, the length of γQ between qy´b
and qy`b

is at least ∆pvq{2

(see Figure 2.3). Let L̂v be the length of γQ X ˆ̋v. Then

ÿ

vPNpuq

βv ď Op1q `
ÿ

vPNpuq

L̂v
∆pvq{2

ď Op1q `
4

∆puq

ÿ

vPNpuq

L̂v.

The last inequality follows from Lemma 5(ii). Because of the following four conditions–

the side length of ˆ̋u is twice that of ˝u, the nodes in Npuq belong to three levels of T

(Lemma 5(ii)), the cells of the nodes at the same level of T are disjoint, and ˆ̋v Ď B

for all v P Npuq–we can conclude that

ÿ

vPNpuq

L̂v ď 3 ¨ 2d|γQ X B| ď
3 ¨ 2dcκ

ε
.

The last inequality follows because P is κ-packed sequence. Hence
ř

vPNpuq βv “

Opκ{εq, as claimed.

κ-bounded sequences . We first show that for any two MCSs ry´1 : y`1 s and

ry´2 : y`2 s, ||qy´1 qy
´
2
|| ě ∆pvq{pκ ` 2q. This is because between points qy´1 and qy´2 ,

the curve γQ goes from inside ˝v to outside ˆ̋v which spans distance at least ∆pvq{2.

Let q be the intersection of this portion of γQ with the boundary of ˆ̋v. By κ-

boundedness, γQpy
´
1 : y´2 q Ď Bpqy´1 ,

κ
2
||qy´1 qy

´
2
||q YBpqy´2 ,

κ
2
||qy´1 qy

´
2
||q. Therefore, p1`

κ{2q||qy´1 qy
´
2
|| ě ||qy´1 q|| ě ∆pvq{2, and the claim follows. By a packing argument,
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the number of MCSs in ˆ̋v is bounded by Opκdq. Finally, |Npuq| “ Op1{εdq by

another packing argument in the ball B. So the number of second-type MCSs in all

ˆ̋v’s for v P Npuq is Opκd{εdq.

Backbone sequences . By the property that two consecutive points on a back-

bone sequence have distance between c1 and c2, there must exist one point on any

MCS in the shell along the boundary of ˝v with thickness c2. The volume of the shell

is Op∆pvqd ´ p∆pvq ´ c2q
dq “ Op∆pvqd´1q. Furthermore, any two points on Q are

at least distance 1 apart. So the number of MCSs is bounded by Op∆pvqd´1q. Since

|Npuq| “ Op1{εdq, the number of MCSs in all ˆ̋v’s for v P Npuq is Op∆pvqd´1

εd
q. On

the other hand, each second-type MCS consumes a portion of γQ of length at least

∆pvq{2; this means that the subsequence contains Ωp∆pvq{c2q “ Ωp∆pvqq points of

Q. Since there are a total of n points in Q, the total number of MCSs in all ˆ̋v’s

with pu, vq P F is Op n
∆pvq

q. The worst case happens when the two upper bounds are

balanced; in other words ∆pvqd´1

εd
“ p n

∆pvq
q or ∆pvq “ εn1{d. The total number of

second-type MCSs is Op1
ε
n1´1{dq.

To bound the running time for constructing the family F for each active node u P

A, we bound the number of times Pairingpu, vq is called for some v P A. Following

the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 10, we can show that the time for

constructing F is Opκ
ε
n log nq, Opκ

d

εd
n log nq, and Op1

ε
n2´1{dq for κ-packed, κ-bounded,

and backbone sequences, respectively. Combining this bound with Lemmas 4, 9, and

10, we obtain Theorem 1.

2.3 The Simplified Algorithm

We now describe a simpler and more efficient algorithm for approximating dtwpP,Qq,

denoted as FA-DTW. We show that its running time is Opκ
2

ε
n log σq if both P and Q

are κ-packed and their spreads are bounded by σ. The improvement of FA-DTWover
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Approx-DTWis based on a number of new ideas. First, we circumvent the need of

computing a rough estimate of dtwpP,Qq. Second, instead of using a quadtree, we

build a bounding-box hierarchy on each of P and Q and use these hierarchies to

generate the rectangular regions that cover V. Since the bounding box hierarchy is a

much tighter “bounding-volume” hierarchy than a quadtree, this algorithm generates

much fewer rectangular regions. Finally, we simplify the algorithm considerably by

generating pairwise-disjoint regions.

We first present an outline of the algorithm and then describe each of its steps

in detail.

Algorithm FA-DTWpP,Qq

1. Compute a partition R of V into pairwise-disjoint rectangles
and a weight ωR for each rectangle R P R such that

|ωpi, jq ´ ωR| ď
ε

2
ωR @pi, jq P R, @R P R. (2.5)

2. Let B “
Ť

RPR BR be the set of boundary points of the rect-
angles in R.

For every pi, jq P B, compute a value µ̃pi, jq such that

|µpi, jq ´ µ̃pi, jq| ď εµpi, jq. (2.6)

3. Compute an admissible path Π̃ from p1, 1q to pm,nq such that
µpm,nq ď ωpΠ̃q ď p1` εqµpm,nq. Return Π̃ and ωpΠ̃q.

Before describing the steps in detail, we note that the condition in step 1 is

simpler than the corresponding one stated in Section 2.2. A nice consequence of this

simplification is that we do not have to estimate the value of dtwpP,Qq with d and d as

in Section 2.2. It also greatly simplifies the rectangle generation step. The cost we pay

for this simplification is that the running time is Opκ
2

ε
n log σq instead of Opκ

2

ε
n log nq.

However, in practice, σ “ nOp1q and therefore log σ “ Oplog nq. Furthermore, Step
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1 generates pairwise-disjoint rectangles, which significantly simplifies Step 2. No

complex data structure is needed to compute µ̃pi, jq.

2.3.1 Generating Rectangles

We now describe the algorithm for constructing the set R of rectangles. As mentioned

earlier, this step is significantly simpler than that in section 2.2 and leads to a more

efficient algorithm in practice. Roughly speaking, instead of working with a quadtree

on P YQ, we build a bounding volume hierarchy independently on each of P and Q

and use these hierarchies to construct the set R. We now describe this step in detail.

We construct a tree TpP q on P in a top-down manner. Each node u of TpP q

is associated with a contiguous subsequence Pu of P . If u is a leaf then |Pu| “ 1,

and if u is the root then Pu “ P . If Pu “ xpi, . . . , pjy then we set Iu “ ri : js and

λu “
řj´1
k“i ||pkpk`1||. If j ą i, i.e., u is an internal node, then let r P ri : js be

the largest index such that
řr´1
k“i ||PkPk`1|| ď λu{2. We create two children v and

z of u and set Pv “ xPi, . . . , Pry and Pz “ xPr`1, . . . , Pjy. The following lemma is

straightforward:

Lemma 11. TpP q has Op|P |q size and Oplog σq depth, and it can be constructed in

Opnq time.

For each node u P TpP q, let Bu be a bounding volume of Pu, i.e., a simple-shaped

region that contains Pu. We will consider Bu to be the minimum enclosing ellipsoid

or the minimum enclosing box of Pu. The minimum enclosing ellipsoid can be con-

structed in linear time using a fixed-dimensional linear programming algorithm [109].

Computing a minimum enclosing box is expensive. However, an ε-approximation of

the minimum enclosing box can be computed very efficiently using a coreset [14].

We omit the details of computing Bu from here, and simply assume Bu can be com-

puted in Op|Pu|q time. Let ∆u be the diameter of Bu. We can either compute Bu in
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advance for all u P TpP q or compute in a lazy manner – computing it the first time

it is needed. Similarly we compute an analogous tree TpQq on Q. For a pair of nodes

u P T pP q, v P T pQq, we define Ruv “ Iu ˆ Iv.

After having constructed the trees TpP q and TpQq, we generate the rectan-

gles of R using the recursive procedure Gen Rectanglespu, vq described below,

where u P TpP q and v P TpQq. Initially, we call Gen RectanglesprootP , rootQq

where rootP (resp. rootQ) is the root of TpP q (resp. TpQq) and set R “ ∅.

Gen Rectanglespu, vq uses a procedure Separatedpu, vq, which returns YES if

the ratio of the maximum and the minimum distance between any pair of points in

Bu and Bv is at most p1`ε{2q, and NO otherwise. The Separated procedure takes

Op1q time if the bounding volumes are boxes or ellipsoids.

Gen Rectanglespu, vq
if Separatedpu, vq

R “ RY tRuvu; return
if ∆u ě ∆v

@w P chpuq Gen Rectanglespw, vq
else @z P chpvq Gen Rectanglespu, zq

It is clear from the recursive procedure that it generates a partition of V into

rectangles. For each rectangle R P R, we set ωR to be the value of an arbitrary node

in R. Since every rectangle R P R is defined by two well-separated subsequences, it

is easy to show that R satisfies condition (2.5).

2.3.2 Computing Paths to Boundary Points

We now describe the algorithm for computing µ̃pi, jq for all pi, jq P B. The algorithm

consists of two steps. The first step sorts the rectangles of R in the order in which

they are processed. The second step computes the values µ̃pi, jq.

Ordering Rectangles. Let R “ tR1, . . . ,Rsu. We construct a directed graph

H “ pX,Γq where X “ t1, . . . , su and pu, vq, for 1 ď u ‰ v ď s, is an edge in Γ if
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there are nodes pi, jq P BRu and pi1, j1q P BRv such that ppi, jq, pi1, j1qq is an edge in

the original grid graph G on V.

Lemma 12. (i) H is a planar, acyclic graph.

(ii) Let Ru,Rv P R be two rectangles such that a path in G from p1, 1q to a node of

Ru passes through a node of Ru, then there is a path from u to v in H.

Lemma 12 implies that a topological sorting of vertices of H gives a desired

ordering of rectangles in R, namely, if a path in G from s to a point of Rv passes

through Ru, then Ru appears before Rv in the ordering.

By sorting the points of B in Op|B|q time, we can compute the edges of G whose

both endpoints are boundary points. Next we can scan these edges to construct

the edges of H using the criterion specified in the definition of H. We can then

topologically sort the vertices of H to compute a linear ordering on the rectangles R.

Let R “ xR1, . . . ,Rsy be the resulting sequence of rectangles. We process the

rectangles of R in this order. Suppose we have processed R1, . . . ,Ru´1, i.e. we have

computed µ̃pi, jq for all pi, jq P Bu´1 “
Ťu´1
i“1 BRi. Let

Ru “ rx
´ : x`s ˆ ry´ : y`s be the next rectangle in R. Without loss of generality,

assume that x` ´ x´ ě y` ´ y´. We first compute µ̃p¨q for points on the left and

bottom boundaries of Ru and then on the right and top boundaries.

Left and bottom boundaries. All three incoming neighbors of px´, y´q be-

long to Bu´1, so µ̃px´, y´q can be computed in Op1q time. For a point px´, jq

with j P py´ : y`s, we have px´ ´ 1, j ´ 1q, px´ ´ 1, jq P Bu´1. So each µ̃px´, jq,

for j P py´ : y`s, can be computed in Op1q time by iteratively increasing the value

of j. Similarly, µ̃pi, y´q, for i P px´ : x`s, can be computed in Op1q time each. Hence,

left and right boundaries of Ru can be processed in a total of Op|BRu|q time.

Right boundary. We fix a point px`, jq, for j P ry´, y`s, on the right boundary
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of Ru. Let Npjq Ă BRu be the set of points dominated by x`, jq. For pa, bq P Npjq,

let λpa, bq be the length of the shortest path (i.e., with the minimum number of grid

points) from pa, bq to px`, jq in Ru. Then we set

µ̃px`, jq “ min
pa,bqPNpjq

µ̃pa, bq ` λpa, bqωR. (2.7)

The computation of µ̃px`, jq is greatly simplified by partitioning Npjq into three

subsets N1, N2 and N3 as defined below; see Figure 2.4 (a).

(i) N1 “ tpx´, lq | l P ry´ : jsu. For all points pa, bq P N1, we have λpa, bq “

x` ´ x´. For j P ry´ : y`s, let φj “ minj´ďlďj µ̃px
´, lq. We have

min
pa,bqPN1

µ̃pa, bq ` λpa, bqωR “ φj ` px
`
´ x´qωR.

We note that φj “ mintφj´1, µ̃px
´, jqu. Hence, φj can be computed from φj´1 in

Op1q time.

(ii) N2 “ tpi, y´q | i P rx´ : x` ´ pj ´ y´ ´ 1qsu. There is a shortest path from

pa, bq to px`, jq that passes through the point px` ´ pj ´ y´q´, y´q. Hence

min
pa,bqPN2

µ̃pa, bq ` λpa, bq “ µ̃px` ´ pj ´ y´q ´ 1, y´q ` pj ´ y´ ` 1qωR.

(iii) N3 “ tpi, y´q | i P rx` ´ pj ` y´q : y`su. There is a shortest path from

pa, bq P N3 to px`, jq that passes through the point px`, j ´ 1q. Hence

min
pa,bqPN3

µ̃pa, bq ` λpa, bq “ µ̃px`, j ´ 1q ` ωR.

Putting everything together,

µ̃pi, jq “ mintφj ` px
`
´ x´qωR,

µ̃px` ´ pj ´ y´q ´ 1, y´q ` pj ´ y´ ` 1qωR,

µ̃px`, j ´ 1q ` ωRu. (2.8)
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Figure 2.4: (a) Partition of boundary points dominated by point on right edge.
(b) Partition for a point on top edge before the diagonal passing through the lower
left corner. (c) Partition for a point on top edge after the diagonal passing through
the lower left corner.

Overall, the algorithm spends Op1q time for each value of j P ry´, y`s.

Top boundary. There are two cases whether the ray from pi, jq in southwest direc-

tion intersects the left or the bottom boundary of Ru, i.e. whether i ď y`´ y´`x´.

Case: i ď x´ ` py` ´ y´q. See Figure 2.4 (b). This case is symmetric to the right

boundary case. We can therefore use the same procedure as in the case of right

boundary (with the first and the second coordinates switched).

Case: i ą x´ ` py` ´ y´q. Again, we partition Npjq into three subsets N1 “

tpx´, jq | j P ry´ : y`su,

N2 “ tpl, y
´q | l P px´ : i´ py` ´ y´sqqu,

and N3 “ tpl, y
´q | l P pi´ py` ´ y´q : isu. See Figure 2.4 (c). (i) For all pa, bq P N1Y

N2, there is a shortest path from pa, bq to pi, y`q that passes through pi´1, y`q. Hence

the best path from a point in N1YN2 to pi, jq in N1YN2 has value µ̃pi´1, j`q`ωR.

(ii) For all pa, bq P N3, we compute minpa,bqPN3 µ̃pa, bq ` pb
` ´ b´qωR, as follows:

The set N3 shifts to the right as pi, jq moves to the right along the top edge.

Computing the minimum in N3 requires maintaining the minimum of the set of items

in a ‘window’ of length y`´y´ as we slide the window. This task can be accomplished

as follows. We maintain a subsequence Q “ xpi1, y
´q, pi2, y

´q, . . . , pir, y
´qy of N3 such
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that (i) i1 ą i ´ py` ´ y´q, (ii) µ̃pil, y
´q ă µ̃pil`1, y

´q for 1 ď l ă r, and (iii) for all

il´1 ă b ď il ´ 1 (we assume i0 “ i´ py` ´ y´q), we have µ̃pb, y´q ě µ̃pil, y
´q. Then,

min
pa,bqPN3

µ̃pa, bq “ µ̃pil, y
´
q. (2.9)

When we process pi ` 1, y´q, we remove pi1, y
´q from Q if il “ i ` 1 ´ y` ` y´.

Next, we scan Q backwards and remove the current item pil, y
´q being scanned if

µ̃pil, y
´q ě µ̃pi ` 1, y´q. Finally, we insert pi ` 1, b´q into Q as its last item. The

time spent in updating Q while processing pi is Op1` kiq where ki is the number of

items deleted from Q while processing pi. Since each item is deleted at most once,

the total running time is Opx` ´ x´q.

Hence, µ̃pi, jq, for all pi, jq P BRu, can be computed in Op|BRu|q time. Summing

over all rectangles of R, the total time spent is Op|B|q. We note that the procedure

is quite simple and does not rely on any complicated data structures. After having

computed µ̃pm,nq, Π̃ can be computed in Opm ` nq time, using a straightforward

backtracking procedure.

2.3.3 Running Time Analysis

We bound the number of boundary points of R for well behaved curves. The same

argument will also bound the time spent in generating R. For simplicity, we assume

that each node of TpP q or TpQq maintains the minimum enclosing box of points

associated with that node. For each node u P TpP q, let mu “ |Pu|, λu be the arc

length of the sequence Pu, Bu the minimum enclosing box of Pu, and ∆puq be the

diameter of Bu. Similarly we define nv “ |Qv| for a node v of TpQq; λv, Bv, ∆pvq are

defined analogously. Since P and Q are κ-packed, for any node v P TpP q Y TpQq,

∆u ď λu ď κ∆u (2.10)

For a pair of nodes u P TpP q and v P TpQq, let dpu, vq “ minaPBu,bPBv ||ab||.
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Lemma 13. Let Ruv be a rectangle in R for some u P TpP q and v P TpQq. Then

(i) maxt∆puq,∆pvqu ď mint∆pppuqq,∆pppvqqu.

(ii) There is a constant c ě 0 such that dpu, vq ď cκ
ε

∆puq.

Lemma 14. |B| “ Opκ
2

ε
n log σq.

Proof. For a node u P TpP q, let νu be the number of rectangles Ruv in R for some

v P TpQq. Similarly we define νv for a node v P TpQq. Then

|B| “
ÿ

RuvPR

2pmu ` nvq “
ÿ

uPTpP q

2muνu `
ÿ

vPTpQq

2nvνv. (2.11)

We prove below in Lemma 15 that νu, νv “ Opκ
2

ε
q for any u P TpP q and v P TpQq.

Since
ř

uPTpP qmu “ Opm log σq and
ř

vPTpQq nv “ Opn log σq, we obtain |B| “ Oppm`

nqκ
2

ε
log σq “ Opκ

2

ε
n log σq.

Lemma 15. For any node u P TpP q Y TpQq, νu “ Opκ
2

ε
q.

Proof. We prove the bound for a node u P TpP q. Let Npuq “ tRuv P R|v P TpQqu;

νu “ |Npuq|. Let O be the center of the box Bu, and let Σ be the ball of radius

c1 κ
ε
∆puq for some sufficiently large constant c1.

By Lemma 13, if Ruv P Npuq then dpu, vq ď cκ
ε

∆puq, and ∆pvq ď ∆pppuqq ď

λppuq ď 2λu ď 2κ∆puq. Therefore the box Bv Ď Σ.

We note that the boxes Bv for Bv P Npuq are pairwise disjoint. Since Q is

κ-packed,
ř

vPNpuq λv ď κc1 κ
ε
∆puq “ c1 κ

2

ε
∆puq. On the other hand, by (2.10) and

Lemma 13, λv ě
λppvq

2
ě λu

2
ě ∆u

2
.

Therefore, νu “ |Nu| ď
c1κ2

ε
∆u{

∆u

2
“ Opκ

2

ε
q.

Hence, putting everything together, the overall running time is Opκ
2

ε
n log σq.

Remarks. (i) We believe that the bound on νu has an extra κ factor and the right

bound is Opκ
ε
q, but it is not worth the effort to perform a more careful and involved

analysis to prove this improved bound.
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(ii) The analysis works even if we use another bounding volume such as ball or

ellipsoid instead of bounding box. However a tighter bounding volume will give a

better performance in practice, which is why we chose bounding boxes.

2.4 Edit Distance

We now show how our DTW algorithm can be extended to compute a p1 ` εq-

approximate value of edpP,Qq. Define V “ rm ` 1s ˆ rn ` 1s. For i ă m ` 1 and

j ă n` 1, we have ωpi, jq “ ||piqj||. Otherwise ωpi, jq is undefined (e.g., ωpm` 1, ¨q

and ωp¨, n ` 1q are undefined). We add an edge between every pair of neighboring

points in V. The weight of a horizontal or vertical edge is set to g and the weight of

a diagonal edge xpi, jq, pi ` 1, j ` 1qy is set to ωpi, jq. The weight of an admissible

path π is defined as the sum of weights of the edges along π. As earlier, we define

µpi, jq to be the minimum weight of an admissible path from p1, 1q to pi, jq. Then

edpP,Qq “ µpm` 1, n` 1q.

We compute an approximate value of edpP,Qq using the same 4-step algorithm as

for dtwpP,Qq, with a different implementation of each step. Step (ii) of the algorithm

remains the same, except that we add all the points on the pm ` 1q-st column and

pn` 1q-st row of V to B. In the following, we give a simple Opnq-approximation for

step (i), and point out modifications needed in step (iii) to compute a value µ̃pi, jq

for every pi, jq P B, such that µpi, jq ď µ̃pi, jq ď p1` εqµ̃pi, jq.

Opnq-approximation. If m “ n and the monotone path π “ xp1, 1q, p2, 2q, . . . , pn`

1, n ` 1qy has total weight at most g, then it is returned as the optimal path.

Otherwise, edpP,Qq ě g, and we set d “ g. Since edpP,Qq is no larger than

the weight of an all-gap admissible path from p1, 1q to pm ` 1, n ` 1q, we have

edpP,Qq ď 2pm` nqg ď d “ 4nd.

Computing admissible paths. We describe how to compute µ̃pi, jq, for all pi, jq P
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B, in the same row by row order. The main difference from DTW is that, since ED

allows gaps, it is possible for the optimal admissible path between p1, 1q and pi, jq to

have rectilinear subpaths through grid points that are not covered by any rectangle.

As in Section 2.2.3, we consider whether there there exists a rectangle hit by pi, jq.

First, assume there exists a rectangle R “ rx´ : x`s ˆ ry´ : y`s P R hit by pi, jq.

Similar to DTW, we divide the relevant points on the left and bottom boundaries

of R into three disjoint subsets N1, N2 and N3. If 2g ď ωR, it is always preferable

to take a rectilinear path inside R. Thus we can assume the admissible path to

pi, jq goes through either px´, jq or pi, y´q, and we set µ̃pi, jq “ mintµ̃px´, jq ` pi ´

x´q, µ̃pi, y´q ` pj ´ y´qu. If 2g ą ωR, the minimum-weight path inside R should take

as many diagonal steps as possible. So we set

µ̃pi, jq “ min

$

&

%

jωR ` pi´ jqg `minpa,bqPN1pµ̃pa, bq ` pg ´ ωRqbq,
jωR ` pi´ jqg `minpa,bqPN2pµ̃pa, bq ` pg ´ ωRqb´ agq,
iωR ` pj ´ iqg `minpa,bqPN3pµ̃pa, bq ` pg ´ ωRqaq

,

.

-

.

We use the same range-min data structure of Fischer and Heun to compute each

µ̃pi, jq in amortized Op1q time. The key used for the data structure is µ̃pa, bq ` pg ´

ωRqb, µ̃pa, bq`pg´ωRqb´ag, and µ̃pa, bq`pg´ωRqa for N1, N2, and N3, respectively.

Next, assume pi, jq does not hit any rectangle in R. If tpi´1, jq, pi, j´1q, pi´1, j´

1qu Ă B, and thus their µ̃ values have been computed, it is trivial to compute µ̃pi, jq

in Op1q time. We now focus on the case where one of the predecessors of pi, jq is not

in B. Let U “
Ť

RPR R denote the union of all rectangles in R. A point ph, kq P U

is on the boundary of U , denoted by BU , if ph, kq does not lie in the interior of any

rectangle of R; so at least one point of tph ´ 1, kq, ph ` 1, kq, ph, k ´ 1q, ph, k ` 1qu

is not in U . Consider any admissible path π from p1, 1q to pi, jq whose total weight

is at most d. Let pa, bq denote the last point of B on π before reaching pi, jq. The

subpath of π between pa, bq and pi, jq must be outside U , and it can only contain

gaps since the weight of any point outside U is greater than d, except the first step
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out of pa, bq, which costs ωpa, bq if it is diagonal. Let pi0, jq (resp. pi, j0q) be the

first point of B to the left of (resp. below) pi, jq on row j (resp. column i). Let

BUij “ ri´ 1sˆ rj´ 1sX BU denote the points on BU that are lower-left of pi, jq. We

set

µ̃pi, jq “ min

$

&

%

µ̃pi0, jq ` pi´ i0qg,
µ̃pi, j0q ` pj ´ j0qg,
minpa,bqPBUijpµ̃pa, bq ` pi` j ´ a´ bqg `minp0, ωpa, bq ´ 2gqq

,

.

-

.

(2.12)

To compute µ̃pi, jq, we use a different and simpler range-min data structure for BU

with key µ̃pa, bq´ pa` bqg`minp0, ωpa, bq´ 2gq, that supports the decrease-key and

query operations in Oplog nq time each. More specifically, we maintain a minimum

over points of BU in each column as we traverse B row by row. We maintain the

column minimums in a complete binary tree where each leaf corresponds to a column

and an internal node stores the minimum over the leaves of the subtree rooted at that

node. Note that the column minimums are always non-increasing while we perform

the row by row computations. When the minimum of a column corresponding to

some leaf v gets decreased, we update the minimum information stored at each node

along the path from v to the root of the binary tree. This takes Oplog nq time. The

last term in (2.12) can be computed by querying the the complete binary tree with

range ri ´ 1s in Oplog nq time. Following similar arguments to those in the proof of

Lemma 10, we can show the following lemma.

Lemma 16. The number of points on BU is Opκ
ε
nq, Opκ

d

εd
nq, and Op 1

ε1´1{pd`1qn
2´1{pd`1qq

for κ-packed, κ-bounded, and backbone sequences, respectively.

Both the number of updates and the number of queries in the binary tree are

bounded by |BU |, and each update or query takes Oplog nq time. Moreover, the case

when there exists a rectangle hit by the current point takes the same time as for

DTW. Theorem 2 follows.
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2.5 Experimental Results

In this section we discuss the practical performance of our FA-DTWalgorithm for

DTW and its potential in applications to real-world datasets. We show that for

most of the input sequences we consider, our algorithm is able to compute approx-

imate DTW an order of magnitude faster than the naive dynamic programming

algorithm while suffering only a small approximation error. To aid in explaining

the performance of our algorithm, we propose a way to visualize its effect on the

DP table, and the correspondence sets chosen by it and other algorithms. We also

consider the effect the approximation parameter ε has on the actual approximation

ratio achieved by our algorithm.

In addition, we present several applications as examples to show the usefulness

of the new algorithm. Since most of the applications of DTW with large datasets

have the common feature of computing DTW multiple times with at least one of

the input sequences fixed, we also discuss a minor change to our algorithm which

allows pre-processing and succinct representation of the bounding volume hierarchies

in order to achieve even better speedup than doing a single DTW computation.

2.5.1 Datasets and Algorithms

The datasets used consist of synthetic curves of length 500 to 20000 and real-world

trajectories in the GeoLife GPS trajectories dataset [156, 154, 155].

The synthetic curve dataset is organized into the following five categories:

1. Parallel straight lines with slight perturbations. We use these curves to demon-

strate the intuition behind our construction of the rectangle set R. See Fig-

ure 2.5 (a).

2. x-monotone curves with the y values determined by Martingale sequences. See

Figure 2.5 (b).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 2.5: Synthetic trajectories: (a) parallel straight lines with perturbations; (b)
Martingale sequences; (c) random walks in R2; (d) sequences from same underying
curve; (e) projection of a 3D sinosoidal wave onto R2.

3. Random walks on R2. At each step, the curves turn a normally distributed

random angle and move for a normally distributed random amount of time.

These curves simulate Brownian motion in 2D. See Figure 2.5 (c).

4. Pairs of curves sampled from the same underlying curve, with normally dis-

tributed noise. See Figure 2.5 (d).

5. Projections of various 3D curves onto R2. These types of inputs appear in

the problem of object identification with viewpoint changes [158]. See Fig-

ure 2.5 (e).

In the GeoLife GPS trajectories dataset, trajectories are represented by a se-

quence of time-stamped points in 3D, representing latitude, longitude, and altitude

information. The average length of a trajectory is 68 kilometers. The number of

points of trajectories in the dataset range from 100 to 30000. For our experiments,

we only keep the latitude and longitude information of each sample, and represent

them as points in R2.

For all of the input sequences, we model them as κ-packed sequences, and estimate

the parameter κ for each category of curve by sampling disks centered at random

points on the input sequences with random radii in the bounding volumes of the

sequences. We compute the ratio of the length of the curve in each disk to the

diameter of the disk. The estimated κ parameter for all the synthetic curves tested

is below 15; see Table 2.1 for the average estimated κ for each input category.
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Table 2.1: Average estimation of κ for each synthetic input category.

Input category 1 2 3 4 5
Estimated κ 2.2 3.8 13.7 4.8 2.5

Table 2.2: Percentiles of the κ parameter for sampled input trajectories in GPS.

Percentiles 25% 50% 75% 90% MAX
κ 6.1 9.3 17.9 25.4 114.9
κ̃ 2.4 5.7 8.0 9.4 15.9

We further estimated the κ parameter of 500 real-world trajectories from the

GeoLife dataset, and the percentiles of κ values are shown in Table 2.2. We note

that most of the trajectories, such as the one show in Figure 2.6 (a), have low κ

parameters. In contrast, the κ parameter for a small portion of trajectories such as

in Figure 2.6 (b) is larger than 100. However, in most examples of trajectories with

high κ parameters, only a very small portion of the curve is dense. Recall that κ

is the maximum ratio between the length of a curve in a ball and the radius of the

ball. If we instead compute the average ratio, κ̃, we see it is below 20 for all the

curves. Our approximation is likely to perform well even for these cases with a large

κ parameter based on the maximum ratio.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Examples of trajectories with (a) low and (b) high κ parameter.

To show the performance of our algorithm FA-DTW, we compare it to the naive

dynamic programming algorithm DP-DTW using these synthetic data sets. We also

use some of these curves to demonstrate the issues present in the Sakoe-Chiba band

heuristics Band-DTW described in [132]. Finally, we compare the number of bound-

ary points generated by FA-DTW and Approx-DTW for these synthetic curves, a
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variable which is indicative of the efficiency of the two algorithms.

2.5.2 DP Table and Correspondence Visualization

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.7: (a) Two input trajectores; (b) The DP surface; (c) The approximate
DP surface for ε “ 0.5.

We visualize the dynamic programming table of the exact DTW computation as

a 3D surface with domain r1,ms ˆ r1, ns. The height of a point pi, jq on the surface

denotes the distance ||pi ´ qj||. The exact DTW algorithm thus computes a path

Π˚ that minimizes the sum of the heights of each pi, jq P Π˚. Our approximation

algorithm essentially finds a rectangular partition of the DP table, and assign the

same weight to all cells in each rectangle. This results in an approximate DP surface

that consists of flat rectangular patches.

Figure 2.7 shows the exact and approximate DP surfaces for a pair of input trajec-

tories. We clearly see that our approximation algorithm approximates the DP surface

well. In regions where the distance variation is large, more rectangular patches are

used; whereas in regions where distances are similar, only a few rectangular patches

are sufficient to approximately describe the DP surface.

A set of correspondences can be viewed as a path from p1, 1q to pm,nq in the

DP table. To show the rectangles and correspondences in V for each of the test

cases, we may also visualize V using a heat map over points in 2D. Admissible paths

start at p1, 1q, the pixel on the top-left corner, and ends at pm,nq, the pixel on the
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bottom-right corner. Rectangles are visualized as patches of the same color. A dark

colored pixel at position pi, jq corresponds to a small value for ||piqj||. In addition,

the exact DTW correspondences, the approximate DTW correspondences, and the

approximate Fréchet distance correspondences are also plotted.
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Figure 2.8: Rectangles and correspondences as a path in the DP table for two
input sequences in category 3.

One example of such a visualization appears in Figure 2.8. Here, we show the plots

for the rectangles and correspondences of two curves from category 3. We observe

that both the approximate DTW correspondences computed using FA-DTW and the

exact DTW correspondences diverge at certain points, but still stay relatively close

together. The Fréchet distance correspondences, however, stray far from the exact

DTW correspondences and even contain long horizontal and vertical segments within

the plot in areas where a diagonal segment would result in fewer correspondences

total without increasing the Fréchet distance.

In particular, the approximate DTW correspondences are closest to the exact

DTW correspondences in darker regions where there are many small rectangles such

as the upper-left region, which ensures a good approximation ratio. In regions of

large rectangles, the approximate correspondences tend to be less accurate, but this

affects the DTW value very little because one can approximate all values in the

rectangle by a single value.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Actual approximation error against ε parameter; (b) tradeoff be-
tween runtime and ε parameter; (c) number of boundary points vs. ε parameter.

2.5.3 Quantitative Results

We use the running time of DP-DTW as a baseline, and compare it to the running

time of FA-DTW for different input sequence categories in our synthetic dataset. In

Table 2.3, we note the average running time of DP-DTW across all inputs of each

size, as the running time of the algorithm is only sensitive to input size, not the

actual data. The running time of FA-DTW, however, depends on the κ parameter

of different input categories. Therefore, we note the running time of FA-DTW for

increasing sizes of the input sequences of each category. According to Table 2.1, the

curves of input category 3 have the highest κ value. This is confirmed by the runtime

of FA-DTW on input category 3 curves, which is higher than all other categories of

synthetic inputs when the input sizes are large.

It is clear that FA-DTW achieves a clear advantage for all input categories in the

synthetic datasets: the running time is an order of magnitude lower than that of

DP-DTW for input size above 5000. The plot also shows that the running time of

FA-DTW grows near-linear to the input size, as required by our theoretical analysis.

We now discuss one advantage FA-DTW has over the popular heuristic BandDTW.

The runtime and error of the heuristic BandDTW depends on the parameter of band

width. For input size 5000, it is observed that when the band is around 100´150 wide,

the runtime is comparable to that of our simplified algorithm. However, consider the
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Table 2.3: Comparison of run times (in seconds) of DP-DTW and FA-DTW for dif-
ferent input sequence categories.

FA-DTW with different input types DP-DTW
size 1 2 3 4 5
1000 0.025 0.042 0.026 0.039 0.028 0.031
2000 0.061 0.090 0.084 0.093 0.063 0.096
5000 0.082 0.190 0.183 0.087 0.097 0.551
9000 0.272 0.412 0.535 0.429 0.306 1.811
15000 0.497 0.934 1.080 0.773 0.505 5.649
20000 0.859 1.236 1.391 1.248 0.886 11.713

synthetic curves of category 4, where the two input sequences are sampled with

different rates. The correspondence path can be very far away from the diagonal

band of the DP table.

In fact, the DTW value computed using BandDTW for this input is more than 3

times the original DTW value, which is much worse than FA-DTW. Given two such

input sequences of size 5000, the number of boundary points generated by FA-DTW

is only 9.68 ˆ 105 which is only 0.4% of the cells in the DP table. However, to

completely cover the optimal path of the DP table using a diagonal band, one needs

to compute the values of as many as 1.39ˆ 107 cells, which is more than half of the

total number of cells.

In real trajectory datasets, it is common that the underlying curve is not uni-

formly sampled, due to varying traveling speed of objects such as vehicles. Therefore

FA-DTW is more advantageous because it does not require parameters such as band

width that requires prior knowledge of the input sequences, and it out-performs

BandDTW in terms of approximation error.

Finally, recall that one advantage of the new FA-DTW over Approx-DTW is that it

should create far fewer boundary points in the DP grid. This intuition is confirmed

in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: The average number of boundary points generated by algorithms FA-DTW
and Approx-DTW for synthetic datasets when ε “ 1.

Input size 2000 3000 5000 10000
FA-DTW p105q 0.9 1.5 3.1 14.3
Approx-DTW p105q 6.4 10.1 19.7 35.8

2.5.4 Parameter Sensitivity

When the parameter ε is set to 1, we expect our approximation algorithms to return

solutions of value twice the optimal. In practice, however, for all categories of curves

described above, the approximation error is usually less than 10%. In the worst case,

the error is still within 15%. See Figure 2.9 (a) for the average approximation error

for the synthetic inputs against varying ε parameter.

The tradeoff between runtime and ε parameter is shown in Figure 2.5 (b). When

the parameter ε increases from 0.3 to 1, the runtime is significantly reduced. The

actual error only increases from 5% to 10%.

Finally, we plot the number of rectangle boundary points created for varying val-

ues of ε in Figure 2.5 (c). We observe that the number of boundary points decreases

sharply as ε is increased to around 0.5. Afterward, the decrease in boundary points

levels off. We note that the runtime decreases with the number of boundary points.

2.5.5 Applications

We present experiments for two applications of our approximation algorithm: tra-

jectory nearest neighbor queries and curve transformation.

Nearest-neighbor queries for trajectories. Suppose we keep a database of tra-

jectories. Given an input trajectory, we want to know what are its k closest tra-

jectories in our database. One method is to find the k trajectories that give the k

smallest DTW values when compared against the input trajectory. This is a variant

of the k-nearest neighbors problem applied to trajectories.
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Even for a database of size only 1000, the task of comparing an input trajectory

to all trajectories in the database takes over 10 minutes. In contrast, using our

approximation algorithm, the runtime is only 38 seconds. It turns out that for 1000

different input trajectories taken from the GeoLife dataset, the algorithm returns

the closest trajectory correctly 98% of the time, and returns all 5 closest trajectories

correctly 92% of the time.

Iterative closest point. One limitation of DTW is its sensitivity to the position

of input curves. Consider curves that are not so different from each other, but

are embedded in different locations in R2; see Figure 2.10 for an example. Since

the distance between the two curves is large, the majority of the distances between

points in P and Q are within 1` ε of each other when ε “ 0.5. We need to transform

one of the two trajectories.

The technique used for curve transformation is the iterative closest point method

(ICP) [121]. In particular, to transform two curves, at each iteration, we find the

DTW correspondences of the curves and then find the transformation that minimizes

the total squared distances between the two curves using the correspondences. The

algorithm stops when the DTW correspondences computed at the current and next

iteration no longer change.

(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: Two trajectories that would be similar if one of them undergoes a
translation and rotation.

We implemented two versions of ICP: (i) input sequences are allowed to be trans-

lated; (ii) input sequences are allowed to be both translated and rotated. Given
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Figure 2.11: (a) Initial rectangles and correspondences (approximate DTW “

12.69); (b) an intermediate step (approximate DTW “ 4.33); (c) the final step
(approximate DTW = 1.51).

the correspondences C between P and Q, the translation that minimizes the total

squared distances can be computed by the Kabsch algorithm [95] using singular value

decomposition.

1

|C|

ÿ

pp,qqPC

p´ q. (2.13)

The translation and rotation that minimize the total squared distances can also be

computed by the Kabsch algorithm [95].

Figure 2.11 (a) and (b) shows the correspondences before and after one iteration

of ICP. When ICP converges, the position of the two curves are much closer to each

other, and hence the correspondences result in a much smaller DTW distance; see

Figure 2.11 (c).

All approximations are within 10% at each step of ICP. For curves with small

final DTW distance, the average number of steps for ICP to converge using naive

FA-DTW is about 7 steps (the number of iterations can be large for curves that are

significantly different even with rigid motion). On average, the total runtime is 6

times faster using FA-DTW for curves that are similar after rigid transformation.

The number of iterations could be large, however, for curves that are significantly

different regardless of any rigid motion.

Pre-processing. We notice that in both applications, we need to compute DTW
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repeatedly. In a k-nearest neighbors search, we compute the DTW of an input

sequence against all trajectories in a database; in ICP, we compute DTW between

the same curves after each step of transformation. These applications would benefit

if we pre-compute the bounding volume hierarchies for all the curves.

For the k-nearest neighbors search example, storing the bounding volume hierar-

chies takes only linear space total, which is feasible even for large datasets. In the

case of ICP for two input curves, we can also pre-compute the bounding volume hier-

archies. After each step, we transform each of the bounding volumes in the hierarchy

according to the transformation found in the previous step.

After pre-processing, finding the children of a bounding volume now takes con-

stant time, which reduces the time taken to compute the Gen Rectangles proce-

dure. In our experiment, we are able to achieve 12 times speedup using this approach

in k-nearest neighbors search, and 6´ 8 times speedup in ICP.
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3

New Model for Curve Matching

3.1 Introduction

Trajectories are functions from a time domain—an interval on the real line—to Rd

with d ą 1, and are observed as sequences of points sampled from them. We study

the problem of matching similar portions between two trajectories by computing a

monotone set of correspondences. Such a set of correspondences must be able to

match similar portions in the presence of noise/outliers, even if the sampling rates

of the two trajectories are different, and the trajectories are partially observed (i.e.,

portions of trajectories are missing). For any given set of correspondences between

two trajectories, it is also advantageous to provide a score indicating their degree of

similarity.

There are a number of models of matching and similarity between discrete curves

in the literature. Examples include discrete Fréchet distance, dynamic time warping

(DTW), Euclidean edit distance (ED), and biological sequence alignment methods.

We have explored faster algorithms for DTW and ED in Chapter 2. However, these

existing models can not capture all the characteristics of trajectories. In particular,
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for discrete Fréchet distance, there may exist a large number of equivalent matchings

which yield the same optimal distance. Hence, the correspondences provided by any

matching is not necessarily a good indicator of trajectory similarity; see Fig. 3.1(a).

DTW matches two similar trajectories effectively even if the sampling rates are dif-

ferent. However, since it tries to match all points, the matching result may not

be meaningful when significant deviations occur between the two trajectories; see

Fig. 3.1(b). The biological sequence alignment methods are designed to identify sim-

ilar portions between two DNA sequences, and designate dissimilar portions as gaps.

However, the correspondences in these methods are restricted to be one-to-one, and

therefore non-uniform sampling rates can cause similar portions to be designated as

gaps; see Fig. 3.1(c).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.1. Matching of two trajectories using different approaches: (a) Fréchet distance, (b)
dynamic time warping, (c) sequence alignment based method, (d) our model. The green edges are
the correspondences between points.

In this chapter, we define a new model of correspondences between trajectories

that has none of the drawbacks above. Together with this model, we design an

appropriate way to score assignments thus providing a unified framework encom-

passing previous approaches such as dynamic time warping, sequence alignment,

edit-distance and others, while handling the issues present in real data. Our model

can be adapted to perform the so-called local assignment for identifying most similar

sub-trajectories between two trajectories. We also consider a semi-continuous model

in which we interpolate each trajectory between consecutive samples, say, by a linear

function, and allow matching samples to interpolated points. This approach adapts

the model to sparsely sampled data.
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We design a dynamic programming based algorithm for computing optimal as-

signments between two trajectories under our scoring function (Section 3.3). Our

algorithm can be adapted to compute local and semi-continuous assignments as well.

We present an extensive experimental study that demonstrates the effectiveness

of our matching algorithm. We evaluate the algorithms on a number of real datasets

and compare them with algorithms based on existing similarity models. We show

that, in practice, our model captures the advantages of both dynamic time warping

and sequence-alignment based approaches with none of their drawbacks.

3.2 Model for Matching

Let P and Q be sequences of points as defined above. We describe our model for

measuring the similarity of P and Q and matching their common portions. Our

model builds on the strengths of both dynamic time warping (DTW) and sequence

alignment without their drawbacks: it handles non-uniform sampling of points by

allowing multiple points of P to match with one point of Q, and it distinguishes

deviation from noise by using the gap model.

Definition 1. An assignment for P and Q is a pair of functions α : P Ñ QYtKu

and β : Q Ñ P Y tKu for the points of P and Q respectively. If αppiq “ K (or

βpqjq “ K), then pi (or qj) is called a gap point. A maximal contiguous sequence

of gap points in P or Q is called a gap.

An assignment is monotone if it satisfies the following conditions: (i) if αppiq “

qj then for all i1 ą i, αppi1q “ K or αppi1q “ qj1 for some j1 ą j, and (ii) if βpqjq “ pi

then for all j1 ą j, βpqj1q “ K or βpqj1q “ pi1 for some i1 ą i.

Intuitively, if a point pi P P lies on a similar portion of the two trajectories then

αppiq defines the point on Q to which pi corresponds; pi is a gap point otherwise. A

similar interpretation holds for βp¨q. Unlike traditional alignment/matching models,
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our assignments are asymmetric, which allows it to better adapt to trajectories with

different sampling rates. The notion of gaps is introduced to identify deviations

between the two trajectories. Using gaps enables the identification of a “good”

assignment even if there are only partial observations on any of the trajectories; we

can compute an assignment for the observed portions. Distinguishing between noise

and dissimilarity can be accomplished by restricting to assignments where gaps are

sufficiently long (short deviations are more likely to be due to noise and thus, the

underlying portions of the trajectories are similar).

It will be easier to view an assignment of P and Q in terms of the complete

directed bipartite graph G :“ GpP,Qq “ pP Y Q,P ˆ Q Y Q ˆ P q, i.e., G has a

directed edge ppi, qjq and another directed edge pqj, piq for every pair pi P P and

qj P Q. We say that a pair of edges ppi, qjq (or pqj, piq) and ppk, qlq (or pql, pkq) cross

if i ă k and j ą l or vice versa. Under our definition, the opposite edges ppi, qjq and

pqj, piq do not cross each other.1

In this perspective, a monotone assignment is a set E of pairwise non-crossing

edges in G so that E has at most one outgoing edge from every point in P Y Q.

Points with no outgoing edges are gap points and, as in Def. 1, a maximal contiguous

sequence of gap points in P or Q is called a gap, and the length of the sequence is

called the length of the gap. Let ΓpEq denote the set of gaps in P and Q for the

assignment E. We define the score of E, denoted by σpP,Q;Eq, as

σpP,Q;Eq “
ÿ

pu,vqPE

1

λ` }u´ v}2
`

ÿ

gPΓpEq

pθ `∆|g|q, (3.1)

where θ ă 0,∆ ą 0 and λ ą 0 are carefully chosen parameters, as described in

Section 3.3, } ¨ } is the L2-norm and |g| is the length of a gap g. For appropriate com-

1 Note that our definition of the crossing is topological, defined in terms of the graph G. the line
segments piqj and pkql corresponding to two non-crossing edges ppi, qjq and ppk, qlq may cross each
other (geometrically), and may be disjoint even if the graph edges are crossing.
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parison between different pairs of trajectories and their corresponding assignments,

the above score may be normalized in a straightforward manner to provide a score

between 0 and 1. We can rewrite the score in terms of the functions α, β from Def. 1

as well:

σpP,Q;α, βq“
ÿ

piPP
αppiq‰K

1

λ` }pi´αppiq}2

`
ÿ

qjPQ
βpqjq‰K

1

λ` }qj´βpqjq}2
`

ÿ

gPΓpα,βq

pθ `∆|g|q, (3.2)

where Γpα, βq is the set of gaps in P and Q given α, β. We define the similarity

between P and Q as

σpP,Qq “ max
α,β

σpP,Q;α, βq,

and the corresponding assignment identifies the similar portions.

Why the directed graph? We now explain why we chose a directed graph model

and an assignment. Both DTW and sequence alignment can be formulated as com-

puting a subset of non-crossing edges in the complete undirected bipartite graph

P ˆ Q. In particular, DTW finds a subset D Ă P ˆ Q of non-crossing edges such

that each vertex of P YQ is incident on at least one edge of D and the total “length”

of edges in D is minimum. In some applications, an appropriate choice for the length

of edges would be the Euclidean distance whereas in other applications, a different

function is used. On the other hand, the sequence-alignment model asks for com-

puting a set of vertex-disjoint edges M Ă P ˆQ whose score is maximum, where the

score is similar to (3.1).

It is tempting to describe an assignment as well with respect to the undirected

graph but this leads to difficulties. For example, we may relax the vertex-disjoint

condition from the sequence-alignment model allowing multiple points of P to match
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with one point of Q, (see Fig. 3.2(a)) and simply ask for finding a set of non-crossing

edges whose score is maximum, but this is not always meaningful and introduces

additional edges that are redundant. For example, in Fig. 3.2(b), this approach will

find three edges — the diagonal edge pp2, q1q is spurious and is an artifact of the

model because it is more meaningful to match p1 with q1, p2 with q2 and vice versa.

The directed graph model avoids this problem by not requiring the functions α

and β to be symmetric; see Fig. 3.3.

p1 p2 p3

q1

p4

q2 q3
q4

p1 p2

q1 q2

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2. Pros and cons of allowing multiple matches in an undirected graph:(a) A situation
where allowing multiple matches is logical. (b) A situation where allowing multiple matches does
not allow us to obtain a clear correspondence.

p1 p2 p3

q1

p4

q2 q3
q4

p1 p2

q1 q2

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3. Using a directed graph provides a logical set of correspondences always. Comparison
with the examples of Fig. 3.2.

Remark. (i) Our framework is not limited to the scoring function (3.1). For ex-

ample, the sequence-alignment based approach, DTW or other measures such as

edit-distance are easily incorporated into our model. (ii) Note that according to our

definition of assignments, vertices in G which have incoming edges but no outgoing

edges are designated as gap points. This may be modified so gap points have no

incoming edges.

Local assignment model. We now describe how we modify our model for finding

the most similar sub-trajectories between two trajectories, or so-called local assign-

ments. Specifically, we are only interested in computing correspondences for points
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along the most similar portions and scoring these. At a high level, instead of ex-

amining only the complete trajectories, we wish to examine all possible pairs of

sub-trajectories and choose the one which is most similar. However, choosing the

most similar sub-trajectories requires a modification of the scoring function since the

pair of sub-trajectories which achieves the maximum score is always going to be the

complete trajectories themselves due to the fact that all terms are positive. More

precisely, given two trajectories P and Q, for any pair of sub-trajectories P 1, P 2 of

P and Q1, Q2 of Q such that P 1 is contained within P 2 and Q1 is contained within

Q2, we always have σpP 2, Q2q ě σpP 1, Q1q.

We therefore, modify the score of an assignment E, represented as a set of non-

crossing edges, as follows:

σlpP,Q;Eq “
ÿ

pu,vqPE

„

1

λ` }u´ v}2
´ τ



`
ÿ

gPΓpEq

pθ ` p∆´ τq|g|q . (3.3)

Here, τ ą ∆ is a threshold parameter that we subtract from each term in (3.1). The

parameter τ defines a lower bound on the score of assignments being considered and

we only consider pairs of sub-trajectories P 1, Q1 of P and Q respectively such that

σpP 1, Q1q is at least this lower bound. Formally, for any two sub-trajectories P 1 of P

and Q1 of Q, let EP 1,Q1 “ P 1 ˆQ1 YQ1 ˆ P 1 denote the set of edges in the complete

directed bipartite graph between P 1 and Q1. Our goal is to compute

σlpP,Qq “ max
P 1,Q1

max
EĂEP 1,Q1

E is monotone

σlpP
1, Q1;Eq,

where the maximum is taken over all subtrajectories P 1 and Q1 of P and Q respec-

tively, and over all monotone assignments of P 1, Q1.

Semi-continuous assignment model. The model discussed so far is designed to

be fairly robust to both noise and sampling rate differences but still may break down
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when the noise or sampling rate difference are too large. By modeling the continuous

trajectory from which the sample points are generated, one may handle these issues

better. Specifically, instead of scoring based on distances between sample points, we

consider the uncertainty inherent in them and use distances between the most likely

locations of the sample points.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4. Discrete (a) vs semi-continuous (b).

We achieve this by interpolating between consecutive sample points and consid-

ering all points on this interpolation as candidate locations for the samples. For

example, consider Fig. 3.4. Due to the different sampling rates of the trajectories,

it is better to assign endpoints in one trajectories to points on a continuous curve

obtained by a linear interpolation between endpoints of the other trajectory. Such

a linear interpolation obtained by connecting two consecutive sampled points by a

line segment is a common way to model the underlying trajectory. Let P and Q

denote these curves for P and Q respectively. We next modify the scoring function

by replacing the distance term with a function fp¨q as follows:

σspP,Q;Eq “
ÿ

pu,vqPE

1

+̧fpu, vq
`

ÿ

gPΓpEq

pθ `∆|g|q . (3.4)

We set fpu, vq “ }u´v1}2 where v1 is the closest point to u on the segment connecting

v to its preceding point on P or Q (if v is the first point, then v1 “ v). As before,

we are interested in the optimal assignment ΣspP,Qq “ arg maxE σspP,Q;Eq and its

score σspP,Qq “ maxE σspP,Q;Eq. Using v1 is a simple method of specifying a likely

location for v given the linear interpolation model for the underlying trajectory.
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Alternatively, we may use a more sophisticated predictor for v1 if we have prior

knowledge of how the sample points where generated.

σpi, jq “ max
!

σK˚pi, jq, σ˚Kpi, jq, σφ˚pi, jq ` δpi, jq, σ˚φpi, jq ` δpi, jq
)

, (3.5)

σK˚pi, jq “ max
!

σpi´ 1, jq ` θ `∆, σK˚pi´ 1, jq `∆, σKφpi, jq ` δpi, jq, σKKpi, jq
)

, (3.6)

σφ˚pi, jq “ max
!

σφKpi, jq, σ˚φpi´ 1, jq ` δpi, jq, σφ˚pi, j ´ 1q ` δpi, jq, σpi´ 1, jq
)

, (3.7)

σφKpi, jq “ max
!

σφ˚pi, j ´ 1q ` θ `∆, σφKpi, j ´ 1q `∆, σ˚Kpi´ 1, jq
)

, (3.8)

σKKpi, jq “ max
!

σ˚Kpi´ 1, jq ` θ `∆, σKKpi´ 1, jq `∆, σK˚pi, j ´ 1q ` θ `∆, σKKpi, j ´ 1q `∆
)

.

(3.9)

Figure 3.5. Recurrence relations for σ and each of the auxiliary functions. The relations for σ˚φ,
σKφ are symmetric to those above for σφ˚ and σφK respectively. Here, δpi, jq “ 1{p+̧}pi ´ qj}

2q.

3.3 Algorithms for Matching

We now describe an algorithm for computing the optimal score σpP,Qq and the cor-

responding assignment. Our algorithm, similar to that for sequence alignment [60],

runs in Opmnq time. Because of the asymmetric nature of the definition of assign-

ments, the recurrence relation is complex, and requires a few auxiliary assignments

and score functions.

Auxiliary functions. For 1 ď i ď m, let Pi “ xp1, . . . , piy denote the prefix of

P of length i, and for 1 ď j ď n, let Qj “ xq1, . . . , qjy denote the prefix of Q of

length j. The algorithm computes the similarity score σpPi, Qjq for all 1 ď i ď m

and 1 ď j ď n. For brevity, let σpi, jq denote σpPi, Qjq. Let Σpi, jq denote the

(optimal) monotone assignment corresponding to the score σpi, jq. With a slight

abuse of notation, we use both the graph representation — a set of non-crossing

edges — as well as the pair of functions α, β. It will be clear from the context which

of the two representations we are referring to.

For each pair i, j, to compute σpi, jq and Σpi, jq efficiently, we also compute a set

of auxiliary functions described below:
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‚ σK˚pi, jq and σ˚Kpi, jq: σK˚pi, jq denotes the score of the best monotone assign-

ment, denoted by ΣK˚pi, jq, for Pi and Qj with the restriction that pi is a gap

point. That is, there is no outgoing edge from pi, but our model allows ΣK˚pi, jq

to have incoming edges to pi. We similarly define σ˚Kpi, jq and Σ˚Kpi, jq.

‚ σKKpi, jq: the score of the best monotone assignment, denoted by ΣKKpi, jq, for

Pi and Qj with the restriction that both pi and qj are gap points.

‚ σφ˚pi, jq and σ˚φpi, jq: σφ˚pi, jq is the score of the best monotone assignment for

Pi and Qj, denoted by Σφ˚pi, jq, with the restriction that pi is not assigned to

any point of Qj but points of Qj can be assigned to pi, i.e., there is no outgoing

edge from pi but there can be incoming edges to pi. The difference between

σφ˚pi, jq and σK˚pi, jq is that pi is considered as a gap point in the latter and

σK˚pi, jq includes the gap score corresponding to pi, namely θ`∆ if a new gap

starts at pi in ΣK˚pi, jq and ∆ otherwise, while in the former no score is added

corresponding to pi. We define σ˚φpi, jq and Σ˚φpi, jq analogously.

‚ σφKpi, jq and σKφpi, jq: σφKpi, jq is the score of the best monotone assignment

for Pi and Qj, denoted by ΣφKpi, jq, with the restriction that pi is not assigned

to any point of Qj as in the previous case, and qj is a gap point. Note that there

are no outgoing edges from pi or qj but there may be incoming edges to one

or both of them, and that σφKpi, jq does not include any score corresponding

to pi but does include a gap score for qj. We define σKφpi, jq and ΣKφpi, jq

analogously.

For i “ j “ 0, we set σpi, jq “ 0 and all other auxiliary functions to ´8. For

i ą 0 or j ą 0, the recurrence relations for each of the auxiliary score functions are

described in Fig. 3.5, and each value can be computed in Op1q time using dynamic

programming. For brevity, we set δpi, jq “ 1{p+̧}pi ´ qj}
2q.

We maintain a separate table for each auxiliary function and compute the entries
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in increasing order of i and j. For a fixed pair i, j, we compute them in the following

order: σKK, σKφ, σφK, σφ˚, σ˚φ, σK˚, σ˚K, σ. It can be verified from (3.5)–(3.9) that

each of them can be computed inOp1q time. Hence, the total time spent in computing

the final σpP,Qq and ΣpP,Qq is Opmnq. If we maintain the entire tables, the space

used is also Opmnq but it can be reduced to Opm ` nq [90]. We thus obtain the

following:

Theorem 17. Given two sequences of points P and Q in Rd of lengths m and n

respectively, σpP,Qq and the corresponding assignment ΣpP,Qq can be computed in

Opmnq time using Opm` nq space.

Local assignment. For local assignment, following the same ideas as in the al-

gorithm for local sequence alignment [60], we can compute σpP,Qq as defined in

Section 3.2 in Opmnq time. Intuitively, during the course of the execution of the

algorithm described above, when we find that the score of aligning initial portions

of the trajectories is too small, we should discard them from further consideration

and start afresh. More precisely, we modify the recurrences in (3.5) by adding the 0

term:

σpi, jq “ max
 

σK˚pi, jq, σ˚Kpi, jq, σφ˚pi, jq ` δpi, jq,

σ˚φpi, jq ` δpi, jq, 0
(

.

The others recurrences in (3.6)–(3.9) remain the same. Finally, instead of returning

σpm,nq, we return the score maxi,j σpi, jq. Omitting details, we get the following:

Theorem 18. Given two sequences of points P and Q in Rd of lengths m and n re-

spectively, σlpP,Qq and the corresponding local assignment ΣlpP,Qq can be computed

in Opmnq time using Opm` nq space.

Semi-continuous assignment. Since the semi-continuous model entails only a
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modification of the scoring function as described in (3.4), it may be computed using

the same procedure as in the general case with the same time and space complexity.

Theorem 19. Given two sequences of points P and Q in Rd of lengths m and n

respectively, σspP,Qq and the corresponding semi-continuous assignment ΣspP,Qq

can be computed in Opmnq time using Opm` nq space.

Parameter selection. Parameter selection is important when choosing the scoring

function. During the course of the algorithm, when examining a pair of points pi P P

and qj P Q, the difference in values 1{p+̧}pi ´ qj}
2q versus ∆ dictate the choice of

whether to assign αppiq “ qj or βpqjq “ pi versus assigning one or both as gap points.

We work with the hypothesis that all points which are “matched” have roughly

the same distance. Let r be the threshold on the distance beyond which points are

dissimilar. We suggest the following choices of the parameters:

∆ “
1

+̧r2
, θ “ ´l∆,

where l indicates a minimum gap length. The algorithm only chooses to start gaps

when at least l points are farther than r apart since, if not, θ`∆ ¨ |g| will be negative.

The choice of r is clear if we have semantic information about the trajectories such

as what type of entities generated them. For example, if we have GPS trajectories

and wish to classify similar portions as those following the same road, then the width

of the road, sampling rate and GPS accuracy would determine r. On the other hand,

in many situations, the choice of r is not clear. In such cases, we suggest the following

simple iterative procedure: (i) Start with a rough guess of the upper bound r̂ and

compute an assignment with r “ r̂, (ii) Discard a percentage of the larger distances in

this assignment and compute the root mean square (rms) of the remaining distances,

(iii) Choose a new threshold which is a small factor of the rms, say r “ c1 ¨ rms, and

(iv) Repeat steps (ii) and (iii) until convergence.
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When we identify all similar portions and dissimilar portions, we do not expect

the rms to change significantly when we discard some of the larger distances. Hence,

the assignments should converge and the algorithm should terminate.

3.4 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of an experimental study on real datasets

to evaluate the effectiveness of our matching model and algorithms, as well as to

compare them with previous approaches. The goal of our experiments was not only

to present a qualitative study but also to observe the characteristics of the data and

how they impact the model parameters.

Datasets. We have used three datasets in our experiments: (i) 143 trajectories of

school buses in Athens, Greece [68] (we call this the Bus dataset), (ii) the GeoLife

project by Microsoft Research Asia [155, 156, 154] consisting of 17,621 trajectories of

182 users in China (we call this the GeoLife dataset), and (iii) 330 trajectories from

road cycling and running exercises captured by a fitness GPS device at a constant one

second sample rate (we call this the Workout dataset). A subset of the trajectories

in the GeoLife dataset are labeled with the mode of transportation used from the

set {biking, walking, running, bus, car, taxi, train, subway, airplane}. From these,

we extracted the trajectories with labels in {bus, car, taxi} and used only those

trajectories which were sufficiently long (at least 20 sample points).

Although all three datasets are GPS trajectories, they differ significantly from

each other due to the different modes of transportation and sensor equipment as

well as due to road network characteristics. The Workout dataset, being highly

accurate and finely sampled, represents ideal conditions. The Bus dataset contains

significant measurement noise but is more uniformly sampled than the GeoLife

dataset. The GeoLife dataset contains significant sampling rate differences between
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trajectories while the GPS noise is less significant when compared with the Bus

dataset. In addition, it also contains many partially observed trajectories (long

stretches with no samples).

(a) Bus dataset (b) GeoLife dataset (c) Workout dataset

Figure 3.6. Variations in average match score and number of gaps over all trajectory pairs in the
three datasets.
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Figure 3.7. The assignments and corresponding distance distributions computed at various stages
of the iterative algorithm on the Bus dataset. (a)is at the first iteration, (b)at an intermediate
stage and (c) at the point of convergence.

Algorithms tested. We used the DTW and sequence-alignment based approaches

to provide a basis for comparison of our approach. We refer to these algorithms as

DTW and Seq-Align and to our algorithm from Section 3.3 as Assignment throughout

this section.

Since DTW tries to find correspondences for every point on a trajectory, we apply

a simple heuristic to make its comparison with Assignment and Seq-Align fairer:

after computing the DTW correspondences, we prune all correspondences where the

distance between the two constituent points is greater than a threshold. Recall that

the parameter selection for our scoring function (cf. Sec. 3.3) uses a similar distance

threshold r. We call this modified DTW heuristic DTW-Pruned.
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Pairwise matching results. To show the effectiveness of our algorithms, we first

present results on a single pair of trajectories from each of the datasets. We chose

pairs which exhibited significant similar portions as well as dissimilar portions and

have sufficiently dissimilar sampling rates in the case of the pairs from the Bus

and GeoLife datasets (the Workout dataset trajectories have uniform sampling

rates). The results exhibited on these pairs are representative of the results on

other trajectories as well. We chose a distance threshold r “ 25 m for Seq-Align,

DTW-Pruned and Assignment and a minimum gap length l “ 2 for Seq-Align and

Assignment. In all cases, we perturbed one of the trajectories slightly in the figures

to present the results more clearly.

In the case of both Seq-Align and DTW-Pruned, the similar portions between

trajectories are often fragmented, i.e., small gaps are present in between the matched

portions. In the former, this is due to the fact that that correspondences are one-

to-one while in the latter, it is due to its sensitivity to the distance threshold (even

distances slightly larger than r are discarded). This phenomenon does not happen

in the case of Assignment since it is robust to both outliers and sampling rate

variations. The imposition of a minimum gap length generates correspondences

which may be desired despite having distance larger than the threshold due to the

characteristics of the trajectories in their neighborhood. Thus, it is more robust

to uncertainties in the choice of the distance threshold. In the Workout dataset,

both DTW-Pruned and Assignment perform well due to the uniform sampling rate,

velocity and accuracy of sampling. See Figures 3.8 and 3.9 for results showing this

behavior. The correspondences computed by DTW are clearly meaningless and we

include it only for the sake of completeness. Due to lack of space, we omit both DTW

and Seq-Align from Fig. 3.9.

We next examined the number of gaps obtained by matching all pairs of trajec-

tories in the datasets using DTW-Pruned and Assignment. We measured this number
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(a) DTW (b) Seq-Align

(c) DTW-Pruned (d) Assignment

Figure 3.8. Results on a trajectory pair from the Bus dataset.

(a) Workout, DTW-Pruned (b) Workout, Assignment

(c) GeoLife, DTW-Pruned (d) GeoLife, Assignment

Figure 3.9. Results on trajectory pairs from the Workout and GeoLife datasets.

against an average match score computed by taking only the first term in (3.1) and

normalizing it, i.e., we use the score

σmpP,Q;Eq “ p/̧|E|q
ÿ

pu,vqPE

p1{p+̧}u´ v}2qq,

where E is the edge set of the optimal matching. Fig. 3.6 shows these results.

Here, there is a point for each pair of trajectories such that |E| ą 0 with the av-

erage match score and number of gaps being the x and y coordinates respectively.

Clearly, the number of gaps in DTW-Pruned is significantly higher on average than in

Assignment, due to the fragmentation of matched portions present in DTW-Pruned.
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Since DTW-Pruned uses a strict threshold, the score variations are lower than in the

case of Assignment, although the differences are not too significant.

Parameter selection. We chose an initial distance threshold r “ 500 m for our

iterative parameter selection process (see Section 3.3), and λ was set to p0.4rq2 as

we found it to be the most suitable. Fig. 3.7 shows the assignment and distribu-

tion of distances between matched points for the pair from the Bus dataset at the

beginning, end and an intermediate step of the iterative approach. As we can see,

larger distances are slowly pruned away until we reach the optimal assignment. The

variance in the final distribution is due to the sparse sampling and noise in the data.
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4

Subtrajectory Clustering

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the problem of extracting shared structures from a large

dataset of GPS trajectories. For such trajectories, common but unknown constraints

and objectives generate patterns of shared structure in the dataset. We refer to

these shared subtrajectories as fragments. The goal of the subtrajectory clustering

problem is to construct a sparse fragment dictionary, a (hopefully) small set Φ of

fragments so that each input trajectory can be represented as a short sequence of

elements of Φ. Fig. 4.1 illustrates such a dictionary (right) for the traffic shown on

the left. Each fragment is drawn in a different color. These fragments cover portions

of the trajectories that are shared by many other trajectories (bright spots in the

heatmap on the left). Intuitively, a fragment is a portion of a path that tends to be

traversed as a whole by many trajectories. Because of sampling noise, width of path,

and other reasons, two subtrajectories following the same fragment do not observe

identical sequences of points.

Unlike some of previous work [138], which use geometry to define fragments (e.g.,
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Figure 4.1. The heatmap (left) and major fragments (right) of trajectories in a small portion of
the spatial domain. The heatmap is constructed by discretizing the space with a fine uniform grid
with the brightness of a grid cell proportional to the number of points in the cell. Each fragment
is shown in a different color.

each fragment being a line segment), our goal is to use a data-driven approach. So

a fragment may have complex shape — as long as such a path is shared by many

trajectories.

Computing a fragment dictionary is an interesting trajectory-segmentation prob-

lem from both a modeling and algorithmic standpoint. Individual trajectories carry

little information about shared structures and it is only the context of a collection of

trajectories that the importance of certain subtrajectories becomes evident. This is

different from some other cases where shared structures (motifs) are extracted from

a set of curves, such as protein backbones or speech signals. In both of these cases,

motifs are more structured and the domain knowledge provides enough information

to identify common substructures in each curve, e.g., secondary structures (α-helices

and β-sheets) in a protein backbone.

Not only does a fragment dictionary provide a compression of large trajectory

data — effectively performing non-linear dimension reduction, but also the seman-

tic information provided by fragments may be useful for many trajectory analysis

applications including similarity search, anomaly detection, route planning, resource

allocation, and behaviorial studies.

Challenges. There are several factors that make the problem of constructing a

fragment dictionary quite challenging.

(i) Subtrajectory clustering. The goal is to identify shared structures among
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trajectories, therefore the simplistic view that a pair of trajectories is either similar or

completely different does not hold — some parts of two trajectories may be common

while other parts may differ. As a result, one cannot map each trajectory to a point

in a high dimensional space and use techniques from manifold learning or linear

algebra to cluster the entire trajectories [16]. Instead one has to identify portions

of shared structures (fragments) among the trajectories. The geometry of a single

fragment can be quite complex.

(ii) Unknown underlying network. We assume that a shared structure among

input trajectories exists because they follow similar paths, e.g., road network, build-

ing corridors, ridges on terrains, or even graphs on abstract networks. However, in

contrast to some of the previous work [49, 136], we do not assume that the underly-

ing map or network is known. We thus deal with trajectories lying in a continuous

domain rather than on a graph.

(iii) Noisy/lossy data. Each trajectory is represented as a sequence of points

sampled on a continuous curve, but the observed points are noisy for a variety of

reasons, such as measurement errors, interference, privacy. Not only is data noisy

but it may also be lossy, either because data is sampled/transmitted sparsely due to

power constraints or for various reasons some of the samples are lost.

(iv) Scalable algorithms. The availability of large trajectory datasets with many

redundant trajectories helps in extracting shared structure — in our case allow us to

construct a desired dictionary — despite the incomplete, imperfect information. But

the large size makes the algorithm design considerably challenging — many of the

techniques from machine learning are not scalable, and faster algorithms are needed

that provide a trade off between accuracy and efficiency.

Related Work. Our work lies in the area of mining large sets of trajectory data,

or, more generally, spatio-temporal data, which deals with storing, modeling, an-
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alyzing, querying, and visualizing trajectory data. This has resulted in numerous

papers on simplifying a trajectory, computing similarity between a pair of trajecto-

ries, clustering a set of trajectories, and indexing a large set of trajectories. See e.g.

[16, 133, 49, 103, 50] and the references therein.

In the area of trajectory compression, besides extensive work on curve simplifi-

cation, there is work on computing a mean or a median trajectory of a set of tra-

jectories, as a representative trajectory of a given set of “similar” trajectories [41].

Motivated by animal or human movement analysis, algorithms have been developed

for segmenting individual trajectories using certain geometric criteria [42]. Our goal

is different: instead of using a prespecified criterion, we want data to identify the

shared structures and to guide the segmentation of trajectories. The work on tra-

jectory clustering [74, 16] focuses on partitioning a set of trajectories into clusters

of similar trajectories, and possibly computing a representative trajectory for each

cluster. This approach takes a manifold view of trajectories, as mentioned in the

introduction, and does not discover shared structures among trajectories.

The work on multiple sequence alignment (MSA) in computational biology [118],

on functional clustering in statistics [128], and on topic modeling [34] or dictionary

learning [61] in machine learning and signal processing focus on identifying shared

structures, and thus related to the problem studied here. However, MSA deals with

one dimensional sequence over a finite alphabet and thus the setting is much simpler.

The work on functional clustering assumes a (known) global parametrization over

the data and the range of function is one dimensional, which makes the problem also

simpler. Topic modeling/dictionary learning if applied to trajectory data will not

return subtrajectories as “topics” or words in the dictionary, as they do not concern

themselves with locality.

Recently there is some work on subtrajectory clustering, but mostly using geo-

metric approaches; see e.g. [49, 86, 103, 138, 159].
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Among these papers, the one by Chen et al. [49] is the closest to our approach.

They also use a data-dependent approach to find shared subtrajectories. They how-

ever assume that the trajectories lie on a known graph (e.g., road network). So

the trajectories only have discrete variability, and fragments are subpaths of original

trajectories.

Our contributions. There are three main contributions of this paper.

(i) We introduce a novel data-driven formulation of subtrajectory clustering as an

optimization problem (Section 4.2). We propose a measure for how well a subtra-

jectory “covers” a set of points, which uses a data-driven metric for measuring the

distance between two points. This measure formalizes the intuition that a fragment

should consist of subtrajectories that traverse all or most of the pattern compos-

ing the fragment. Based on the measure, we define a utility function on the space

of possible clustering of trajectory points, which is optimized when each cluster is

optimally covered by all constituent subtrajectories. Our model allows clusters to

have arbitrary geometry and is robust under uncertainty in data (e.g. noise, missing

data).

(ii) We present a simple greedy algorithm that heuristically approximates optimal

clusterings according to our model. The algorithm is scalable, and produces high

quality results on real data sets. The algorithm first assigns a label to each point by

performing a local search, which encodes the subtrajectories that are “traveling” with

this point. Next, the algorithm clusters points based on their labels and locations.

We also present an algorithm to recover the fragment corresponding to each cluster.

Intuitively, we compute a mean curve for each cluster, which represents the mean

path followed by the subtrajectories. It provides a canonical sequence of points to

represent any subtrajectory that passes through this fragment. Lack of common

parametrization, presence of noise, and allowing complex shapes make the mean-
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curve recovery problem hard and preclude us from using some of the well-known

approaches such as regression and curve-reconstruction.

(iii) As an application of fragment dictionary, we introduce a similarity model for

trajectories that combines geometric similarity with the statistical information en-

coded in the fragment dictionary. The model distinguishes trajectories which follow

popular routes from those which follow unpopular ones, and it also assigns high

similarity to trajectories which share rarely traveled fragments.

There are a few key ideas that influence our model and algorithm. We take ad-

vantage of the information embedded in a large collection of trajectories but missing

in any individual trajectory. For example, we use the indices of all trajectories as

features for individual trajectory points, which are used to define the subtrajectory

clustering problem and to perform clustering. We extract feasibility information

from the collection of all trajectories to infer missing parts of each individual trajec-

tory (Section 4.3). We also use popularity of fragments to determine the similarity

between two subtrajectories.

We distinguish between discrete and continuous variabilities among trajectories.

Discrete variability corresponds to a trajectory using different fragments, and a tra-

jectory is represented as a sequence of fragments it follows. Continuous variability

corresponds to variation among subtrajectories using the same fragment — this vari-

ation results from noise, sampling variation in data, as well as a fragment having

width.

We have implemented our algorithm and report comprehensive empirical results

on synthetic and real datasets with different characteristics which demonstrate the

efficacy and effectiveness of our framework. The results show that our algorithm is

robust — it can handle trajectories of rather complex shapes, trajectories with very

different speeds as well as sampling rates, and noisy, sparse trajectories. It scales well
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with the size of the dataset — running time increases almost linearly with the input

size, and provides a trade-off between various quality measures. We also demonstrate

the effectiveness of our model for data-driven trajectory similarity with experiments

on both synthetic and real data.

4.2 Model

Let T “ tT1, T2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tmu be a collection of m input trajectories in R2, where

trajectory Ti is represented by a sequence of ni points xpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piniy. Let X “

Ťm
i“1tpi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piniu be the set of all observed points. At a high level, our goal is to

extract a set Φ of shared movement patterns, called fragments, from T . Mathemat-

ically, we represent each fragment f P Φ as a polygonal curve. We approach this

problem in two steps. In the first step, we compute a set of pair-wise disjoint clusters

S “ tS1, . . . , Sku with Si Ď X and
Ťk
i“1 Si Ď X, such that the points in each cluster

represent noisy observations from a latent fragment. In the second step, we compute

Φ “ tf1, . . . , fku by fitting a piecewise-linear curve fi through Si, for all i ď k. We

refer to this as the fragment recovery step, and we describe an algorithm for this step

in section 4.4.

To formulate the clustering problem in the first step, we first give a definition for

the quality of a set S of trajectory points. Note that the latent fragment f underlying

S represents a shared movement pattern, i.e., a building block of many trajectories.

Ideally, each trajectory that intersects f must “contain” f up to observation noise.

We relax this condition and allow trajectories to “contain” a (large) portion of f .

More specifically, for a set of points S Ď X, the support of S, supppSq, is defined as

the set of trajectories in T that contain at least one point in S. For i P supppSq,

we say that trajectory Ti covers a point p P S if the distance between p and Ti

dpp, Tiq ď δ, where dpp, Tiq “ minqPTi dpp, qq. Here the distance dpp, qq can be simply

the Euclidean distance, or a more data driven distance described later. Given p P S,
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the signature of a point p in S, denoted as sigpp, Sq, is defined as the subset of

trajectories in supppSq that cover p. The completeness of S is defined as the average

(normalized) signature size of points in S, or

comppSq :“
1

|S|

ÿ

pPS

|sigpp, Sq|

|supppSq|
.

By definition, the completeness of a cluster of points has value in r0, 1s and we use it

to measure the quality of clusters. Indeed, the higher comppSq is, the larger portion

of f the trajectories in supppSq contains.

Given the definition of completeness, a natural problem formulation for the first

step is: compute the clustering S that minimizes the following utility function

µpT ,Sq :“
k
ÿ

i“1

p´a` |Si|comppSiqq, (4.1)

where a ą 0 is the penalty for adding a new cluster, and strikes a balance between

the number of clusters and the quality of each cluster. The points in Xz Y Si are

called gap points, and do not correspond to any shared pattern.

D-distance. In some cases, two trajectory points may have small Euclidean dis-

tance, but do not belong to the same fragment. This could happen, for example,

when there are two parallel roads that are close to each other but lead to different

destinations. The distance between trajectory points on these parallel roads should

be large. To handle these cases, we define a data-driven distance between two points

p, q, such that the distance between p, q is equal to the Euclidean distance only if the

line segment pq is surrounded by points in X. More specifically, let dpp,Xq denote

the Euclidean distance from p to its nearest neighbor in X. The D-distance between

two trajectory points p, q P X, denoted cpp, qq, is equal to the Euclidean distance

between p, q if dpx,Xq ď δ for each x on the line segment pq, and 8 otherwise.
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4.3 Subtrajectory Clustering

Given the utility function (4.1), one possible algorithm for computing a clustering

S is to greedily grow the clusters one by one with respect to the utility function.

Initially, each point of X is treated as a cluster. To grow a cluster, an arbitrary

single-point cluster is selected, and nearby single-point clusters are merged as long as

the total utility increases. However, in the worst case after executing this algorithm,

the number of clusters in S may be much larger than optimal, and points in a cluster

S may have very different signatures.

We propose a heuristic algorithm that makes sure points in a cluster all have simi-

lar signatures, and computes a clustering S with a small number of high-completeness

clusters. The algorithm constructs the clusters in rounds. In each round, the algo-

rithm picks an arbitrary point p P X that have not been assigned to a cluster and

grows a cluster S around p such that the points in S have similar signatures. In the

worst case, when every point contains a unique element in its signature, the com-

pleteness of S can still be small even if every pair of points have similar signatures.

However, in practice, high similarity between the signatures of points in a cluster

should imply high completeness of the cluster.

The difficulty in the above algorithm is that the signature of a point p can not be

determined without knowing the cluster containing p. We get around the problem

by relaxing the definition of signature. Given a point p P X, we define the label of p,

denoted as `ppq, as the set of trajectories in T that cover p, i.e., `ppq “ sigpp,Xq.

Having computed labels for all points in X, we cluster X with respect to the

Jaccard distance between labels. The Jaccard distance between two labels `1, `2 is

defined as

distp`1, `2q :“ 1´
|`1 X `2|

|`1 Y `2|
.
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In addition to requiring labels of points in a cluster to be similar, we also require each

cluster to resemble a one dimensional curve in the physical space. This is achieved

using a proximity graph on X. Let θl P p0, 1q and θs ě 1 be two parameters. The

algorithm is as follows:

1. Compute label `ppq for each p P X.

2. Construct a proximity graph G “ pX, Eq, where E “ tpp, qq | dpp, qq ď δu.

3. Pick an arbitrary seed ξ P X that has not been assigned to a cluster yet. Tra-

verse G starting from vertex ξ. For each unassigned point q, if distp`pqq, `pξqq ď

θl, add q to the new cluster S and continue the traversal from q; otherwise,

stop traversing further from q.

4. Repeat the above step until all points in X are assigned to a cluster.

5. Postprocessing: merge two clusters that are neighboring in G if the total utility

(4.1) increases; repeat until no merge is possible.

6. Add a cluster S to S if ´a` |S|comppSq ą 0.

Handling sparse data. One of the challenges with trajectory data, discussed in

the introduction, is data being lossy or sparse. For example, many observations are

missing in the publicly available Beijing taxi dataset [4], and the same holds for many

others. A typical approach to handle missing data is to use a simple function, such

as a linear function, to interpolate trajectory points between consecutive observed

points; i.e., the object moves along a straight line between two consecutive observed

points; see Fig. 4.2(b). Although this may be a reasonable assumption in certain

scenarios, it is not always a good model, e.g., for traffic data on a road network in

an urban environment or animal movement data. If we only have a single trajectory,

then the above approach is a natural option, but with a large collection T of sparse
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2. (a) A sparse trajectory with linear interpolation; (b) Trajectory computed by our
interpolation algorithm.

trajectories, we use a data-dependent interpolation. Intuitively, we use other trajec-

tories of T passing through the same “path” to infer the most likely path between

two points.

More specifically, we make use of the proximity graph G “ pX, Eq, and set the

weight of an edge to be the inverse of the average degree of its endpoints — giving

priority to popular routes.

We then interpolate the missing portion of a trajectory Ti P T as follows. Let

pij, pi,j`1 be two consecutive observed points on Ti. If ||pijpi,j`1|| ď δ, we do nothing.

Otherwise, we compute the minimum weight path from pij to pi,j`1 in G using an A˚

algorithm [1], and add the intermediate vertices of the path to Ti. See Fig. 4.2(b).

4.4 Fragment Recovery

Having computed the clustering S, we are interested in extracting the fragment

corresponding to each cluster. To do this, we compute a mean curve for the cluster.

We propose the following two-step algorithm. It borrows some ideas from [102],

but new ideas are needed to adapt it to our setting. The first step “retracts” the

points in Si close to the unknown mean curve fi, and the second step extracts an

ordered uniform sequence of points from the retracted points.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.3. (a-b) Demonstrations of the fragment curve recovery algorithm: (a) retracting step
and (b) ordering step. (c-d) Computing the fragment curve of a cluster with 6476 points from real
data: (c) set S˚i of retracted points (red) on top of all cluster points (grey); (d) zoomed-in view of
ordering a subset of points (blue) of S˚i .

(i) Retracting: For each point p P Si, we compute a point p˚ that is approximately

the closest point of p on the unknown fragment curve fi, as follows. Let Np be the set

of points in Si that are within a small neighborhood of p. We fit a quadratic curve

γp through the points of Np using regression,1 and set p˚ to be the closest point of p

on γp. Let S˚i “ tp
˚ | p P Siu. See Fig. 4.3(a,c) for a demonstration of this step.

(ii) Ordering: In this step, we select a subset of S˚i and order them. Start with an

arbitrary point q0 P S
˚
i . Starting from q0, we build a “forward” sequence of points and

a “backward” sequence of points. We describe how to build the forward sequence;

the backward sequence is constructed similarly. Suppose we have constructed the

sequence q0, q1, . . . , qi. Let ui denote the moving direction of qi, and let σ be a

parameter. Among all the points q P S˚i such that ||qqi|| ď σ and xqqi, uiy ą 0,

we choose qi`1 to be the one that is farthest from qi in direction ui. If there is

no such point, we stop. Let Qi “ xq1, . . . , qhy be the resulting sequence of points;

Fig. 4.3(b,d).

4.5 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our subtrajectory clustering

framework by performing qualitative and quantitative experiments on both real and

1 It is known that any function can be locally approximated with a quadratic function [113].
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synthetic trajectory data.

Datasets. We use three real trajectory datasets in our experiments, each with

different characteristics.

• The Cycling dataset is a collection of 302 cycling trajectories collected in

Durham, North Carolina. The trajectories are densely sampled (average dis-

tance between consecutive points is 5m) and have little noise.

• The Taxi dataset is a collection of taxi trajectories in Beijing, China spanning

the whole month of May 2009 [4] with about 60 million trajectory points. In

the original dataset, each trajectory consists of multiple trips of a taxi. We

extract each trip as a different trajectory and obtain about 5 million short

trajectories. The sampling rate of trajectories is relatively low — the average

distance between two consecutive points of a trajectory is more than 600m.

• The Bus dataset is a collection of 143 trajectories of school buses in Athens,

Greece [68], which contains about 65K points. The average distance between

two consecutive points of a trajectory is about 200m. Although this dataset is

much smaller, the trajectories are quite complex — often self-intersecting and

sometimes even multiple portions following the same road.

In addition, we generated some synthetic datasets for several of our experiments.

Each synthetic data set is generated by the following process. First, we select all

the trajectories that will be in the dataset; the different trajectories in the dataset

are represented as curves ti : r0, Ls Ñ R2. We set parameters s, the sampling rate,

and η, a noise parameter, and we choose a uniformly distributed random number

in r0, ss and designate this as τ0. Then inductively assuming we have generated

τn ă L, we set τn`1 “ τn ` ∆ where ∆ is a drawn from a gaussian with mean s

and variance η. We stop before adding τn`1 if it is larger than L. Now, we set
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Ti “ xtipτ1q `mi1, . . . , tipτnq `miny where mij is a gaussian noise orthogonal to the

moving direction.

Baselines. We compare our subtrajectory clustering algorithm with two baselines.

The first baseline is an algorithm by Lee et al. [103]. Their algorithm first partitions

each trajectory into pieces that can be approximated by line segments. By defining a

distance between line segments, it then cluster the line segments from all trajectories

using a density based clustering algorithm. Their algorithm has two parameters: δ

determines how trajectories should be partitioned into segments, and ε determines

how similar segments must be in order to be partitioned together.

The second baseline is a popular topic model, namely, latent Dirichlet allocation

(LDA) [34]. LDA was originally proposed to learn topics from a collection of docu-

ments, where a document is treated as a bag of words and a topic is represented as

a distribution over words in the vocabulary. To apply LDA in our case, we partition

the trajectory domain by a fine grid. The grid cells are treated as words and each

trajectory, consisting of a bag of grid cells, is treated as a document. Intuitively, the

high-probability words of a topic are supposed to co-occur very often. For example, a

topic about basketball may have high probability in words like basketball, NBA, and

warriors. The topics then can be interpreted as fragments in the case of trajectories,

because a fragment is supposed to be traversed as a whole by trajectories and grid

cells in the fragment co-occur in these trajectories.

Visualization. We first visually compare the fragments output by our algorithm

and the baselines. Fig. 4.4 visualizes major fragments of the Cycling , Taxi , and

Bus datasets computed by our algorithm. As shown in the figure, the fragments

have coherent semantic meanings, e.g., road segments connecting two major high-

ways (Fig. 4.5). Fig. 4.6 shows the major fragments of the Cycling dataset of the

baselines. The algorithm by Lee et al. can break a long fragment into multiple
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fragments because it is based on clustering line segments. On the other hand, LDA

can identify fragments of arbitrary shapes. However, an LDA fragment can also con-

sist of multiple branching pieces, which can be harder to interpret. Our algorithm

computes fragments with semantic meanings, representing roads of arbitrary shapes.

Figure 4.4. Visualization of top fragments of the Cycling , Taxi , and Bus datasets.

Figure 4.5. A fragment that connects two highways.

Note that we have tried different settings of both the δ parameter and ε in the

baseline of Lee et al. [103]. All the comparisons in this section are based on a

parameter setting that produces the most reasonable fragments.

Our algorithm Lee et. al LDA

Figure 4.6. Visualization of top 100 fragments of the Cycling datasets for the baselines.
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Figure 4.7. (a-c) Fragments output by our algorithm on three synthetic datasets of three-way
intersections. (d) Five fragments produced on two intersections. The left intersection has no turning
trajectories; the right intersection has half of the trajectories turning.

We next demonstrate the subtle performances of our algorithm at intersections

using several synthetic datasets in Fig. 4.7. (a-c) visualizes the fragments produced

by our algorithm at three-way intersections. The difference between (a) and (c) is

that there is a gap between the two horizontal roads. By using the data-dependent

D-distance, our algorithm is able to distinguish the two cases. (d) shows the case

of four-way intersections. At the left intersection, none of the trajectories turns,

while at the right intersection, roughly half the trajectories turn. As expected, the

algorithm splits fragments at the right intersection, but not the left intersection.

This shows that our algorithm output fragments based not only on geometry but

also on different behaviors.

Parameter sensitivity. Our model has three parameters (g, δ, and a). The first

two have natural geometric interpretations and the third serves as a minimal weighted

size of a fragment. In particular, as a increases, the number of fragments that the

algorithm produces also decreases. If a is set too high, the algorithm will merge

fragments that should not have been merged; see Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. We can

quantify how this merging is bad by noting that the value of comppp, Sq for many

points in a cluster Si goes down. For instance, for points lying to the right of the

fork in Fig. 4.9(b), it goes down to roughly 0.5 from almost 1.

Anomaly detection. In many datasets, trajectories in T represent paths followed
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8. Taxi dataset. (a) The number of fragments as a function of a. (b,c) Fragments
produced with a = 50 and a = 200

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9. Fragments produced with (a) a “ 20, (b) a “ 2000.

by experts, or by many people, or they represent commuting patterns. These paths

may not be (geometric or graph) shortest paths. We can compute most likely paths

and detect anomalous trajectories by constructing a markov model on the fragment

dictionary of T , as follows:

Let Φ “ tf1, . . . , fku be the fragment dictionary and χ the assignment function

computed on a set T of trajectories. For each pair 1 ď i ‰ j ď k, let nij denote the

number of transitions from fi to fj in all trajectories of T , and let πij denote the

empirical transition probability from fi to fj, i.e., πij “ nij{
ř

k‰i nik. This results in

a Markov model on Φ. We construct a weighted, directed graph GΦ “ pΦ,Eq where

pfi, fjq P E if πij ą 0 and wpfi, fjq, the weight of the edge pfi, fjq, is ´ ln πij.

Given a trajectory T “ xp1, . . . , pry, we can “segment” T into a sequence ΦT

of fragments using the same retraction algorithm used by the trajectory similarity

model (Section). We set ΦT to be the sequence of distinct fragments followed by T .

Let ΦT “ xfi1 , . . . , fiuy. Assuming Markovian property, the likelihood of T , denoted

by LpT q, is LpT q “
śu´1

j“1 πijij`1
. Set wpT q “ ´ ln LpT q “

řu´1
j“1 wpfij , fij`1

q.
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(a) anomalous trajectories (b) normal trajectories

Figure 4.10. Trajectory anomalies.

Given two fragments fi, fj, the most likely path from fi to fj (according to Φ, χ)

is the optimal path in GΦ from fi to fj. Denote this path by ψpfi, fjq and its total

weight by λpfi, fjq. We can compute the most likely path from a location p to another

location q by computing ψpφppq, φpqqq. We now define αpT q for the trajectory T with

ΦT “ xfi1 , . . . , fiuy to be αpT q “ ´ ln LpT q
λpfi1 ,fiu q

. Note that αpT q ě 1 and αpT q is large

if the likelihood of T is small compared to the most likely path from fi1 to fiu . So

we label trajectory T as an anomalous trajectory if the value of αpT q is above some

threshold. Fig. 4.10(a) shows three example anomalous trajectories of the Taxi

data detected using the above algorithm; we also show three normal trajectories in

Fig. 4.10(b).
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5

Check-in Data Clustering

5.1 Introduction

Check-in data are increasingly being collected from social networks such as FourSquare,

Facebook, and implicitly the geo-tagged photos of Instagram. We consider a dataset

of FourSquare check-ins [76] (see Figure 5.1). This smartphone-based social media

tool allows individuals to publicly register visits to interesting places: a check-in is

a record of such a visit, consisting typically of a timestamp, a location (latitude and

longitude), and additional information such as the name of a place, a category (e.g.

restaurant or museum) or a user-rating. Unlike traditional trajectory data, check-

in observations are not passively collected (say, every hour); instead, the times of

observations are informative about user behavior. Consequently, observation times

are irregular and typically alternate between bursty and sparse episodes. Our data

is at the individual level, consisting of snapshots of individual trajectories over time

intervals. The observations of each individual form a sequence of check-in times,

each with an associated location.

In this chapter, we present a generative model of check-in sequences based on
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Figure 5.1. Visualizing the check-in locations (in the US) of 500 random users from the FourSquare
dataset [76].

the continuous-time Markov jump processes (MJP). Unlike their more common

discrete-time counterparts, such models are ideal for bursty, asynchronous obser-

vations. While MJPs have found applications in modeling point data (e.g. event

attendance [92], genetics [63]), there is little work applying MJPs to spatio-temporal

phenomena like check-in data. One of our contributions is to apply and extend

MJPs to construct a marked Markov modulated Poisson process model for such

data. Another contribution is to introduce heterogeneity across point processes via

user-specific ‘preference’ vectors. The result can be regarded as an extension of la-

tent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [34] by dropping the bag-of-words assumption and

operating in continuous time. We also introduce a convenient conjugate prior that

allows efficient posterior inference by extending existing Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) methods. We apply our model to the FourSquare check-in data, visualize

the shared pattern inferred by the model, and demonstrate its advantage over HMM

and LDA for data-exploration, prediction, and anomaly detection. More generally,

our model is applicable to other types of time-stamped sequence data.

Related work. There has been much work on learning shared patterns of trajec-

tories using model and optimization-based approaches. By treating trajectories as
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documents of exchangeable words, topic models such as latent Dirichlet allocation

(LDA) [34], originally proposed to learn shared topics from documents, are well-

suited for this task. Wang et al. [147] extended the hierarchical Dirichlet Process,

a nonparametric variant of LDA, for trajectories from videos and other surveillance

devices. The topics learned by their model represent semantic regions of different

activities. These work ignore sequential information in the trajectories. Zhang et

al. [153] approach the problem of extracting semantic sequential patterns from user

check-in trajectories via a two-step optimization algorithm that uses category infor-

mation of each check-in location; see also [81, 156] on discovering sequential patterns

from trajectory data. Other shared patterns of trajectories that have been studied

include flock [100], convoy [94], and swarm [105]. Unlike the Bayesian approach that

we take, these methods do not provide uncertainty in estimates, and are less capable

of dealing with noise or missing data.

Various forms of discrete-time Markov models were used to model trajectory data.

For example, Mathew et al. [108] presented a hidden Markov model predicting the

region of future locations based on previous visits to other locations. Gao et al. [77]

considered both spatial and temporal information in their Markov model for location

prediction. See also [20, 151].

Other related work includes [106], who applied a mixture of kernel density esti-

mation approach on check-in data collected from Twitter and Gowalla for modeling

individual-level location patterns, and [149], who used a Bayesian model on trajec-

tories to estimate ambulance travel times.

5.2 Markov jump processes

A probabilistic mechanism well-suited for check-in data is the Markov jump process

(MJP) [44]. MJPs are the simplest processes for creating continuous-time extensions

of a discrete-time Markov chain, and a realization is a piecewise constant function
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transitioning between N states. Changes in state can correspond to changes in

location or activity. Such a continuous-time model allows us to effectively model the

fact that typical trajectories make only few transitions over an extended period (e.g.

a year), while accurately representing the actual transition times.

Formally, an MJP is parametrized by an initial distribution over states π, and an

N ˆN rate matrix A. Entering state i triggers a race to jump to a new state j ‰ i,

with transitions from i to j having rate Aij. Effectively, for each candidate new state

j, a waiting time is sampled from an exponential distribution with rate Aij. Suppose

state j0 has the minimum waiting time ∆tj0 . The system moves into state j0 after

∆tj0 time. The process then repeats. Note that the off-diagonal elements Aij are

transition rates and are thus nonnegative numbers. The negative of the diagonal

element Aii gives the rate of leaving state i (i.e. Aii “ ´
ř

i‰j Aij) so that the rows

of A sum to 0. An equivalent way of sampling an MJP trajectory is to successively

first sample the time of the next transition from an exponential distribution with

rate |Aii|, and then sample a new state j ‰ i with probability proportional to Aij.

Modeling check-in data with MJPs. The data we consider consists of a collection

of partially-observed trajectories over an interval r0, Tends, each corresponding to a

different ‘user’ (we will say users or trajectories depending on the context). We

envision each trajectory as a piecewise-constant realization of an MJP. The piecewise

constant function is characterized by the sequence of jump times T (including the

start and end times 0 and Tend), and the value of the state at these times, S. We write

this as Sptq “ pS,Tq “ pps0, t0q, ps1, t1q, . . . , ps|T|, t|T|qq, with t0 “ 0 and t|T| “ Tend.

We do not observe this sequence; instead, we have measurements at a finite random

set of times (the user ‘check-ins’). We allow the rate of check-ins to depend on the

state of the MJP, and assign each state s a positive output rate λs, s “ 1, 2, ..., N .

Over intervals where the MJP is in state s, outputs are produced according to a
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Figure 5.2. 3-state mMMPP with rates pλ1, λ2, λ3q. Crosses are check-ins, having 2-d marks from
a 2-d normal with state-dependent mean and covariance.

Poisson process with rate λs. That is, the check-in times in state s are uniformly

distributed over the time in state s. Altogether, the set of check-in times, H, forms a

realization of an inhomogeneous Poisson process called a Markov-modulated Poisson

process (MMPP).

Check-ins are characterized not just by time but also by location (which we

call a ‘mark’). With each state s, we associate a mean µs and a positive definite

covariance matrix Σs, and model check-in locations as draws from a Gaussian with

mean and covariance determined by the current state. The observations form a

realization of a marked Poisson process, with an MJP-distributed intensity. We

call this a marked Markov-modulated Poisson process (mMMPP); see Figure 5.2.

While a location informs about which state an individual is in, it does not uniquely

determine the state: in the space of locations, high-probability regions of states may

not be geographically disjoint. The overall model is

Sptq „ MJPpπ,Aq, (5.1)

H ” th1, h2, . . . , h|H|u „ PoissonProcesspλSptqq,

@i P t1, . . . , |H|u xi „ N pµSphiq,ΣSphiqq.

Here, the MJP state has two roles: it sets the rate at which the user produces check-

ins as well as the distribution over locations. Usually this makes sense: different

locations determine the rate at which the user produces check-ins. Sometimes, the

check-in rate might just depend on the user, or involve interaction between user and

location.
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Figure 5.3. Models without (left) and with (right) preference vectors. For the latter, a high
preference for state A boosts incoming rates to A. A similar but smaller effect exists for C

We take a Bayesian approach, placing priors on the unknown π,A and λ. We place

a Dirichlet prior on π and Gamma priors on the λ’s and the off-diagonal elements of

A. As the rows of A add to 0, the off-diagonal elements of A determines A, and we

write this prior as A „ oGammapα1, α2q. We place a normal-inverse-Wishart prior

(NiW) on the observation distribution parameters (µ,Σ) of each state. We show

later that these priors are all conjugate and allow efficient Gibbs sampling.

User heterogeneity. The model above assumes trajectories are exchangeable across

users (i.e., all trajectories are drawn from the same distribution). This is unrealistic;

assuming states correspond to geographical regions, different users can favor different

states (corresponding to where they live, work, or where their friends live). In a

realistic scenario, the rate at which a user enters a state is determined by two factors:

the preferences of the user and the popularity of that state. From the inference

perspective, it is of interest to understand both global factors that drive transitions,

as well as user-specific preferences. From the prediction perspective, it is important

to allow individuals to deviate from global trends.

To capture both the global and user-level preferences, we propose a new prior

over the rate matrix. We have N states, with a global rate-matrix A controling the

rate of transitions across states. Every user u additionally has an N -dimensional

preference vector Bu of nonnegative elements, giving user-specific state preferences.

For this user, the rate of transitioning from state i to j is AijBuj, the product of the
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global rate of tranition with the user’s preference of state j (see Figure 5.3). This

defines the off-diagonal elements of the effective rate matrix Ã, i.e., Ãij “ AijBuj;

again, the diagonal elements are set so that the rows add up to 0. We place Gamma

priors on the user-preferences Buj and the transition rates Aij. We call this MJP

model with user preferences the preference-MJP model.

Our model relates closely to latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), or topic, models.

We can regard each individual check-in sequence as a document, and the state-specific

distributions as ‘topics’. Just as each document has its own distribution over topics,

now, each individual has a vector of state preferences. Unlike LDA which assumes a

document to be a bag-of-words, we model both the sequential and temporal nature

of check-in data. Note that the user preference vector in our model is unnormalized,

and thus encodes not only user preferences but also transition rates.

5.3 Inference

We carry out inference via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), repeating two Gibbs

steps: sample user trajectories given current model parameters, and then update

parameters given trajectories. For the first step, we follow ideas in [130, 129], sam-

pling a new trajectory by running the forward-filtering backward-sampling algorithm

(FFBS) [70] on a random discretization of time. In every Gibbs iteration, this dis-

cretization is resampled conditional on the old trajectory and the current parameters.

More precisely, for some Ω ą maxp´Aiiq, sample a set of times from a Poisson process

with piecewise-constant intensity Ω ` Asptqsptq. These times, along with the transi-

tion times of the old trajectory form a random discretization of time (the middle of

Figure 5.4). A new trajectory is sampled by running FFBS over these times, with

the Markov chain having transition matrix pI ` 1
Ω
Aq and initial distribution π (the

right of Figure 5.4). Note that for MJP with user preferences, the matrix A above

is replaced by the effective rate matrix Ã.
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Figure 5.4. MCMC inference for MJPs

Conditioned on a discretization of time, the MJP state remains constant between

two successive candidate times, with all observations lying in that interval determin-

ing the likelihood of that state. In our case, given observations pH∆, X∆q in an in-

terval of length ∆, state s has likelihood
´

λ
|H∆|
s expp´λs∆q

¯´

ś|X∆|

i“1 N px∆
i |µs,Σsq

¯

.

The first term corresponds to the number of check-ins, and the second to their lo-

cations. Overall, sampling trajectories is simple and efficient, and while we have

adapted it to the marked Poisson case, we refer the reader to [130] for details. We

highlight that our inference algorithm does not require inefficient rejection sampling

algorithms or expensive matrix exponentiation computations, unlike work such as

[91, 33, 63, 112].

Inference over parameters and other latent variables also turns out to be straight-

forward for our choice of priors. For an MJP trajectory Sptq “ pS,Tq define ∆i “

pti`1 ´ tiq as the ith waiting time. Then Sptq has likelihood

ppSptqq “ πs0

˜

|T|´2
ź

i“0

|Asisi | expp´|Asisi |∆iq ¨
Asisi`1

|Asisi |

¸

expp´|As|T|´1s|T|´1
|p∆|T|´1qq (5.2)

Noting that |Aii| “
ř

j‰iAij, we then have

ppSptqq “ πs0

˜

|T|´1
ź

i“0

ź

j‰si

expp´Asij∆iq

¸

|T|´2
ź

i“0

Asisi`1

Letting Wi be the total amount of time spent in state i, and nij the number of
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transitions from i to j,

ppSptqq “ πs0

N
ź

i“1

ź

j‰i

expp´AijWiq ¨ pAijq
nij (5.3)

This likelihood is conjugate to Gamma priors on the Aij, making posterior sam-

pling straightforward. Note that our prior is slightly different to that from [130]

(who used a Gamma prior on the diagonal of A and unrelated Dirichlet priors on

transition probabilities). The advantage of our prior is that it also allows easy

sampling for the MJP model with user preference vectors. Recall that for this

model, the Aij’s are replaced by the product AijBj. The likelihood now becomes

ppSptqq “ πs0
śN

i“1

ś

j‰i expp´BjAijWiq ¨ pBjAijq
nij . Now, a Gamma prior on Aij

is conditionally conjugate given Bj (and similarly for Bj given A). This results in

a simple and efficient Gibbs sampler: 1) given the global rate matrix A and the

preference vector B, calculate the effective rate matrix, and sample a new trajectory

following [130], 2) given the trajectories and preference vectors of each user, sample

the Gamma-distributed elements of A, and 3) given A and the user trajectories,

sample the Gamma-distributed user preference vectors.

5.4 Experiments

We use a dataset of FourSquare check-in sequences from year 2011. Each check-in

has a location (latitude and longitude) and a time stamp. The dataset was originally

collected by [76] to study location-based social networks. It has 8967 users, each

having 191 check-in records on average. We only consider check-ins inside a rectangle

containing the United States and parts of Mexico and Canada (see Figure 5.1). There

is not much prior statistical modeling specifically for check-in data: one model we

compare with is a variant of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [34]. Here, each check-

in location is a word, each check-in sequence is a document, and a topic is represented
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Figure 5.5. Visualization of representative MJP states.

as a Gaussian distribution over check-in locations. The LDA topics correspond to the

states in our MJP models, and user topic-distributions give the personal preference

of each user. LDA does not model sequential information and observation rates of

the check-in sequences.

We perform most of our experiments using data at the national scale, but also look

at a different granularity: check-ins only from Florida. In our experiments, we set the

number of states and topics to 50 for the national data and 30 for the Florida data.

In the national-scale MJP models, Florida corresponds to a single MJP state, while

in the Florida-scale MJP models, each major city in Florida corresponds to a state.

We fit all models using data from 500 random users, running the MCMC samplers

for 1500 iterations and retaining the last 500 samples for the evaluation experiments

described below. We use the preference-MJP model for the data visualization and

exploration experiments.

Visualization.

We first visualize representative MJP states on the US map, plotting all check-

ins assigned to these states in Figure 5.5. Most states are local, corresponding to

activity centers such as New York city (NYC) and Chicago. Information about the

flow between states is contained in the rate matrix A, whose normalized rows give
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Table 5.1. Most likely next states learned from transition rate matrix A of the preference-MJP
model. States are manually labeled.

current state next states - probability
Bay Area Napa-Sacramento - 0.30; LA - 0.19
Florida New York City - 0.19; Chicago - 0.15

Los Angeles Bay Area - 0.54; New York City - 0.15

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6. (a) Most attractive states (NYC, Chicago, San Francisco); (b) Most stable states
(Charlotte, New Orleans, Seattle).

the probabilities of the next state. Table 5.1 gives a few examples. The diagonal

entries of A (the sum of the off-diagonal elements in each row) show how soon users

leave each state, or how long a typical visit to a state is. The total incoming rate of

each state (sum of off-diagonal entries in a column of A) is a good measure of the

“attractiveness” of the state. Figure 5.6(a) shows the top 3 “attractive” states in

the US. Again, these correspond to NYC, Chicago, and the Bay area. Figure 5.6(b)

shows the top 3 “stable” states, which have the longest typical visit and correspond

to the rows of A with the minimum sums of off-diagonal entries. These states roughly

are Charlotte, New Orleans and Seattle.

Figure 5.7(top row) shows the population flow according to the rate matrix A

for (a) the basic MJP and (b) preference-MJP. For both, we have emphasized only

large rates. The basic MJP has a denser rate matrix, connecting all urban centers

in the US. By contrast, the global rate matrix for the preference-MJP model is

much more sparse, since the preference vector of each user can incorporate user-

specific transitions that might have low probability globally. Figure 5.7(bottom row)
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(a) basic MJP (b) preference-MJP

(c) flow for user 1 (d) flow for user 2

Figure 5.7. Flow between MJP states. Top row shows the global rate matrix A for (a) MJP and
(b) preference-MJP. Bottom row shows user-specific flows for 2 users. Linewidth indicates flow.

Table 5.2. Top preferences of two users learned by the preference-MJP model. The numbers in
brackets are corresponding values in the user’s preference vector/normalized preference vector.

top preferences (rate/probability)
user 1 Seattle (7.92/0.207); Michigan (5.11/0.134)
user 2 NYC (11.06/0.186); Seattle (4.64/0.098)

plots the effective transition rates from two users, which are quite sparse. Table 5.2

shows the top preferences of two more random users. Note that the user preference

vectors learned by the our model highlight the “extra” preferences of users that

deviate from the global trend. Such user-specific information allows better prediction

about future activity than the basic MJP model. We investigate this in the next

subsection. Finally, we visualize observation rates of states in the preference-MJP

model in Figure 5.8. We take the last MCMC sample of the preference-MJP model

parameters, and plot the observations assigned to each state in the same color from

a spectrum of colors, where high rates correspond to red and low rates correspond to

blue. As expected, large cities and tourism hotspots have higher rates of check-ins.
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Figure 5.8. Different observation rates of the preference-MJP states. Rates increase from blue to
red.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9. Observations assigned to the LDA topic (a) and the preference-MJP state (b) covering
NYC.

Figure 5.10. MJP states of the preference-MJP model on Florida check-in data. Roughly corre-
sponds to Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, Miami and Key West.
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Figure 5.11. Different observation rates of the preference-MJP states in Florida. Rates increase
from blue to red.

Figure 5.12. Global rate matrix (left) and flow for a user (right) for the Florida dataset with the
preference-MJP.

For LDA, we observe that many of the 50 topics are “empty” and have few

associated observations. The Gaussians of the remaining topics have larger variances

compared to preference-MJP. For example, Figure 5.9 visualizes the LDA topic and

preference-MJP state covering NYC. Clearly, the preference-MJP state is more fine-

grained than the LDA topic, leading to better interpretation and prediction. Indeed,

our preference-MJP model takes advantage of the sequentiality and check-in rate

information embedded in the data while LDA only uses spatial information. The

user topic distribution in LDA favors as few topics to explain each check-in sequence

as possible, while preference-MJP can afford more states per check-in sequence as
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long as the transitions between them have high probabilities.

For the preference-MJP model trained on only Florida check-ins, the MJP states

correspond to major urban centers such as Orlando, Miami, Key West, etc. See Fig-

ure 5.10 for a visualization of popular states. Figure 5.11 visualizes the observation

rates of states in the same way as the national case. The rate matrix A also embeds

interesting information. For example, the highest-rate destination from Orlando is

Tampa, and the highest incoming rates of Key West are from Miami, the Northwest

coast of Tampa and the area around Lake Jackson. See Figure 5.12 for the global

rate matrix and the flow for a single user, whose major activities are near Tampa,

Miami and Key West.

Prediction. To evaluate our model, we consider a binary classification task: given

all check-ins of a user until a final check-in at time t, will the user make a new check-

in in some region in the time interval rt1, t1 ` ∆ts for some t1 ě t? We call t1 ´ t

the prediction gap and rt1, t1 ` ∆ts the prediction interval. In our experiments, we

set ∆t “ 0.01 year, and vary the prediction gap t1 ´ t. Our prediction region is a

rectangle r40.544, 40.944s ˆ r´74.033,´73.833s that roughly covers New York city.

To construct a test case, we first select a user and randomly pick an index i in

the second half of the user’s check-in sequence. We assume the first i check-ins of

this user are known. To make the prediction task harder, we choose test users from

those whose check-in sequences have sufficient variance (at least a quarter of all-data

variance). We create three test datasets with prediction gaps 0, 1/365, 0.1 years,

each with 100 random test users with 50 positive cases (check-in in the prediction

region during the prediction interval). Each positive test case is selected by first

choosing a random user and then choosing a random index i in the second half of

the user’s check-in sequence such that the prediction interval contains a check-in in

the prediction region (if it exists); else this will be a negative.
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To make predictions using the preference-MJP model, we use the last 500 samples

of the MCMC sampler. For each test user, we run the sampler on the known portion

observations to obtain distributions over user-specific variables. We then simulate

the model forward to make predictions. For every test user, we perform 500 iterations

of Gibbs sampling of the user’s hidden trajectory and preference vector, and use the

last 200 samples for prediction. For each of the 200 trajectory samples, we record

a positive if any extrapolated check-in within the prediction interval lands in the

prediction region. The prediction score of a test user is the fraction of positive

samples. Similarly, for LDA, we first estimate the number of observations in the

prediction interval as nI “ n∆t{t, n being the number of check-ins of the test user in

the interval r0, ts. We then estimate the topic preference distribution of the test user

using observations up to time t and simulate nI observations using the generative

procedure of LDA. We record a positive if any of the nI observations lies in the

prediction region, and the prediction score is the fraction of positive records.

We also compare with a heuristic prediction method, which we call the history

method. Given a test user, let nα denote the number of check-ins that falls in the

prediction region in time interval pt´α, ts, where t is the last known observation time.

The history method then computes the score of a test user as nα∆t{α. We consider

three settings, one with α “ t, namely, considering the whole known history of the

user (history-all); one with αÑ 0, namely, considering only the last known check-in

(history-last-1); and lastly, α such that the last 5 known check-ins are considered

(history-last-5).

Figure 5.13 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of our mod-

els for the 0-prediction-gap task. For clarity, we only plot the curves for the MJP

models, LDA and history-last-5; the area under curve (AUCs) of all methods are

shown in Table 5.3. In all cases, the preference-MJP model performs the best. The

advantage of the MJP models is most significant when the prediction gap is small
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of ROC curves of the prediction methods with the gap 0 test data set.

because it exploits temporal information via the Markovian structure of the trajecto-

ries. As the prediction gap increases, the performance of the MJP model deteriorates,

essentially using just the last check-in to predict the future check-ins. By contrast,

the preference-MJP model uses the users’ known check-ins to learn their preference

vectors, which combined with global information from the training data makes more

accurate predictions. The LDA model ignores time and sequential information in the

data, harming performance. Of the history heuristics, the history-last-5 performs

best, striking a balance between the other two extremes. Interestingly, although

LDA uses user-level history and global spatial information, it does worse than the

history-all heuristic, which only considers user-level history. This indicates that LDA

topics may have over-smoothed spatial patterns of individual users.

The above task may be unfair to LDA which does not model observation rates.

Thus we also compare preference-MJP and LDA on a variant of this task: instead of

predicting whether a new check-in will be made in NYC in the prediction interval,

predict the probability of a check-in in NYC in a given time interval conditioned on

there being a check-in in that interval. We use the fraction of simulated check-ins in
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Table 5.3. AUCs of MJP models and history heuristics on predicting if a user will check-in in
NYC for different prediction gaps.

method\prediction gap 0 1 day .1 year
preference-MJP 0.947 0.876 0.822

MJP 0.927 0.870 0.713
LDA 0.794 0.782 0.759

history-all 0.838 0.801 0.767
history-last-1 0.810 0.790 0.710
history-last-5 0.835 0.813 0.792

Table 5.4. Absolute errors for predicting the probability of check-in in NYC with the prediction
interval being .01 year and the prediction gaps being 0, 1 day or .1 year.

method\prediction gap 0 1 day .1 year
preference-MJP 0.190 0.168 0.253

LDA 0.252 0.208 0.291

the prediction region as the prediction score. This prediction task is more difficult

than before, but our preference-MJP model still outperforms LDA. Table 5.4 shows

the average prediction errors of the two models.

Finally, we repeat the binary version of the prediction task for the Florida data,

with the prediction region as downtown Orlando, and with the same prediction gaps.

Table 5.5 shows the various AUCs, and again, our model does best.

Anomaly detection.

Anomaly detection involves detecting unusual user behaviour, and is important

to detect fraud and identity theft. Anomalous behaviour might not involve obvious

changes like a different distribution over locations or check-in rates, instead involving

more subtle changes in patterns, e.g. a user choosing a different route to get to a lo-

Table 5.5. AUCs predicting check-ins in Orlando from Florida data.

method\prediction gap 0 1 day .1 year
preference-MJP 0.885 0.829 0.801

LDA 0.840 0.806 0.756
history-all 0.851 0.782 0.773

history-last-1 0.670 0.720 0.680
history-last-5 0.772 0.766 0.750
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cation. Here, we use 100 random check-in sequences from the FourSquare dataset, of

which 10 are anomalous. We obtain an anomalous sequence by randomly permuting

locations of the second half check-ins of a random sequence, with the time stamps

unchanged and sorted.

Given a check-in sequence, we obtain 200 posterior samples of the preference

vectors from the first half and the second half. These samples are averaged to get the

mean preference vectors for the two halves. Then the anomaly score of the sequence

is set to the Euclidean distance between the two preference vectors normalized by

the L2 norm of the preference vector of the first half. The intuition for this is that

the preference vector captures information about time spent at each state. On the

other hand, the preference distributions over topics in the LDA model is not useful

for this task since LDA treats check-ins as bag-of-words.

The only model for anomaly detection we are aware of is from [92], though it was

not designed for our choice of anomaly. We implement a variation of their model as

follows: construct a uniform grid over the spatial domain and count check-ins in each

grid cell for the two halves of the sequence. Then, compute the anomaly score as

the Euclidean distance between the normalized frequency vectors of the two halves.

We call this grid-frequency ; Ihler et al. [92] use a kernel density estimate instead.

We also use two heuristic baselines. The first (called grid-wait-time) also constructs

a uniform grid over the spatial domain, computes the average waiting time between

consecutive check-ins in each grid cell, and computes the Euclidean distance between

the grid average waiting time vectors of the two halves. The final baseline (called

average-jump) computes the average distance between two consecutive check-ins for

each half of the sequence. The anomaly score is the normalized difference between

the two distances.

Figure 5.14 shows the ROC curves of our preference-MJP based classifier and the

baselines (see Table 5.6 for AUCs). For the baselines, we tried different grid sizes and
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Table 5.6. AUCs of classifiers for anomaly detection.

classifier AUC classifier AUC
preference-MJP 0.864 grid-frequency 0.543
grid-wait-time 0.688 average-jump 0.713
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Figure 5.14. ROC curves of the preference-MJP based classifier and a histogram based classifier
(with 50ˆ 50 grid) for detecting anomalous trajectories.

a 10 ˆ 10 grid achieves the best AUC. Clearly, the preference-MJP based classifier

outperforms the other baselines. This follows from using spatial, temporal, as well

as sequential information in a coherent probabilistic way; each of the baselines uses

just one of these pieces of information.

Discrete vs. continuous-time modeling. A simple alternative to the continuous-

time MJP is the discrete-time hidden Markov model (HMM). This involves discretiz-

ing time into intervals of equal width δ, with the state remaining fixed over each inter-

val, and evolving according to a Markov chain. Inference over the latent state given

observations can be carried out with the usual forward-filtering backward-sampling

algorithm that formed part of our MJP inference algorithm. A coarse discretization

can result in check-ins over distant locations falling into the same interval. Since the

latent state remains fixed over each time interval, a smaller discretization level mod-
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Figure 5.15. Trade-off between training time and prediction accuracy for 4 discretization levels
in the HMM model.

els the data better. However, too fine a discretization can result in a long Markov

chain and expensive computations. Our MJP model allows a few precisely located

state-trasitions and strikes a good trade-off between efficiency and accuracy.

We consider four different discretization levels δ P t0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.004u(year).

For each, we divide the observation interval into T {δ time intervals, and estimate

the state using FFBS. We place conjugate Dirichlet priors on the rows of the Markov

transition matrix, allowing inference over the model parameters as well. For each

discretization-level, and for the MJP, we evaluate model performance using our first

prediction task . We also calculate the time required to run 1500 iterations of MCMC

for training. Figure 5.15 shows the trade-off between training times and prediction

accuracies (represented by AUC) of the HMM with the different discretization levels

and the MJP, using the test datasets of prediction gaps 0 and 0.05 year. We can

see that the MJP achives a good balance between training time and performance.

This arises not only because it learns an effective granularity, but also because it

allows this discretization-level to vary over the observation interval according to the

observations.
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6

Geometric Covering

6.1 Introduction

Let Σ “ pX,Rq be a finite range space where X is a finite set of objects and R is

a family of subsets of X called ranges. Set n “ |X|,m “ |R|, and N “ n ` m. A

subset H Ď X is called a hitting set of Σ if H intersects every range of R, and a

subset C Ď R is called a set cover of Σ if the union of ranges in C is equal to X.

The hitting-set (resp. set-cover) problem is to find the smallest hitting set (resp. set

cover) of Σ. Both problems are well-known to be NP-Complete [78] and have been

extensively studied. Let κ :“ κpΣq and χ :“ χpΣq denote the size of an optimal

hitting set and set cover, respectively, of Σ. Sometimes, we also use ∆˚ to denote

either κ or χ and the meaning will be clear from the context.

We are primarily interested in the hitting-set and set-cover problems for geometric

range spaces, where X is a finite set of points in Rd and R is a finite family of simply-

shaped regions, chosen from some infinite class (e.g., rectangles, balls, simplices,

halfspaces). In this case, ranges are X X R for R P R. With a slight abuse of

notation, we denote the range space Σ “ pX, tX X R | R P Ruq as pX,Rq. The
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hitting-set and set-cover problems are NP-Complete even for simple geometric range

spaces, e.g., when R is a set of unit disks or unit squares in R2 [66]. This has led to

the development of polynomial-time approximation algorithms for these problems.

Traditionally, the focus has been on developing polynomial-time algorithms with

the smallest possible approximation ratio. A number of recent applications (e.g., in

sensor networks, database systems, computer vision) call for repeated computation

of hitting sets and set covers. For such applications, it is desirable to have near-

linear-time algorithms for these problems even if it means sacrificing a little on the

approximation ratio. Motivated by these applications, we study the problem of

computing, in near linear time, near-optimal hitting sets and set covers for geometric

range spaces.

Related work. The well-known greedy algorithm gives a polynomial-time Oplog nq-

approximation for a hitting set or set cover [55]. The known lower bound results

imply that this is the best one can hope for, within a constant factor, assuming

certain conjectures in complexity theory [64]. However, by exploiting the underly-

ing geometry, polynomial-time algorithms with better approximation factors can be

obtained for many geometric range spaces; see [23, 52, 54, 117] and the references

therein for various results of this kind. These algorithms employ and adapt a wide

range of novel techniques, including the usage of ε-nets [89].

Given a parameter ε P p0, 1s, an ε-net for range space Σ “ pX,Rq is a subset

N Ď X that intersects every range R P R whose size is at least ε|X|. In other

words, N is a hitting set for all the “heavy” ranges. Haussler and Welzl [89] proved

that a range space of VC-dimension 1 δ has an ε-net of size Oppδ{εq logpδ{εqq. The

bounds on the size of ε-nets have been improved for several geometric range spaces.

For example, Op1{εq-size ε-nets exist when X is a set of points and R is a set of

1 The VC-dimension of a range space Σ “ pX,Rq is the size of the largest subset A Ď X s.t.
|tAXR | R P Ru| “ 2|A|.
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halfspaces in R2 or R3, pseudo-disks R2, or translates of a fixed convex polytope in R3

[101, 111, 125]. Aronov et al. [23] gave an Opn logd´1 nq-expected-time randomized

algorithm to construct an ε-net of size Opp1{εq log logp1{εqq for the case when R is a

set of axis-parallel d-rectangles for d “ 2, 3. Recent results of Pach and Tardos [120]

and Kupavskii et al. [98] show that if R is a set of axis-parallel d-rectangles, then

the size of an ε-net in the worst-case is Ωp1
ε

log log 1
ε
q for d “ 2, 3 and Ωp1

ε
log 1

ε
q for

d ě 4. See also [18, 62] for other results on ε-nets.

Building on an iterative-reweighting technique by Clarkson [52], Brönnimann and

Goodrich [39] showed that if an ε-net of a range space Σ of size Opp1{εqgp1{εqq can be

computed in polynomial time, where gp¨q is a monotonically-nondecreasing sublinear

function, then a hitting set of size Opκgpκqq also can be computed in polynomial

time. Since a set cover of Σ is a hitting set of the dual range space of Σ, their

algorithm also extends to set cover. If Σ has finite VC-dimension, then the dual

range space also has finite VC-dimension, and thus a hitting set (resp. set cover)

of Σ of size Opκ log κq (resp. Opχ logχq) can be computed in polynomial time. The

size of hitting set reduces to Opκq if Σ admits an ε-net of size Op1{εq (e.g. when R is

a set of halfspaces in R3, or a set of pseudo-disks in R2), and to Opκ log log κq if R is

a set of rectangles in R2 or R3. The Brönnimann-Goodrich algorithm can be viewed

as first solving the LP relaxation of the hitting-set problem and then obtaining an

approximate hitting set from the fractional LP solution via ε-net. A more general

LP solver can also be used to obtain the same results [107]. See [54, 23, 145] for

improved approximation ratios for set covers of geometric range spaces.

The algorithms by Clarkson [52] and Brönnimann-Goodrich [39] are instances

of the so-called multiplicative weight (MW) method. The MW method, which has

been repeatedly discovered, goes back to the 1950’s and has been used in numerous

fields including machine learning, linear programming, semidefinite programming,

graph algorithms, game theory, on-line algorithms, and computational geometry.
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In computational geometry, besides hitting-set/set-cover, the MW method has been

used for linear programming [53], constructing spanning trees of low stabbing number

[48], and constructing partition trees for range searching [110]. See the survey by

Arora et al. [26] for a comprehensive review of this method.

Approximation algorithms for hitting set and set cover are known that do not

rely on ε-nets. For instance, the local-search technique by Mustafa and Ray [117]

computes p1`εq-approximate hitting sets for halfspaces in R3 and pseudo-disks in R2

in NOpε´2q time. Mustafa et al. [116] developed a quasi-polynomial-time algorithm

for the case where the halfspaces and pseudo-disks are weighted.

Both the greedy and the Brönnimann-Goodrich algorithms work in Opκ logNq

stages. A straightforward implementation of both algorithms takes Opmnq time per

stage, which can be improved to OpN polylogpNqq in some cases using geometric

data structures. Thus these algorithms run in time ΩpNκq.

Agarwal et al. [12] studied near-linear algorithms for the hitting-set problem.

They proposed a variant of the greedy algorithm that performs Oplog nq stages and

chooses, in near-linear time, Opκφpκqq points in each stage for the hitting set if the

union of any subset Φ Ď R has complexity Op|Φ|φp|Φ|qq, where φp¨q is a sublin-

ear function. They also presented an efficient implementation of the Brönnimann-

Goodrich algorithm for the special case when R is a set of d-rectangles for d “ 2, 3.

Their algorithm is rather complex and computes a hitting set of size Opκ log log κq in

OppN ` κd`1qpolylogpnqq time. Not only is this algorithm inefficient for large values

of κ, but it also does not extend to other range spaces.

Our results. We present two simple algorithms, both based on the MW method,

for computing a small-size hitting set or set cover of a range space Σ of finite VC-

dimension. They first compute a near-optimal fractional solution using the MW

method and then transform this fractional solution to an integral solution using ε-
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nets (e.g., as in [107]). As mentioned earlier, a set cover of Σ is a hitting set of the

dual range space ΣK, so we only describe our algorithms in terms of computing a

hitting set.

The first algorithm, described in Section 3, is a simpler but more efficient vari-

ant of the Brönnimann-Goodrich algorithm [39]. It divides the Opκ log nq stages of

their algorithm into Oplog nq rounds so that each range is processed only once in

each round, and it computes an ε-net twice, instead of Opκ log nq times as in [39].

Assuming that an ε-net of Σ can be computed in Opn polylogpnqq time and range

queries on Σ can be answered in polylogpnq time, the expected running time of the

algorithm is OpN polylogpNqq. See Theorem 6.3.1 for a more precise bound.

The second algorithm, described in Section 4, is a Monte Carlo algorithm that

computes a small-size hitting set or set cover with high probability (i.e., with proba-

bility at least 1´ 1{NΩp1q). It can be viewed as solving a two-player zero-sum game.

In this game, one player Alice has the points in X as her pure strategies and the

other player Bob has the ranges in R as his pure strategies. If Alice plays x P X and

Bob plays R P R, then Bob pays Alice 1 if x P R and 0 otherwise. An optimal mixed

strategy for Alice gives an optimal fractional solution to the hitting-set, from which

one can use ε-net to obtain a hitting set of small size. Using the MW method, the

algorithm computes near-optimal mixed strategies for both Alice and Bob, which

gives a near-optimal fractional solution to the hitting-set problem. We remark that

the MW method has been used to solve the zero-sum game approximately [69, 85],

but our algorithm is somewhat different, tailored to computing a hitting set.

We next describe in Section 5 consequences of these algorithms for a number of

geometric range spaces. The results are presented in terms of the second algorithm

and thus achieve the approximation ratios with high probability. We can obtain

Las Vegas algorithms for these problems using the first algorithm, possibly paying

an additional logarithmic factor in the running time, that are guaranteed to obtain
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Ranges
Approximation Ratio

Running Time
Hitting Set Set Cover

Rectangles (d “ 2, 3) Oplog log κq Oplogχq OpN logd`1N log log ∆˚q

Halfspaces (d “ 3) Op1q Op1q OpN log3Nq

Disks (d “ 2) Op1q Op1q OpN log3Nq

Fat triangles (d “ 2) Oplog κq Oplogχq OpN log7N log log ∆˚q

Table 6.1. Summary of results for different geometric range spaces using the second algorithm,
so these bounds hold with probability at least 1 ´ 1

NΩp1q . The first algorithm gives the same
approximation ratios with probability 1, but the running time might have an extra logN factor.

these approximation ratios. See Table 6.1 for a summary of the results.

Either no near-linear algorithms with guaranteed approximation ratio were known

for these problems, or near-linear algorithms attained a worse approximation ratio.

For example, the algorithm by Agarwal et al. [12] computes only an Oplog nq-

approximate hitting set for disks in OpN log3Nq time, and it does not extend to

computing a set cover. We remark that our algorithms rely on standard range

searching data structures. It might be possible to improve polylog factors in the

running time by optimizing these data structures, but we feel it is not worth the

effort.

Finally, in Section 6.6, we extend the second algorithm to compute, in near-linear

time, an Op1q-approximate (discrete) maximum independent set for disks. In this

problem, we are also given a discrete range space Σ “ pX,Rq, where X is a set of

points and R a set of disks in R2, and the goal is to compute the largest subset I of

disks such that no point of X is contained in more than one disk of I. We first use our

second algorithm to compute a fractional solution to this problem, and then round

the fractional solution to an integral one using the algorithm by Chan and Har-Peled

[45]. The algorithm in [45] employs an existing LP solver and runs in quadratic time.

6.2 Preliminaries

Range space and ε-nets. Let Σ “ pX,Rq be a finite range space, as defined above.

The dual range space of Σ, denoted by ΣK “ pXK,RKq is defined as follows. There
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is an object in XK for each range R P R, and RK contains a range Rx for each point

x P X, namely, Rx “ tR P R | R Q xu. As mentioned above, a set cover of Σ is a

hitting set of ΣK and vice-versa. It is also known that if Σ has finite VC-dimension,

then so does ΣK [88].

A hitting set H Ď X is called c-approximate, for c ě 1, if |H| ď cκpΣq. Similarly,

a set cover C Ď R is called c-approximate if |C| ď cχpΣq.

Given a weight function w : XÑ Rě0, for a subset A Ď X, we use wpAq to denote

the total weight of points in A. Given w and a parameter ε P p0, 1s, we call a range

R P R ε-heavy if wpRq ě εwpXq and ε-light otherwise. A subset N Ď X is called an

ε-net with respect to weight function w if NXR ‰ ø for every ε-heavy range R of R.

Hitting-set algorithm. Since our first algorithm is similar to that of Brönnimann-

Goodrich [39] (and Clarkson [52]), we briefly describe their main idea. Let k be an

integer such that k{2 ă κ ď k. Initialize the weight of each point to 1, i.e., wpxq “ 1

for all x P X, and repeat the following weight-doubling step until every range is

1
2k

-heavy:

Find a 1
2k

-light range R and double the weights of all points in R.

When the process stops, return a 1
2k

-net N of Σ with respect to the final weights.

Since each range in Σ is 1
2k

-heavy, N is a hitting set of Σ. Hence, if a 1
2k

-net of

size Opkgpkqq can be computed efficiently, the above algorithm computes a hitting

set of size Opκgpκqq. The following lemma, by now a well-known argument (see e.g.

[26, 39, 48, 52, 53]), is the key to the performance of the algorithm. For completeness,

we also give the proof here. 2

Lemma 20. If Σ has a hitting set of size at most k, then the algorithm performs

at most µk :“ 4k logpn{kq weight-doubling steps. The final weight of X is at most

n4{k3.

2 Throughout this chapter, we use log x to denote log2 x.
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Proof. Let H be a hitting set of size k. Since each weight-doubling step is performed

on a 1
2k

-light range R, the total weight of X increases by a factor of at most p1` 1
2k
q.

Thus, after z weight-doubling steps,

wpXq ď np1` 1
2k
q
z
ď n exp

´ z

2k

¯

.

On the other hand, H X R ‰ ø, thus at least one point of H get its weight doubled

after the weight-doubling step on R. Suppose each element of h P H is doubled zh

times after z weight-doubling steps, we have

wpHq “
ÿ

hPH

2zh ě k2z{k.

Since wpHq ď wpXq, we get

k2z{k ď ne
z
2k ď n2

3z
4k ,

from which z ď µk “ 4k logpn{kq follows. The final weight of X follows from the first

inequality.

By Lemma 20, if the algorithm does not terminate within µk steps, we can con-

clude that Σ does not have a hitting set of size at most k. An exponential search is

used to guess the value of k such that k{2 ă κ ď k.

The Brönnimann-Goodrich algorithm computes a 1
2k

-net H in each step and

identifies a range that does not intersect H as a light range; see the original paper

for details.

6.3 Hitting Set in Rounds

Algorithm. The first algorithm is a simpler but more efficient variant of the

Brönnimann-Goodrich algorithm [39]. As in [39], assume we have an integer k such

that κ P pk{2, ks; we perform an exponential search to find such a value of k. The
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algorithm is similar to [39] except that it works in rounds. Initially, it sets wpxq “ 1

for all x P X. Each round performs at most 2k weight-doubling steps, as follows.

It processes each range R P R one by one. If R is 1
2k

-light, it doubles the weights

of all points in R. This weight-doubling step on R is performed repeatedly until R

becomes 1
2k

-heavy or 2k weight-doubling steps have been performed in the current

round. Once R becomes 1
2k

-heavy, it is not processed again in the current round,

even though it may become 1
2k

-light again later in the current round while other

ranges are being processed.

If 2k weight-doubling steps have been performed in the current round, the algo-

rithm aborts the current round and moves to the next round. On the other hand, if

all ranges have been processed with less than 2k weight-doubling steps, the algorithm

stops and returns a 1
2ke

-net N of Σ as a hitting set of Σ.

By Lemma 20, if Σ has a hitting set of size at most k, then the algorithm performs

at most µk “ 4k logpn{kq weight-doubling steps. Since each except the last round

performs 2k weight-doubling steps, the number of rounds is at most µk{2k ` 1 “

2 logpn{kq ` 1.

Correctness. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 21. All ranges are 1
2ke

-heavy when the algorithm terminates.

Proof. Suppose the algorithm stops in round i. Let Wi be the total weight wpXq in

the beginning of round i, and let Wf be the total weight when the algorithm stops.

Since at most 2k weight-doubling steps are performed in round i and each of them

increases the total weight by a factor of at most 1` 1
2k

,

Wf ď p1`
1
2k
q
2kWi ď eWi.

After a range R has been processed in round i, it is 1
2k

-heavy with respect to the
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current weight of X, which is at least Wi. Therefore

wpRq ě 1
2k
Wi ě

1
2ke
Wf ,

implying that R is 1
2ke

-heavy. Since the algorithm terminates in round i only after

all ranges have been processed in that round, all ranges are 1
2ke

-heavy.

If an ε-net of Σ of size Op1
ε
gp1

ε
qq can be computed, then by Lemma 21, the above

algorithm returns a hitting set of size Opκgpκqq.

Running time. To expedite the weight-doubling step, we perform the following

preprocessing step before running the algorithm: compute a 1
2k

-net N0 of Σ, and set

X “ XzN0 and R “ tR | R X N0 “ øu. After this preprocessing, each range in R

contains at most n
2k

points. The algorithm returns N0 Y N as a hitting set of Σ.

We assume the existence of the following three procedures:

(P1) A net finder that can compute an ε-net of size Op1
ε
gp1

ε
qq in ϕpNq time.

(P2) A range-counting data structure that, given a range R, returns yes if R is

1
2k

-light and no otherwise, and that can also update the weight of a point. Let

τpnq “ Ωplog nq be the time taken by each of these two operations. We assume

that the data structure can be built in Opnτpnqq time.

(P3) A range-reporting data structure that reports all s points of a range in Opτpnq`

sq time, and that can be constructed in Opnτpnqq time.

Using (P2) and (P3), a range R P R can be processed in each round as follows.

First, using (P2) we check in τpnq time whether R is 1
2k

-light. If the answer is yes,

we use (P3) to report all points of R in time τpnq ` |R| ď τpnq ` n
2k

. Recall that

at most 2k weight-doubling steps are performed in each round, so Opnq points are

reported in a round. For each reported point, it takes τpnq time to double its weight

in the range-counting data structure. We thus conclude that a round takes OpNτpnqq
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time. Summing over all 2 logpn{2kq`1 rounds, the total time spent by the algorithm,

including the time spent in the preprocessing phase, is OpNτpnq log n` ϕpNqq. We

repeat the algorithm Oplog κq times to perform the exponential search. Putting

everything together, we obtain the following.

Theorem 6.3.1. Let Σ “ pX,Rq be a finite range space with |X|` |R| “ N . Suppose

procedures (P1), (P2) and (P3) exist for Σ, then an Opgpκqq-approximate hitting set

of Σ can be computed in OppNτpNq logN ` ϕpNqq log κq time.

Recalling that a set cover of Σ is a hitting set of the dual range space ΣK, we

obtain the following.

Theorem 6.3.2. Let Σ “ pX,Rq be a finite range space with |X|` |R| “ N . Suppose

procedures (P1), (P2) and (P3) exist for ΣK, then an Opgpχqq-approximate set cover

of Σ can be computed in OppNτpNq logN ` ϕpNqq logχq time.

Remarks. (i) An approximate range counting data structure can be used in (P2),

namely, a data structure that always returns yes if R is 1
4k

-light and always returns

no if R is 1
2k

-heavy. It may return yes or no if wpRq P r 1
4k
wpXq, 1

2k
wpXqs. So if the

algorithm returns yes, then R must be 1
2k

-light; on the other hand, if the algorithm

returns no, then R must be 1
4k

-heavy. A weight-doubling step is performed if the

procedure returns yes. The same argument as in Lemma 21 implies that each

range is at least 1
4ke

-heavy when the algorithm terminates, after Oplogpn{kqq rounds.

Hence, the size of hitting set is affected by a factor of at most 2. This is convenient

because faster data structures are known for approximate range counting for some

range spaces (e.g., halfspace range counting).

(ii) By Lemma 20, the final weight of X is bounded by Opn4{k3q, so Oplog nq bits

suffice for maintaining the weight of each point during the algorithm.
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6.4 Hitting Set as 2-Player Game

Algorithm. We now describe the second algorithm for computing a hitting set. As

earlier, suppose we have an integer k such that k{2 ă κ ď k; we perform a backward

exponential search to find such a value of k as described later. The algorithm now

maintains weights on both X and R, and it also works in rounds. For i ě 1, let

πi : X Ñ Rě0 and ωi : R Ñ Rě0 be the weights of points and ranges, respectively,

in the beginning of round i. Initially, π1pxq “ 1 for all x P X and ω1pRq “ 1 for all

R P R. Let Πi (resp. Ωi) denote the probability distribution induced by πi (resp.

ωi), i.e.,

Πi
“

A

πipxjq

πipXq
| 1 ď j ď n

E

, Ωi
“

A

ωipRjq

ωipRq | 1 ď j ď m
E

.

We set

µ :“ 2
ln 2
k lnpm2nq.

The algorithm performs µ rounds of the following two steps: for 1 ď i ď µ,

(i) Sample a point x̄i P X from the distribution Πi and a range R̄i P R from the

distribution Ωi.

(ii) For each point x P R̄i, double its weight, i.e., πi`1pxq “ 2πipxq, and for each

range R that contains x̄i, halve its weight, i.e., ωi`1pRq “ ωipRq{2.

Let X̃ “ xx̄1, . . . , x̄µy be the multi-set of points chosen by the algorithm. Let Π̃

be the distribution on X induced by X̃, i.e., if a point x P X appears µx times in X̃,

then set Prpx „ Π̃q “ µx{µ. We compute an 1
8k

-net N of Σ with respect to Π̃. If N

is a hitting set of Σ, we return N; otherwise, we repeat the above algorithm.

Correctness. We view the hitting-set problem for Σ as a two-player zero-sum game,

and the above algorithm computes a near-optimal mixed strategy for each of the two

players. More precisely, let Alice and Bob be two players who play the following
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game: Alice chooses a point x P X, Bob chooses a range R P R and Bob pays Ipx,Rq

to Alice, where

Ipx,Rq “

"

1 if x P R,
0 if x R R.

The algorithm can be interpreted as Alice and Bob playing the game for µ rounds.

Initially, both players have uniform distributions over their pure strategies. In each

round, Alice samples a point x from the current distribution over points and Bob

samples a range R from the current distribution over ranges. According to the

definition of the game, points in R are good for Alice because had she played one of

them, she would have won 1 dollar. Therefore, Alice doubles the weights of points in

R so that she can choose them more often in the future. Similarly, ranges containing

x are bad for Bob, thus he halves the weights of those ranges.

For a probability distribution Π over X and for a range R P R, let IpΠ, Rq denote

the expected payoff to Alice if Bob chooses R, i.e.,

IpΠ, Rq “
ÿ

xPX

Prpx „ ΠqIpx,Rq.

Similarly, we define Ipx,Ωq for a point x P X and a distribution Ω over R. Let λ˚ be

the value of the above game, then by the min-max theorem [114],

λ˚ “ max
Π

min
RPR

IpΠ, Rq “ min
Ω

max
xPX

Ipx,Ωq, (6.1)

where Π, Ω are probability distributions over X and R, respectively.

Let H˚ Ď X be an optimal hitting set of Σ of size κ, and let ΠH˚ be the distri-

bution where πpxq “ 1{κ if x P H˚ and 0 otherwise. Then

min
RPR

IpΠH˚ , Rq ě 1{κ

because R XH˚ ‰ ø for all R P R. Hence λ˚ ě 1{κ ě 1{k. Let

Π˚ “ arg maxΠ min
RPR

IpΠ, Rq
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be the optimal (mixed) strategy for Alice. If we can compute Π˚, then we can simply

return a p1{kq-net N of Σ under the distribution Π˚: N is a hitting set of Σ because

the weight of any R P R under Π˚ is at least minRPR IpΠ
˚, Rq “ λ˚ ě 1{k. We show

that Π̃ is an approximation of Π˚ in the sense that with constant probability,

min
RPR

IpΠ̃, Rq ě 1
8k
,

and thus a 1
8k

-net of Σ under Π̃ is a hitting set of Σ.

We begin by proving two lemmas, which follow from standard arguments for the

MW method. The first one states that the total expected payoff to Alice over µ

rounds is not much less than the payoff she would get by the best pure strategy.

Lemma 22. For every x P X,

µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠt, R̄tq ě ´ lnn` ln 2
µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx, R̄tq.

Proof. Let πtpXq be the total weight of X in the beginning of round t. Then by

construction,

πt`1
pXq “

ÿ

xPX

πtpxqp1` Ipx, R̄tqq

“ πtpXq

ˆ

1`
ÿ

xPX

πtpxq

πtpXq
Ipx, R̄tq

˙

“ πtpXqp1` IpΠt, R̄tqq ď πtpXq exppIpΠt, R̄tqq

ď n exp

ˆ t
ÿ

i“1

IpΠi, R̄iq

˙

. (6.2)

The last inequality follows because π1pXq “ n. However, for every x P X,

πµ`1
pXq ě πµ`1

pxq “ exp

ˆ

ln 2
µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx, R̄tq

˙

. (6.3)
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The lemma follows from (6.2) and (6.3).

Since Lemma 22 holds for every x, it also holds for the optimal mixed strategy

Π˚:

Corollary 6.4.1.
µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠt, R̄tq ě ´ lnn` ln 2
µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠ˚, R̄tq.

A similar argument proves the following lemma, which states that the expected

cost to Bob is not much worse than that by his best pure strategy.

Lemma 23. For every R P R,

µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx̄t,Ω
t
q ď 2 lnm` ln 4

µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx̄t, Rq.

Proof. Let ωtpRq be the total weight of R in the beginning of round t. Then by

construction,

ωt`1
pRq “

ÿ

RPR

ωtpRqp1´
1

2
Ipx̄t, Rqq

“ ωtpRq
ˆ

1´
1

2

ÿ

RPR

ωtpRq

ωtpRq
Ipx̄t, Rq

˙

“ ωtpRqp1´
1

2
Ipx̄t,Ω

t
qq ď ωtpRq exp

ˆ

´
1

2
Ipx̄t,Ω

t
q

˙

ď m exp

ˆ

´
1

2

t
ÿ

i“1

Ipx̄i,Ω
i
q

˙

. (6.4)

The last inequality follows because ω1pRq “ m. However, for every R P R,

ωµ`1
pRq ě ωµ`1

pRq “ exp

ˆ

´ ln 2
µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx̄t, Rq

˙

. (6.5)

The lemma follows from (6.4) and (6.5).
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The following lemma follows from the fact that the game Alice and Bob play is

a zero-sum game, but we sketch a proof for completeness.

Lemma 24.

E

„ µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠt, R̄tq



“ E

„ µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx̄t,Ω
t
q



,

where the expectation is taken over the random sequence of pairs of points and ranges

chosen in all rounds.

Proof. For t ě 1, let St be the set of all point-range-pair sequences of length t, i.e.,

St “ txpx1, R1q, . . . , pxt, Rtqy|xi P X, Ri P R, 1 ď i ď tu.

If we fix a sequence S P St´1, then the distributions Πt,Ωt are fixed, which we denote

by Πt
|S,Ω

t
|S.

ErIpΠt, R̄tqs “
ÿ

SPSt´1

PrpSq
ÿ

RtPR

PrpRt|SqIpΠ
t
|S, Rtq

“
ÿ

SPSt´1

PrpSq
ÿ

xtPX
RtPR

Prpxt, Rt|SqIpxt, Rtq

“
ÿ

SPSt´1

PrpSq
ÿ

xtPX

Prpxt|SqIpxt,Ω
t
|Sq

“ ErIpxt,Ω
t
qs.

The lemma now follows from the linearity of expectation.

We are now ready to prove that the distribution Π̃ on X implied by X̃ is close to

Π˚. For a range R P R, let

λR “
1
µ

µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx̄t, Rq “ IpΠ̃, Rq

and

λ̃ “ min
RPR

λR.
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Note that λR, for every R P R, and λ̃ are random variables.

Lemma 25. (i) Erλ̃s ě λ˚{4 ě 1
4k

, and (ii) Prrλ̃ ą Erλ̃s{2s ě 1{7.

Proof. Using Lemmas 23 and 24 and Corollary 6.4.1,

Erλ̃s ě
1

µ ln 4
E

„ µ
ÿ

t“1

Ipx̄t,Ω
t
q



´
lnm

µ ln 2
(By Lemma 23)

“
1

µ ln 4
E

„ µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠt, R̄tq



´
lnm

µ ln 2
(By Lemma 24)

ě
1

µ ln 4
E

„

ln 2
µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠ˚, R̄tq ´ lnn



´
lnm

µ ln 2

(By Corollary 6.4.1)

“
1

2µ
E

«

µ
ÿ

t“1

IpΠ˚, R̄tq

ff

´
1

µ ln 4
lnpm2nq.

However,

IpΠ˚, R̄tq ě min
RPR

IpΠ˚, Rq “ λ˚

and

µ “
2

ln 2
k lnpm2nq.

Therefore,

Erλ̃s ě
λ˚

2
´

1

4k
ě

1

4k

because λ˚ ě 1{k. This proves part (i) of the lemma.

We now prove (ii). By (6.1),

λ̃ “ min
RPR

λR “ min
RPR

IpΠ̃, Rq ď λ˚.

Also, according to part (i),

Erλ̃s ě λ˚{4.
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Let p “ Prrλ̃ ď Erλ̃s{2s. Then

Erλ̃s ď pErλ̃s{2` λ˚p1´ pq ď pErλ̃s{2` 4Erλ̃sp1´ pq,

and we obtain p ď 6{7. This proves part (ii) of the lemma.

Lemma 25 implies that, with constant probability, λ̃ ą 1
8k

, i.e., every range is

1
8k

-heavy with respect to Π̃. Thus, the algorithm indeed returns a hitting set of Σ.

Fast implementation and running time. We perform the following preprocessing

steps to expedite the algorithm. First, as in Section 3, we compute a 1
k
-net N0 of Σ,

set X “ XzN0 and R “ tR | RXN0 “ øu, i.e., remove the ranges hit by N0. Next, we

choose a set N1 Ď X of Opkq points so that any point in XzN1 intersects at most m{k

ranges of tR | RXN1 “ øu. Since Σ has a hitting set of size at most k, such a set N1

always exists. We now set X “ XzN1, R “ tR | RXN1 “ øu. After the preprocessing,

each point of X lies in at most m{k ranges, and each range of R contains at most

n{k points. The algorithm returns N0 Y N1 Y N as the hitting set of Σ.

For this algorithm, we need the net finder of (P1), the range-reporting data

structure of (P3) and two other procedures:

(P4) A dual range-reporting data structure that reports all s ranges containing a

query point in Opτpmq ` sq time, and that can be constructed in Opmτpmqq

time.

(P5) An algorithm that performs the second preprocessing step in ϕpNq time.

Finally, we build a balanced binary search tree TX on X and another one TR on R

so that the weights of a point in X and of a range in R can be updated in Oplog nq

and Oplogmq time, respectively, and so that a random element of X or R can be

chosen within the same time; see e.g. [12].

In round i, we report all points of R̄i in Opτpnq`n{kq time using (P3) and update

the weights of these points in the binary tree TX in Opn
k

log nq time. Similarly we
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report the ranges of R that contain x̄i in Opτpmq`m{kq time using (P4) and update

their weights in TR in Opm
k

logmq time. Hence, round i takes OpτpNq`k´1N logpNqq

time. Summing over all µ rounds, adding the preprocessing time, the algorithm takes

OpϕpNq ` k logpNqτpNq `N log2
pNqq “ OpϕpNq `N logpNqτpNqq time. Since the

algorithm succeeds with probability at least 1/7, it is repeated Op1q expected times.

We perform backward exponential search on the value of k as follows. Initially,

we set k “ n. Given the current value of k, we run the algorithm for ΘplogNq

times. If the algorithm returns a hitting set H, we remember H, halve the value of

k, and continue. Otherwise, we stop and return the smallest hitting set remembered.

At most log n values of k are examined during the backward exponential search. If

k ě κ, the expected number of times the algorithm is run for a fixed value of k is

Op1q because each iteration returns a valid hitting set with constant probability. If

k ă cκ{gpκq for some constant c, no hitting set of size Opkgpkqq ă κ exists, and thus

the algorithm will terminate in ΘplogNq iterations. For k P rcκ{gpκq, κq, a hitting

set may be found at the end of the ΘplogNq iterations in the worst case. Thus, the

algorithm is repeated OplogpNq logpgpκqqq times in the worst case, for this range of

k.

Unlike Section 3, the weight of points can become quite large and those of ranges

can become quite small, so algebraic complexity of the algorithm can be large. How-

ever, it suffices to maintain the weights approximately using OplogNq bits as it

introduces a relative error of at most Op1{N2q at each node of the trees TX and TR.

We omit the analysis of this approximation and conclude the following.

Theorem 6.4.2. Let Σ “ pX,Rq be a finite range space with |X| ` |R| “ N .

(i) Suppose procedures (P1) and (P3)-(P5) exist for Σ, then an Opgpκqq-approximate

hitting set of Σ can be computed in expected time OppϕpNq`NτpNq logNq logN logpgpκqqq,

with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .
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(ii) Suppose procedures (P1) and (P3)-(P5) exist for ΣK, then an Opgpχqq-approximate

set cover of Σ can be computed in expected time OppϕpNq`NτpNq logNq logN logpgpχqqq,

with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .

Remarks. (i) The algorithm described here can be viewed as a “kinder and gentler”

version of the greedy algorithm. A point lying in many “uncovered” ranges is likely to

have higher weight and thus higher probability of being chosen. Instead of removing

the ranges covered by a chosen point, we simply halve their weights. By the time

algorithm stops, the weight of every range is very small.

(ii) It is worth contrasting this algorithm with the previous one. This one is

simpler and does not require a dynamic data structure for range counting to verify

whether a range is light. However, it requires a range-reporting data structure for

both Σ and ΣK, and an additional preprocessing step to compute N1 so that no point

lies in more than m{k ranges.

6.5 Fast Algorithms for Geometric Instances

In this section, we show that the algorithms described in Sections 3 and 4 yield near-

linear hitting-set and set-cover algorithms for a number of geometric range spaces,

for which the required procedures (P1)-(P5) can be performed efficiently. Let X be

a set of n points in Rd and R a set of m geometric shapes such as rectangles, balls,

and simplices. As mentioned in Introduction, we will use R P R to denote a shape

as well as the subset X X R. It will be clear from the context which of the two we

are referring to.

We mainly describe the implementations of the second algorithm, which require

procedures (P1) and (P3)-(P5) and give the desired approximation ratios with high

probability. One can also use the first algorithm, which may add a logarithmic factor
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in the running time in some cases, but it always returns a hitting set or set cover

with the approximation ratio stated in the corresponding theorems.

Rectangles in 2D and 3D. Let R be a set of m axis-parallel rectangles in Rd for

d “ 2, 3. Aronov et al. [23] have shown that an ε-net of Σ of size Opp1{εq log logp1{εqq

can be constructed in Opn logd´1 nq randomized expected time, thus gpκq “ log logpκq

and ϕpNq “ OpN logd´1Nq in procedure (P1).

For the range reporting data structure in (P3), we construct a d-dimensional

range tree on X in Opn logd´1 nq time and a range reporting query can be answered

in Oplogd´1 n ` sq time, where s is the output size. For (P4), we need a dual

range-reporting data structure that reports all rectangles of R containing a query

point. This can be done in Oplogd´1m ` sq time, where s is the output size, after

Opm logd´1mq preprocessing [47]. Hence, τpNq “ Oplogd´1Nq.

Finally, we also need an algorithm for (P5) that computes a set N1 of Opkq points

so that no point in XzN1 lies in more than m{k rectangles of tR P R | R X N1 “ øu.

This can be accomplished using a d-dimensional segment tree on R, which can be

constructed in Opm logdmq time. For each point p P X, the segment tree is queried

in Oplogdmq time to check whether p lies in more than m{k rectangles of R. If so, we

add p to N1 and delete all the rectangles of R that contain p from the segment tree.

Obviously, at most k points are reported, and the time spent is ϕpNq “ OpN logdNq.3

Plugging the bounds of τp¨q, gp¨q and ϕp¨q in Theorem 6.4.2, we obtain the fol-

lowing.

Theorem 6.5.1. Let X be a set of n points in Rd and R a set of m rectangles in Rd,

for d “ 2, 3, with |X| ` |R| “ N . An Oplog log κq-approximate hitting set of pX,Rq

can be computed in OpN logd`1N log log log κq expected time, with probability at least

3 Using a sweep-plane technique, the running time of the algorithm for (P5) can be improved by
a logarithmic factor. However, since this step is not the bottleneck, we use the above approach,
which is simpler.
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1´ 1
NΩp1q .

For the set-cover problem, an ε-net of ΣK required in (P1) can be computed

simply by choosing a random sample of size Op1
ε

log 1
ε
q, with probability at least 1/2

[89]. Pach and Tardos [120] showed that the size of ε-net for ΣK, even for d “ 2, is

Ωp1
ε

log 1
ε
q in the worst case. The procedures (P3) and (P4) remain the same as (P4)

and (P3) in the hitting-set case. The set N1 Ď R in procedure (P5) can be computed

in a similar way, except that a d-dimensional range tree, instead of a segment tree,

is used. The running time is ϕpNq “ OpN logdNq. Hence, we obtain the following.

Theorem 6.5.2. Let X be a set of points in Rd and R a set of rectangles in Rd, for

d “ 2, 3, with |X| ` |R| “ N . An Oplogχq-approximate set cover of pX,Rq can be

computed in OpN logd`1N log logχq expected time, with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .

Halfspaces in 3D and disks in 2D. Let X be a set of n points and R a set

of m halfspaces in R3. Building on the algorithm by Matoušek [111], Chan and

Tsakalidis [46] have described an Opn log 1
ε
q-time deterministic algorithm to compute

an ε-net of size Op1{εq for the range space Σ “ pX,Rq. Therefore gp¨q “ 1 and

ϕpNq “ OpN logNq in (P1).

Using the data structure by Afshani and Chan [10], the halfspace range-reporting

query in (P3) can be answered in Oplog n ` sq time, after Opn log nq expected-time

preprocessing. By duality transform, the dual range-reporting query in (P4) can

be answered using the same data structure in Oplogm ` sq time, after Opm logmq

preprocessing. Hence τpnq “ Oplog nq.

Next, we give an algorithm for computing N1 in the preprocessing step of the

second algorithm. The algorithm is again based on constructing shallow cuttings.

The algorithm works in rlog ks rounds4. At the beginning of round i, we have a set

4 Recall that k is an integer satisfying k{2 ă κ ď k.
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Xi Ď X of points and a subset Ri Ď R of halfspaces. Initially, in round 0, Xi “ X

and Ri “ R. The maximum depth of a point in Xi is at most `i “ |Ri´1|{2
i. We

set ri “ 2i`1 and compute a `i-shallow p1{riq-cutting Ξi of the halfspaces of Ri;

|Ξi| “ Op2iq. Since the maximum depth of a point of Xi is `i, each point of Xi lies

in a simplex of Ξi. For each simplex ∆ P Ξi, if Xi X ∆ ‰ ø, we choose one point

from ∆ and add it to N1. Let Pi be the set of points chosen in round i, and let

R̄i “ tR | R X Pi ‰ øu. We set Xi`1 “ XizPi and Ri`1 “ RizR̄i. Since each simplex

∆ P Ξi intersects the boundary of at most |Ri|{2
i`1 halfspaces, which are the only

possible halfspaces remaining in Ri`1 that can cover points in ∆, the maximum depth

of a point in Xi`1 is |Ri|{2
i`1 ď m{2i`1 in Ri`1.

Lemma 26. A set N1 of size Opkq required by (P5) can be computed in OpN log2Nq

time.

Proof. By construction, |N1| “
ř

iOp2
iq “ Opkq. We now analyze the running time

of the above algorithm. Using the algorithm by Chan and Tsakalidis [46], Ξi can

be computed in Op|Ri| log riq “ Opm ¨ iq time. A property of their algorithm is

that each cell in Ξi is a semi-bounded vertical prism that is unbounded from below

and whose boundary consists of vertical walls and a top triangle. Furthermore, the

upper boundary of these prisms form a xy-monotone triangulated surface. The xy-

projection of the upper boundary is a triangulation Ξ˚i of R2. By preprocessing Ξ˚i

for planar point-location queries (see e.g. [56]), in timeOpri log riq, we can determine

in Oplog riq “ Opiq time whether a query point q P R3 lies in a prism of Ξi, and also

the prism of Ξi that contains q if the answer is yes. Thus, Pi can be computed by

going through every point q P Xi and adding q to Pi if it is the first point visited

in some simplex of Ξi. The time for computing Pi is Opm ¨ i ` n ¨ iq. Finally, R̄i

is computed using |Ri| range-emptiness queries on Pi, each taking Oplog |Ri|q time.

Therefore, summing over all rlog ks rounds, the expected time for computing N1 is
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OpN log2Nq.

Hence ϕpNq “ OpN log2Nq in (P5). Using the duality transform, the set-cover

problem in the primal space becomes the hitting-set problem in the dual space.

Plugging the bounds in Theorem 6.4.2, we obtain the following.

Theorem 6.5.3. Let X be a set of points in R3 and R a set of halfspaces in R3,

with |X| ` |R| “ N . An Op1q-approximate hitting set or set cover of pX,Rq can be

computed in OpN log3Nq expected time, with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .

By a standard lifting transform [56], we have the following result for disks in R2.

Corollary 6.5.4. Let X be a set of points in R2 and R a set of disks in R2, with

|X|`|R| “ N . An Op1q-approximate hitting set or set cover of pX,Rq can be computed

in OpN log3Nq expected time, with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .

Fat triangles. Let X Ď R2 be a set of n points and R a set of α-fat triangles in

R2, for some constant α ě 1, i.e., the aspect ratio of every triangle in R is at most

α. It is well-known that Σ “ pX,Rq has constant VC-dimension and by the ε-net

theorem [89], an ε-net of Σ in procedure (P1) can be obtained by randomly sampling

Op1
ε

log 1
ε
q points from X. A range-reporting query (P3) for Σ can be answered in

Oplog3 n ` sq time, after Opn log3 nq preprocessing [134, Section 4.5], and a dual

range-reporting query (P4) for Σ can also be answered in Oplog3m ` sq time [11].

The set N1 in (P5) for Σ can be computed using the same method as that for 3D

halfspaces described in Lemma 26. We use the results in [12, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2]

for computing the shallow cutting and point location data structure, and the running

time is OpN log3N log˚Nq using the improved bound on the union of fat triangles

[22]. Thus, gp1{εq “ logp1{εq, τpNq “ Oplog3Nq, ϕpNq “ OpN log3N log˚Nq, and

we obtain the following.
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Theorem 6.5.5. Let X be a set of points in R2 and R a set of α-fat triangles, with

|X| ` |R| “ N . An Oplog κq-approximate hitting set of pX,Rq can be computed in

OpN log5N log log κq expected time, with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .

For the set cover problem, an ε-net is computed by randomly sampling Op1
ε

log 1
ε
q

triangles from R, since the dual range space ΣK also has constant VC-dimension.

Next, we describe an algorithm for computing N1 Ď R for ΣK, i.e., each range

in RzN1 contains at most n{k points of Xz
Ť

RPN1
R. N1 is constructed in rlog2 ks

steps. At the beginning of step i, we have a set Ri Ď R of triangles and a set Xi Ď X

of points such that for any ∆ P Ri, |∆ X Xi| ď
n

2i´1 . X1 “ X and R1 “ R. Step i

chooses a subset Ti Ď Ri of Op2iq triangles such that each triangle of Ti contains

Ωp n
2i
q points of Xi, and no triangle of Ri`1 “ RizTi contains more than n

2i
points of

Xi`1 “ XizY∆PTi∆. We construct a p9{8q-approximate range-counting data structure

on Xi with respect to triangles in R. That is, for a triangle ∆, it returns a value µ∆

such that

|Xi X∆| ď µ∆ ď
9

8
|Xi X∆|.

Such a data structure can be built in Opn log3 nq time by applying the range-

emptiness data structure [134] as a black-box to the data structure in [24, Section 5],

and can answer a query in Oplog4 nq time. We also preprocess Xi for range-reporting

queries with respect to R — the data structure can be built in Opn log3 nq time and

a query can be answered in Oplog3 n` tq time where t is the output size.

We also maintain a set Yi Ă Xi in step i. Initially Yi “ ∅, and points will be

added to Yi as step i progresses. We maintain a (9/8)-approximate range counting

data structure on Yi with respect to R. Using the so-called logarithmic method, a

point can be inserted in Oplog4 nq time and a query can be answered in Oplog5 nq

time.

We are now ready to describe step i. We process the triangles of Ri one by one.
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For each ∆ P Ri, we query the two range-counting data structures with ∆. Suppose

they return µ∆ and ν∆ as (9/8)-approximate values of ∆XXi and ∆XYi, respectively.

If µ∆´ ν∆ ě
n

2i`1 , we add ∆ to Ti, report ∆XXi, and insert each point of ∆XXi to

Yi. (Note that a point p may be inserted into Yi multiple times; we keep only one

copy of p in Yi.)

After rlog2 ks steps, we return YTi as N1. We now prove the correctness of the

procedure and analyze its running time.

We observe that µ∆´ν∆ ě
n

2i`1 implies that |∆XpXizYiq| ě
n

2i`1´
1
8
|∆XXi|. By the

invariant maintained by the algorithm, |∆ X Xi| ď
n

2i´1 . Therefore |∆ X pXizYiq| ě

n
2i`1 ´

n
2i`2 “

n
2i`2 . Since the algorithm inserts all points of ∆ X Xi to Yi, we can

conclude that each triangle in Ti contains at least n
2i`2 distinct points of Xi. Hence

|Ti| “ Op2iq. Furthermore, |∆ X Xi| ď
n

2i´1 ď 8|∆ X pXizYiq|. Summing over all

triangles of Ti, the total time spent in reporting ∆ X Xi and adding these points to

the data structure is Opn log4 nq. We spend Oplog5 nq time in computing µ∆ and ν∆.

Summing over all triangles of Ri, and summing over all i ď rlog2 ks, the total time

spent in computing N1 is OpN log6Nq.

Finally, if ∆ R Ti, i.e., µ∆ ´ ν∆ ď n
2i`1 , then |∆ X Xi`1| ď |∆ X pXizYiq| ď

n
2i`1 `

1
8
|Yi X∆| ď n

2i`1 `
1
8
¨ n

2i´1 ă
n
2i

, as desired.

Hence, after u “ rlog2 ks steps, |∆XXu`1| ď
n
2u
ď n

k
. Putting everything together,

we conclude the following:

Theorem 6.5.6. Let X be a set of points in R2 and R a set of α-fat triangles, with

|X| ` |R| “ N . An Oplogχq-approximate set cover of pX,Rq can be computed in

OpN log7N log logχq expected time, with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .

Remarks. Better bounds on the sizes of primal and dual ε-nets exist for fat triangles

[23]. We use the simple random-sampling approach to compute an ε-net since it can

be done in near-linear time. With a careful implementation, it might be possible to
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implement the ε-net construction algorithms in [23] in near-linear time, in which case

the approximation ratios of the hitting-set and set-cover problems for fat triangles

can be improved.

6.6 Independent Set for Disks

Given a finite range space Σ “ pX,Rq, an independent set is a subset I Ď R of ranges

such that for any R1, R2 P I, R1XR2XX “ ø, i.e., any point of X lies in at most one

range of I. The goal is to find a maximum-size independent set (MIS).

The main observation is that, an optimal mixed strategy for Bob in the second

algorithm gives a fractional solution for the independent-set problem. So we proceed

as follows. Suppose we have an integer k such that δ{2 ă k ď δ, where δ is the size

of an optimal independent set. We set µ “ 3k logN and run the second algorithm

for µ rounds. Let Φ “ xR̄1, . . . , R̄µy be the sequence of ranges chosen by Bob. Let Ω̃

be the distribution of R induced by Φ, i.e., PrpR „ Ω̃q is proportional to the number

of times R appears in Φ. Using Lemmas 22, 23 and 24, we can prove that

E

„

max
xPX

Ipx, Ω̃q



ď 3{k.

By Markov inequality, with probability at least 1/2,

max
xPX

Ipx, Ω̃q ď 6{k.

Let yi be the variable corresponding to the range Ri P R. Then by setting yi “

k
6

PrpRi „ Ω̃q, with probability at least 1/2, we obtain a fractional solution for

the independent-set problem with objective value
ř

yi “ k{6. Next, we convert the

fractional solution into an integral solution using the approach of Chan and Har-Peled

[45]: we process the ranges of R in an arbitrary order, and maintain an independent

set I of ranges. A range Ri is processed as follows: if Ri does not contain any of the
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points lying in a range of the current I, then Ri is added to I with probability yi.

Otherwise, it is discarded.

Chan and Har-Peled [45] have shown that if R is a set of disks in R2 and the

fractional solution has value ν, then the above rounding scheme returns an indepen-

dent set of size Ωpνq with constant probability. Hence, the set I has size Ωpkq with

constant probability.

We perform the same preprocessing as in Section 4 to compute a set N of at most

2k{5 points such that in the range space Σ̄ “ pXzN, tR P R | R X N “ øuq, each

range of Σ̄ contains Opn{kq points and each point of XzN lies in Opm{kq ranges.

Furthermore, one can argue that if Σ has an independent set of size δ, then Σ̄ has

one of size at least 3δ{5. Hence, we run the above algorithm on Σ̄, and the total

time for computing the fractional solution, including preprocessing, is OpN log4Nq.

To convert the fractional solution into an integral one, a dynamic insertion-only

disk-emptiness data structure D is used, which can be implemented by using a static

disk-emptiness data structure [11] with the logarithmic method [32]. Initially, D

contains no point. For each range Ri, we perform a disk-emptiness query in D in

Oplog2 nq time to determine whether Ri can be added to I; if it is added, every

point in Ri is inserted into D in Oplog2 nq amortized time. The total running time

is OpN log2Nq. Hence, we obtain the following.

Theorem 6.6.1. Let X be a set of points in R2 and R a set of disks in R2, with

|X| ` |R| “ N . An Op1q-approximate independent set of pX,Rq can be computed in

OpN log3Nq expected time, with probability at least 1´ 1
NΩp1q .
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7

Shortest Path Covering

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study the shortest path hitting set (SPHS) problem, motivated

by the problem of placing EV charging station in a road network.

Problem statement. The input consists of a graph G “ pV,Eq of n “ |V | vertices

and m “ |E| edges, which represents a road network, and a positive length function

`p¨q on the edges in E. We assume that an EV can travel a fixed distance r (e.g.,

200km) in G with a full charge. More sophisticated models have been proposed for

the battery capacity, which not only consider the distance but also the topography

of the underlying terrain. But we use this simpler model because the problem is

challenging even in this model and furthermore, on realistic terrains the EV will

travel distance in the range r r
c
, crs, for some small constant c ě 1, with a full charge.

For any two vertices u, v P V , let πGpu, vq denote the shortest path from u to v in

graph G; it is abbreviated πpu, vq when there is no ambiguity. For convenience, we

set µpu, vq :“ `pπpu, vqq. For a subset X Ď V and a vertex v P V , let µpv,Xq :“

minxPX µpv, xq.
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Given a set X of vertices, a path P is said to be hit by X if X contains an interior

vertex of P — a vertice of P other than its starting and ending vertices. We say

a path P is r-EV-feasible with respect to X (charging stations) if every contiguous

subpath of P of length more than r is hit by X. An r-shortest path hitting set (r-

SPHS) of G is a subset H Ď V such that for all u, v P V , πpu, vq is r-EV-feasible with

respect to H. Similarly, given δ P p0, 1q, a δ-approximate r-SPHS of G is a subset

H̃ Ď V such that for all u, v P V , there exists an r-EV-feasible path P (with respect

to H̃) between u, v with `pP q ď p1` δqµpu, vq. The goal of the shortest path hitting

set problem is to compute a minimum-size r-SPHS of G. In the rest of the paper,

for simplicity, we may leave out parameter r and just write SPHS and EV-feasible.

The problem of computing minimum number of charging stations then reduces

to an instance of the classical hitting-set problem, and is NP-complete by a simple

reduction from the vertex-cover problem. Since we are not aware of a proof of the NP-

completeness in the literature, we describe the details of the reduction in Section 7.2.

In this paper, we propose an efficient approximation algorithm for the SPHS problem

that exploits the structure of road networks.

Related work. In the last few years, there has been extensive work on a variety of

optimization problems on road networks, which are modeled as “sparse” graphs with

additional structural properties. In particular, Abraham et al. [9, 7, 8] introduced

the notion of highway dimenison to give provable guarantees of efficiency for many

popular shortest-path heuristics, such as reach [83], contraction hierarchies [79], and

transit node [28]. Roughly speaking, the graph G has highway dimension h if, for

any x ą 0 and any vertex v P V , there exist h vertices that intersect all shortest

paths of length at least x that are within Opxq distance of v. See Figure 7.1 for

illustration and Section 7.2 for the definition. Abraham et al. argued that real-world

road networks have small highway dimension.
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Figure 7.1. Illustration of the definition of highway dimension: there exists a set of three vertices
that intersects every shortest path of length a constant fraction of the ball radius.

Storandt and Funke [137] formulated the problem of placing minimum number

of charging stations such that there exists some EV-feasible path between any two

vertices. They gave a polynomial-time algorithm that achieves Oplog nq approxi-

mation. However, the EV-feasible path computed by their algorithm can be much

longer than the shortest path. This drawback was addressed by Funke et al. [73].

They require the shortest path between any two vertices to be EV-feasible. They

modeled the problem as a hitting-set problem (defined in Section 7.2), and obtained

an Oplog nq approximation using a greedy algorithm. Constructing the hitting set

instance requires computing as many as Opn2q shortest paths, and can take Opn3q

time in the worst case, which is formidable when the road network is large. Funke

et al. [73] applied a number of techniques to speed up the computation, but without

provable guarantees of the running time and approximation.

Several variants of the SPHS problem have been studied. For example, the road

network may be small so that one can always drive from one location to another

without recharging. In these cases, the charging stations are placed to satisfy other

constraints. For example, Xiong et al. [150] take EV drivers’ behavior into con-

sideration and compute a set of charging stations in Singapore that optimizes the

equilibrium utility of a congestion game. Other results include optimizing charging

demand coverage [67], EV access cost [139], and construction cost [99].

Another set of literature study the EV routing problem. Moritz et al. [29] gave an

algorithm that plans routes minimizing overall trip time, including time for necessary
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rechargings on the way. Their model allows the charging time to be a function of

the remaining battery level. Goodrich and Pszona [84] formulated a bi-criteria path

optimization problem, where two objectives (e.g., travel time and energy cost) are

optimized, and their algorithm outputs a path that optimizes one objective before

reaching some vertex and switches to the other objective afterwards. See also [30, 131]

for work on computing energy-efficient path.

As discussed above, the SPHS problem is an instance of the hitting-set problem,

one of the twenty-one problems in Karp’s original list of NP-complete problems

[96]. The natural greedy algorithm that chooses the element that hits the most

remaining sets gives an Oplog nq approximation [51], which is optimal up to op1q

factor unless P“NP [57]. For geometric instances, however, where the input consists

of points and shapes (e.g., disks, rectangles), better approximation guarantees can

be obtained. For example, a PTAS exists when the shapes are half-spaces in R3 [117]

and Oplog logoptq approximation can be obtained when the shapes are axis-parallel

rectangles [23]. Recently, Agarwal and Pan [15] gave near-linear-time approximation

algorithms (presented in Chapter 6) for computing hitting set and set cover of many

geometric instances. The hitting-set problem has also been used to compute a subset

of vertices that intersect every path [72] or every shortest path [141] that contains

at least k vertices.

Our result. We present a bi-criteria approximation algorithm for the SPHS prob-

lem by allowing an EV to slightly deviate from the shortest path. Our result is

summarized as follows.

Theorem 27. Let G “ pV,Eq, ` : V Ñ R` be a weighted graph with constant

highway dimension h and |E| “ Op|V |q, let r ą 0 and δ P r10α
r
, 2

15
s be two param-

eters where α “ maxePE `peq, and let κ be the size of a smallest r-SPHS of G. A

δ-approximate r-SPHS H̃ Ď V of size Opκ log κq can be computed in randomized
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expected time Opcδn log2 n log κq, where cδ “ 1{hlog2p1{δq.

In this paper, we assume 10α{r ď δ ď 2{15, where the constants 10 and 2/15

are chosen for convenience of the analysis. Since G represents a road network, the

length of a road edge in E is much smaller than the range of an average EV. Hence,

10α{r ! 1 and δ can be set to a small constant under the assumption. We also

assume |E| “ Op|V |q since G represents a road network and the average degree of a

vertex is usually small.

At a high level, we improve the running time from Opn3q to near linear by relaxing

the shortest-path requirement slightly. The algorithm works in two stages. The first

stage computes a small set C of “center” vertices such that there exists a path

between any pair of vertices in G that is not much longer than the shortest path and

can be decomposed into shortest paths between center vertices, called critical paths.

Furthermore, C is a δ-approximate r-SPHS, but the size of C may be much larger

than κ. The second stage chooses a smaller δ-approximate r-SPHS. In particular, it

computes a small-size hitting set for the critical paths. With the assumption that

G has constant highway dimension, we show that the number of center vertices is

small, and the optimal hitting set for the critical paths has similar size as the optimal

SPHS. The algorithm uses the framework in Chapter 6, together with the dynamic

trees [135] data structure, to efficiently compute a hitting set for critical paths.

Finally, we describe a data structure for the feasible path queries that, given two

query vertices u, v, computes in Opκ log κ log log κq time the sequence of charging

stations on an r-EV-feasible path P between u, v with `pP q ď p1 ` δqµpu, vq. The

actual path in G can be recovered by performing shortest-path queries in G between

adjacent charging stations. Since the highway dimension of G is bounded, each query

can be answered quickly [9].
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7.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we define several concepts that are used by our algorithm, incuding

the highway dimension and doubling dimension of a graph, and the hitting set and

ε-net of a range space. We also describe a proof of the NP-completeness of the SPHS

problem.

Given x ą 0 and a vertex u P V , let Bpu, xq “ tv P V | µpu, vq ď xu be the ball

of radius x centered at u under the shortest path metric on G.

Definition 2. The highway dimension of a graph G “ pV,Eq is the smallest integer

h that satisfies the following condition: for all x ą 0 and u P V , there exists a set

S Ď Bpu, 6xq of at most h vertices that contains a vertex from every shortest path

inside Bpu, 6xq of length more than x. 1

A metric space has doubling dimension d if any ball of radius x is contained in the

union of at most 2d balls of radius x{2. We will always use d to denote the doubling

dimension of the shortest path metric of G and h to denote the highway dimension

of G. Lemma 28 relates these two quantities.

Lemma 28 ([8]). d ď log2ph` 1q.

Let Σ “ pX,Rq be a finite range space where X is a finite set of elements and R

is a family of subsets of X called ranges. A subset H Ď X is called a hitting set of Σ

if H intersects every range in R. Given a parameter ε P p0, 1s and a weight function

wp¨q on elements of X, an ε-net for Σ is a subset N Ď X that intersects every range

that has weight at least εwpXq. In other words, an ε-net of Σ is a hitting set of the

“heavy” ranges in R.

1 We remark that the original paper [9] that introduces highway dimension uses a constant 4 as
the multiplier of the radius of the ball, but leaves open the possibility of larger constants (with
adjusted constants in other bounds). We use a larger constant 6 for convenience of our analysis.
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The VC-dimension [144] of a range space Σ “ pX,Rq is the largest positive integer

b satisfying the following condition: there exists a subset Y Ď X with |Y | “ b such

that |tS X Y | S P Ru| “ 2b. The following ε-net theorem was proved in [89] (see

also [88]).

Lemma 29 ([89]). Given a range space pX,Rq of VC-dimension β and parameters

ε, φ P p0, 1q, a set of Opβ
ε
plog 1

ε
` log 1

φ
q independent random samples of X is an ε-net

of pX,Rq with probability at least 1´ φ.

In this paper, we will be interested in range spaces ΣG “ pV,Rq where each range

in R corresponds to the vertices on a shortest path in G. Abraham et al. [7] showed

that the VC-dimension of ΣG is two when R contains all shortest paths in G. By the

definition of VC-dimension, it is easy to check that the VC-dimension of ΣG is no

more than two when R contains a subset of all shortest paths in G. It is summarized

in the following lemma.

Lemma 30 ([7]). The VC-dimension of ΣG is at most two.

The decision version of the SPHS problem is as follows: given a graph G, a

parameter r ą 0 and an integer k, determine whether there exists an r-SPHS of G

of size at most k.

Theorem 31. The SPHS problem is NP-complete.

Proof. We reduce the vertex-cover problem to the SPHS problem. Recall that given

a graph G1 “ pV1, E1q, a subset A Ď V1 is a vertex cover if tu, vu X A ‰ ∅ for

all pu, vq P E1. We construct another undirected graph G2 “ pV2, E2q, where V2 “

V1 Y tue, ve | e “ pu, vq P E1u and E2 “ E1 Y tpu, ueq, pv, veq | e “ pu, vq P E1u, and

`peq “ 1 @e P E2. We claim that a vertex cover in G1 corresponds to a 2-SPHS of

G2. Suppose S1 Ď V1 is a vertex cover for G1. Then S1 must be a 2-SPHS of G2
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because every shortest path of length more than 2 in G2 must contain at least one

edge from E1 in its interior. On the other hand, suppose S2 Ď V2 is a 2-SPHS of G2.

Then every edge e “ pu, vq P E1 is covered by S2 because u, v are the only interior

vertices of the shortest path from ue to ve, and one of them must be in S2. The claim

is proved.

Finally, the SPHS problem is in NP because one can verify whether a given set

of vertices hits every shortest path of a graph of length more than r in polynomial

time.

7.3 The algorithm

In this section, we describe a bi-criteria approximation algorithm for the shortest

path hitting set problem, whose worst-case running time is near-linear in the size of

the input graph.

Let δ P r10α{r, 2{15s be a parameter. We assume that the highway dimension h

and the doubling dimension d are constants. We first give a high level overview of

the algorithm, which consists of three main steps.

(i) Compute a set C Ď V of “center” vertices of size Opκ{δdq, such that every

vertex of V is within distance Opδrq from some center in C.

(ii) Construct a set of shortest paths, called critical paths, between center vertices

of length roughly r{2, such that between every pair of vertices in V , an ap-

proximately shortest path can be constructed by concatenating critical paths.

(iii) Compute hitting set H̃ for critical paths, and return H̃.

Next, we describe the details of each step in the following subsections.
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7.3.1 Computing centers

We compute the set C of center vertices using a greedy algorithm, which was orig-

inally proposed for the k-center problem (i.e., find k vertices so that the distance

to the farthest vertex from them is as small as possible). Initially, add an arbitrary

vertex c1 to C; in the i-th iteration, add to C the vertex ci that is farthest from C.

The algorithm terminates when µpv, Cq ď δr{8 for all v P V .

For i ě 1, let Ci be the set of chosen vertices after i iterations.

Lemma 32. During the entire algorithm, for any pair ci ‰ cj P C, µpci, cjq ě δr{8.

Proof. Suppose there exist two centers ci, cj P C with i ă j such that µpci, cjq ă δr{8.

Then µpcj, Cj´1q ă δr{8, which means the algorithm terminates before adding cj to

C.

The next lemma upper bounds the number of center vertices added to C.

Lemma 33. |C| “ Opκ{δdq.

Proof. Let H˚ denote the optimal r-SPHS of size κ. Then by the definition of r-

SPHS, µpv,H˚q ď r for all v P V because otherwise a shortest path with v as an

endpoint is not r-EV feasible. By the same analysis of the greedy algorithm for the

k-center problem [146], we can claim that for all v P V , µpv, Cκq ď 2r. In other

words, V Ď
Ť

cPCκ
Bpc, 2rq. Recall that the doubling dimension of the shortest path

metric of G is d. By definition, a radius-2r ball can be covered by Opδ´dq balls of

radius δr{16. Thus, V can be covered by x “ Opκδ´dq balls of radius δr{16. Again

by the property of the k-center greedy algorithm, adding x centers greedily to C can

guarantee that every vertex of V is within distance 2ˆpδr{16q “ δr{8 of some center

in C.
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The greedy algorithm can be implemented efficiently, as follows. Let D denote the

diameter of G; then D ď αn ă nδr. We maintain the distance from each vertex of V

to C in a priority queue; initially, the distance is 8 as C “ ∅. Suppose the shortest

path distance from ci to C is xi when ci is added to C. To find ci`1, we compute the

shortest path tree rooted at ci that contains vertices of V whose distances to ci are

less than xi, and updates the priority queue if the distance from some vertex v to

C is decreased because of ci. We then choose the first vertex of the priority queue

(farthest from C) to be ci`1.

Lemma 34. The greedy algorithm for computing the set C of centers takes Opn log2 n`

m log nq time.

Proof. To analyze the running time, we divide the above implementation intoOplog D
δr
q

phases. In phase j, the farthest distance from a vertex to C lies in pD
2j
, D

2j´1 s. If a

vertex v is traversed when computing the shortest path tree rooted at a center c, then

µpv, cq ď D{2j´1. On the other hand, any two centers chosen in phase j have dis-

tance more than D
2j

. So there can be at most 2d “ Op1q centers that traverse v when

computing shortest path tree in phase j. Similarly, each edge is also traversed Op1q

times in phase j. It takes Oplog nq time to traverse a vertex and Op1q time to traverse

an edge in the Dijkstra’s algorithm and Oplog nq time to update the priority queue.

Therefore, the running time is Oppm` n log nq log D
δr
q “ Opn log2 n`m log nq.

We remark that the set C is a δ-approximate r-SPHS. However, the size of C,

Opκ{δdq, can be very large when δ is small. Our algorithm computes a solution of

size Opκ log κq.

7.3.2 Computing critical paths

For each vertex c P C, we construct a shortest path tree Tc, called a center tree,

rooted at c with radius r{2, i.e., Tc contains all vertices of V that are no more than
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r{2 away from c. For every c1 P C with µpc, c1q P rp1´δq r
2
´α, r

2
s, we add the shortest

path πpc, c1q as a critical path.

Lemma 35. The number of critical paths is Op κ
δ2d q, and they can be computed in

Op 1
δd
pm` n log nqq time.

Proof. Consider any center c P C. We bound the number of critical paths that

has c as one end vertex. By construction, if there is a critical path between c and

some c1 P C, then µpc, c1q ď r{2, i.e., c1 P B “ Bpc, r{2q. By definition of doubling

dimension, B can be covered by Op1{δdq smaller balls of radius δr{16. By Lemma 32,

there can be at most one center inside each smaller ball, so, there are Op1{δdq centers

in B. The bound on the number of critical paths follows.

Using a similar argument as above, a vertex v P V or an edge e P E is traversed

during the construction of Op1{δdq center trees. Therefore, summing over all center

trees, the total time is Op 1
δd
pm` n log nqq.

7.3.3 Computing approximate hitting set

We compute an approximate hitting set of the critical paths using the algorithm

framework in Chapter 6. In the following, we describe the details of the algorithm.

Let R denote the set of ranges induced by the critical paths, i.e., each range in

R corresponds to the set of interior vertices of a critical path. Let C “ pV,Rq be the

resulting range space. By Lemma 30, C has VC-dimension 2. Let λ denote the size

of the optimal hitting set of C. We guess an integer λ̃ via binary search such that

λ ď λ̃ ă 2λ.

First, a preprocessing step is performed: compute a 1
λ̃
-net H0 of pV,Rq with

uniform weights on V , include H0 in the final hitting set, and remove H0 and all

ranges in R hit by H0 from consideration. By property of ε-net, all remaining ranges

contain fewer than n{λ̃ vertices.
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The algorithm assigns weight on the vertices of V . Initially, the weight of each

vertex is set to 1, i.e., wpvq “ 1 @v P V . We say a range R P R is ε-heavy if

wpRq ě εwpV q2; otherwise, R is ε-light. The algorithm works in Oplogpn{λ̃qq rounds.

In each round, it processes every range R P R one by one. If R is 1
2λ̃

-light, it doubles

the weights of all vertices in R, the so-called weight-doubling step, repeatedly until

R becomes 1
2λ̃

-heavy. Once R becomes 1
2λ̃

-heavy, it is not processed again in the

current round, even though it may become 1
2λ̃

-light again later in the current round

while wpV q increases. If 2λ̃ weight-doubling steps have been performed in the current

round, the algorithm aborts the current round and moves to the next round. On

the other hand, if all ranges have been processed with less than 2λ̃ weight-doubling

steps, the algorithm stops and returns a weighted 1
2λ̃e

-net of C as a hitting set of C.

The argument in Chapter 6 shows that if λ̃ ě λ, the algorithm always terminates

with all ranges being ε-heavy. If the algorithm terminates and some ranges are still

ε-light, we double the value of λ̃ and repeat the algorithm.

We maintain all the center trees and the weights of vertices in these trees using

the dynamic trees data structure [135] (also called link-cut trees [142]). The data

structure was proposed to maintain a forest of rooted trees where each tree vertex

has an arbitrary number of unordered child vertices and has a weight.3 The main

operations supported include:

• root(v): Return the root of the tree containing vertex v.

• link(v, w, x): Make vertex v a new child of vertex w by adding edge pv, wq of

weight x. This assumes v, w are in different trees and v is the root of its tree.

• cut(v): Delete the edge between vertex v and its parent.

2 For a set X Ď V , wpXq “
ř

vPX wpvq.

3 The weights can be either on tree edges or vertices.
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• path-aggregate(v): Return an aggregate, such as max/min/sum, of the weights

of edges on the path from v to root(v).

• update(v, x): Add x to the weight of each vertex on the path from v to root(v).

Let |Tc| denote the number of vertices in the center tree Tc. According to [135],

each of the above operation takes Oplog
ř

cPC |Tc|q time. However, in our case, the

time per operation is actually Oplog maxcPC |Tc|q “ Oplog nq since the structure of the

center trees remain fixed after their creation. We use the path-aggregate operation

to retrieve the weight of a critical path, which is the sum of weights of the vertices

along a path from some center vertex c to root(c). We also need to update the

weight of an individual vertice v, which can be achieved by running update(v, x) and

update(parentpvq,´x). Note that a vertex v can appear in as many as Op1{δdq center

trees. Thus, when we double the weight of a vertex v, we need to make the update

for all copies of v in Op1{δdq center trees. We do not use the link, cut operations.

The following lemma gives the running time for computing an ε-net of pV,Rq by

random sampling.

Lemma 36. An ε-net of the range space C of size Op1
ε

log 1
ε
q can be computed in

Op n
δd
` 1

ε
log 1

ε
q expected time.

Proof. By Lemma 29, a natural algorithm for computing an ε-net of pV,Rq is as

follows: draw Op1
ε

log 1
ε
q random samples from V , with respect to the weights on

vertices in V ; verify whether the set of samples is an ε-net; repeat the first two steps

if not. To verify whether a subset of vertices is an ε-net of C, we traverse all the center

trees and check whether each ε-heavy critical path is hit. This takes
ř

cPC Op|Tc|q “

Opn{δdq time. In expectation, Op1q repetitions are required. Therefore, the expected

time to compute an ε-net of C is Op n
δd
` 1

ε
log 1

ε
q.

The result of this step is summarized as follows.
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Lemma 37. A hitting set of C of size Opλ log λq can be computed in Opp 1
δd
n log2 n`

λ log λq log λq expected time.

7.4 Analysis

In this section, we analyze the approximation guarantee and running time of our

algorithm. We first show that the size of the optimal hitting set of range space C is

within Ophq factor of the size of the optimal SPHS.

Lemma 38. λ “ Ophκq.

Proof. Let H˚ denote the optimal r-SPHS of G. By definition, H˚ must hit all short-

est paths that are longer than r. On the other hand, the critical paths constructed by

our algorithm have legnths no more than r{2. Let P be a critical path between a pair

of vertices u, v. Then there is a vertex w P H˚ with µpu,wq ď r. So P Ď Bpu, 3r{2q.

In other words, each critical path is contained in the ball of radius 3r{2 centered

at some vertex in H˚. By definition of highway dimension, for any u P H˚, there

exists a subset S of at most h vertices in Bpu, 3r{2q that intersect every shortest

path of length more than r{4 contained in Bpu, 3r{2q. Let S denote the union of

such subsets S in the balls centered at vertices in H˚. With δ ă 2{15 and α ď δr{10,

the interior of each critical path has length more than r{4. Therefore, S hits all the

critical paths, and |S| “ Ophκq.

Let H̃ denote the hitting set computed by our algorithm. Lemmas 37 and 38

immediately imply the following corollary:

Corollary 39. |H̃| “ Ophκ logphκqq.

We show that H̃ satisfies the following property.

Lemma 40. H̃ is a δ-approximate r-SPHS of G.
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Figure 7.2. Construction of EV-feasible path P̃ (dashed curve) between w0 and w4. The solid
curve denotes the shortest path.

Proof. If µpu, vq ď r, the shortest path between u, v is automatically EV-feasible.

We therefore focus on the case µpu, vq ą r. We construct another path P̃ between

u, v as follows. For convenience, denote w0 “ u and wt “ v. We find vertices

w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wt´1 along πpu, vq from u to v such that µpwi, wi`1q P rp
1
2
´ δ

4
qr´α, p1

2
´ δ

4
qrs,

for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t ´ 1. Let ci P C denote the nearest center to wi. We set P̃ as the

concatenation of the shortest paths πpw0, c0q, πpc0, c1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , πpct´1, ctq, πpct, wtq. See

Figure 7.2. Then

`pP̃ q “ µpw0, c0q ` µpct, wtq `
t´1
ÿ

i“1

µpci, ci`1q

ď
δ

4
r `

t´1
ÿ

i“1

pµpci, wiq ` µpwi, wi`1q ` µpwi`1, ci`1qq

ď
δ

4
r `

t´1
ÿ

i“1

p1`
3δ

4
qµpwi, wi`1q (δ ď 2{15)

ď p1` δqµpu, vq.

Next, we show that path P̃ is EV-feasible. By triangle inequality, it is easy to

check that µpci, ci`1q P rp
1
2
´ δ

2
qr´α, 1

2
rs; thus πpci, ci`1q is a critical path and contains

a vertex of H̃ in its interior. P̃ is EV-feasible since every subpath of P̃ of length

larger than r contains a vertex of H̃.

Putting Lemmas 34, 35, 37, and 38 together, the expected running time of our

algorithm is Op 1
δd
pm ` n log2 n log κq ` m log nq “ Op 1

δd
n log2 n log κq with the as-

sumption m “ Opnq. This bound along with Corollary 39 and Lemma 40 proves

Theorem 27.
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7.5 Feasible path query

After having computed a δ-approximate r-SPHS H̃, we consider the task of com-

puting the shortest r-EV-feasible path between any two vertices u, v P V with re-

spect to H̃. By definition of approximate SPHS, the length of this path is at most

p1`δqµpu, vq. We first show that H̃ can be postprocessed and replaced with a smaller

δ-approximate r-SPHS Ĥ such that |Ĥ X Bpv, rq| is small for any v P V .4 This will

facilitate efficient feasible path queries.

Postprocessing step. We show that H̃ can be replaced by another approximate

r-SPHS Ĥ such that |Ĥ| ď |H̃| and for any u P Ĥ, |Bpu, rq X Ĥ| “ Op1q, where the

constant depends on the highway dimension of G. The algorithm works as follows.

The algorithm maintains an r-SPHS H. Initially, H “ H̃. For each vertex v P V ,

it also maintains the set Hv “ tu P H | µpu, vq ď ru, i.e., Bpv, rq XH, and the value

|Hv|. We fix a constant c and call a vertex v P V heavy if |Hv| ą ch lnh. At each

step, the algorithm checks whether there is a heavy vertex in V . If there is no heavy

vertex, it returns the current set H as Ĥ. Otherwise, let v be a heavy vertex. Let

Σv “ pV,Rvq be a range space where Rv corresponds to critical paths intersecting

Bpv, rq. Since each critical path has length no more than r{2, all the critical paths in

Rv lie inside Bpv, 3r{2q. By definition of highway dimension, there exists a hitting set

of size h for Σv. We can use the same hitting set algorithm (Chapter 6) to compute

a hitting set Xv of Σv of size at most ch lnh in Op 1
δd
n log2 nq expected time. It then

replaces H with pHzHvq Y Xv. Finally, we compute Bpu, rq for each u P Xv and

update the sets Hw for all w in these balls.

Since v is heavy, each step of the algorithm except the last one reduces the size of

H by at least one, so it terminates within |H̃| rounds. Ĥ is a δ-approximate r-SPHS

4 We conjecture that H̃ already satisfies |Bpu, rq X H̃| “ Oplog κq for all u P V , and no postpro-
cessing is needed, but so far we have run into technical difficulties in proving this conjecture.
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since it hits every critical path. Hence, we obtain the following.

Lemma 41. A δ-approximate r-SPHS Ĥ Ď V of size Opκ log κq can be computed in

Op 1
δd
κn log2 n log κq time so that |Bpv, rq X Ĥ| “ Op1q for all v P V .

Feasible path query. A shortest r-EV-feasible path must pass through a sequence

of charging stations, and any two consecutive charging stations on the path must be

at most r apart. Define the graph N “ pĤ, Êq where Ê “ tpu, vq | µpu, vq ď ru.

For each edge pu, vq P Ê, define `pu, vq “ µpu, vq. By Lemma 41, |Ê| “ Op|Ĥ|q “

Opκ log κq. By constructing Bpu, rq for all u P Ĥ, we can construct the edges in Ê

and their lengths.

As for computing a shortest feasible path between any pair of vertices of G, we

maintain, for each v P V , Ĥv “ Bpv, rqX Ĥ along with their distances from v. Given

s, t P V , we augment N by adding edges from s to Ĥs and t to Ĥt, and compute a

shortest path from s to t in N using the Dijkstra’s algorithm. Putting everything

together, we obtain the following.

Theorem 42. The δ-approximate r-SPHS H̃ output by our algorithm can be post-

processed in Op 1
δd
κn log2 n log κq time such that with Opn`κ log κq space, a sequence

of charging stations on an r-EV-feasible path between two vertices u, v, whose length

is at most p1` δqµpu, vq, can be computed in Opκ log κ log log κq time.
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8

Conclusion

This thesis makes contributions to several geometric problems related to matching,

clustering, and covering.

Geometric curve matching. We presented p1 ` εq-approximate algorithms for

computing the dynamic time warping (DTW) and edit distance (ED) between a

pair of point sequences. The running time of our algorithms is near-linear when

the input sequences are κ-packed or κ-bounded, and subquadratic when the input

sequences are protein backbone sequences. Theoretically, our algorithms are the first

subquadratic-time algorithms known for computing DTW or ED for “well-behaved”

sequences. Practically, a simpler variant of our algorithm runs significantly faster

than the standard DP algorithm in experiments on synthetic and real datasets, with-

out losing much accuracy. An interesting open problem is to identify other DP based

geometric optimization problems that can be solved using our rectangle decomposi-

tion approach, i.e., visiting a small number of entries of the DP table using geometric

properties of the input.

We also proposed a new matching framework that captures the advantages of both

DTW and sequence alignment based approaches for identifying similar portions of
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trajectories.

Trajectory clustering. Given a large collection of trajectories, we study the prob-

lem of extracting shared patterns from the trajectories. The shared pattern could

be a sequence of road segments that are usually traversed together by many trajec-

tories. We introduced a novel algorithm that computes such patterns from vehicle

trajectories by clustering subtrajectories. The key to our clustering algorithm is the

assignment of a “label” to each trajectory point, which is used for comparing points.

Compared with previous geometry-based approaches, our algorithm can identify pat-

terns of arbitrary shape, and is more robust to noise.

We also considered the case where trajectories are check-in sequences. We propose

a generative statistical model of the check-in sequences based on the continuous-

time Markov jump processes. We showed that the model can uncover meaningful

clusters of check-in locations and the movement patterns between the clusters. We

also demonstrated the application of our model in data exploration, prediction, and

anomaly detection.

Covering. We contributed near-linear-time algorithms for two covering problems.

The first covering problem is the geometric hitting set and set cover problems. We

introduced two simple algorithms, inspired by the success of the multiplicative weight

method. In particular, our second algorithm is itself an elegent interactive algorithm

for solving a two-player zero-sum game.

The second covering problem is the shortest path hitting set (SPHS) problem,

i.e., covering the shortest paths in a road network with charging stations. The

goal is to enable an EV with limited range to travel between any two nodes of the

road network via the shortest path. It turns out that the hardness of the problem

lies in constructing the set cover instance, which requires computing shortest paths

between all pairs of nodes and has formidable running time. We proposed a bi-
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criteria approximation algorithm whose running time is near-linear when the input

graph has constant highway dimension, a concept introduced to give rigorous proofs

of efficiency for many popular heuristic shortest path algorithms [9]. Our algorithm

is the first for such problems with provable guarantees on the approximation and

running time.

An open problem is to design an efficient algorithm for the maximum coverage

version of the SPHS problem. Given a collection P of input paths in a graph G

(may or may not be shortest) and an integer k, the goal is to compute a subset of k

vertices such that the number of EV-feasible paths in P (with respect to the subset)

is maximized . This problem is not submodular because it can take more than one

vertex to make one long path in P EV-feasible.
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